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ABSTRACT
Offshore drilling operations generate rock cuttings and spent drilling Ouids "·Ules during the "'ell
drilling phase. The WUtes conLain IOllie 5ubst:ll1Cfi WI an: harmful 10 the ITUrinc ttO$ys«:m.
Discl\arge limitaltons Mld restrictive guidelines in different jurisdiC'lions of lhc: ,,,..orld OlfC under
dl:velop~nt. Pollution prevention by cncour;Jging synthetic bued nuids lSBFsl in place of
traditiONI oil based nuids !\as been supported in recent yean. Despite h.l.ving en... iron~n(311~·
benign Chanacler1Sltc:S. SBFs associated wutes Slill have 01 certain ,unount of pollutolnls dUe: to
built and «JI\wnil1Ollior'; with fCll'TN.tion oil.
The lNin aim of this Sludy was 10 dC\lclop a risk moanagemenl fnmewon: for determining thit beSt
drilling "'"aue disctwtc scenario (Of disposal in the marine environment. The specific objectives
of this re5C;lR:h wele: (I) development of probabilistic contaminant (ille modeling methodology
using fugacity and 3quivaJence based approaches: (2) development of an «ologicl risl.:
usessment methodology using probabilistic conceptS: () dc:velopmenl of human hoe:llth cancer
and noo-cancer risk assessment melhodologies using probabilislic conceptS: (~l development of:a
fuuy composile programming framework for risk management by inlegt:uin, environmental risk.
cost estim:ues and technical feasibility for various trulJnent 0plions: and I Sl an application of the
developed risk managemenl framework 10 a hypothetical case study.
Fate modeling in this TCse:lTCh was pcrfonned using fugacily and aquivalence based concep15. A
chemical specific approach was employed for conlaminanl fate modeling. A steady SUitC nonequilibrium water and sediment inteTilclion model wilh prob.1bilistic inpul5 was U5<:d 10 dClcrmine
the contaminant concentt:Hions in the water column and pore water. Thoe unccnaint)' .:r.nd
v.:r.riability in !he model inpu15 were: upressed by the SUliSlical distribuliOfls. The conccntr.uions
in the w.:r.ter column.:r.nd pofe w.:r.ler were eSlimatcd using Lalin Hypercube ~mpling (LHSI based
MonIc C:ulo (MCI simul.:r.lions. The cOflcentnllions in lhe waler colulTUl and pore WOlle!" followed
lornonnal distributions. The eSlimated p;u;uneten of lognonna.l diSlribulion for known disch:uge
("ondilions "'ere used for performing multiple regression aJ1:Ilyscs. The higheSl 9s-' percentile was
used as lhe predicted environmenlal concentr.uian (PEO. The Wlte!"tOIinlies in the PEC were
upres.sed by the cocffidenu of regression models.
The PEC vOl11JCS were: convened into exposure conc;entr.lliool (EO by adjustinl for
btoavailabilily and probabilily of ell.posurc. The whole ecological community was lkfincd as
U5CUmcnl cndpoinlS. The 101l.icity assessment analyses were based 00 !he lognormally
distributed predicted no effect conccntr.uions (PNEO. The lowesl 10'" pcrccnlile 00 PNEC
distribulions was used as a safely Ie... el or P,vEC crileria value. 8oowr.I.pping was performed on
original PNEC dna to detennine the uneen.a.inl)' in UIc PNEC critcri:l values. The I\az.atd or risk
quolienu IHQlRQ) were C:llcul.lled by dividing EC with PNEC crileria value$. The 0iARM
model's approach wu used to conven HQlRQ inlO risk estimolles for c:u:h contaminanl. The
composite ecoiogicOlI risk for drilling waste was determined by integnling me individWlI risk
estimates assuming sl.alisticaJly independent events.
The human health risk methodology was bued on the ("onsumption of cont.aminalcd seafood. A
probabilistic tlamework fot human health risk assessment was developed for cancer and non(":IOcer risk eSlimates. The chronic daily intake rate (COn was eSlablished based on fish ingestion
rolles, lipid ("OIIlent. bioconcentr.iIIion factors, ell.p05ure dunadon. expolW'C: frequency. and
aveTilging lime. The LHS based MC simulations were performed 10 emmale the CDI. Arsenic
was the only proven human carcinogen in me drilling waSle stream. The composite hazard index
fOl" non-cancer risks was calcuJlled by simple addition for a given exposure scenario.

(iii

A risk management methodology using fuzzy composile programming lCP) was developed. The
COStS fc. ~unent. drilling fluid loss due to discharge and ecological Ind human heahh damages
.....ere estimated. The technical feasibilily of VulCUS solid corurol devices wu also scudied from a
performance ",jewpoint. The environmenlal risk reduclioos. cOS! savini and technical feasibility
indices were grouped llSing CP meltlCdology. A double weighling scheme \lo'U employed in CP.
The final utilily and ccnuotdal values 0( Ihr; SyYem ilTlpfovement indices ...·ere c:akulated through
Chen and Yager fuzzy nnking melhods. respectively to delennine the best llIan:lgement
alterna.tive.
The risk management f~mework was applied 10 a hypothetical case "udy 00 the Easl Co.ut of
01" managemenl altermlives including 10.0%. 8.5<::i:. 7.oc:e.
5.5'.i and 4.0% attached base fluids to wet cmtinp......ere selected fOf the analysis. The .&<;i
attxhed base fluid option .....as found to be the beSt manai:ement optioo fOf the fint trial ..... hen risk
and cost .....ere given equal weight and technical feasibility was allolled ooe4hird of thr; weii:ht.
The 7.Q<;i, discharge option was the second best management option and thai was followed by the
5.5%.8.5% and 10.0%. respectively. The sensitivity analysis was perlonned llSing four different
weighting schemes to accounl for human subjectivity. II was concluded that .&.O'io .... as Ihe beSt
management alternative for lhe discharge of drilling wasle in the marine environment. The other
bcner management alternatives were the discharge options of 7.0% and/or 5.5% attached base
fluid to the wet cUllings (appro:'limately 5 ·6% of dry cuttings).

Canm. Five discharge scenarios.

This study has inlreduced a new concept of integrating probabilistic fate modelin~ wilh
ecological and human health risk assessment n'lelhodologies within a risk management framework
to delennine the beSt management altem'l.live under conflicting objectives. This study has
provided a framework for a decision suppon syStem fc. the selection of the best drilling waSte
marine disc~e option under any known regul;uory and technical constraints.
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Cbapter 1

INTRODUCTION

This research was planned to mtcgr.lle and apply various components of nsk-bascd
decision methodology for synthcllc based drilling waste discharges

In

thc manne

environmcnl. The components of thiS risk-based approach are conlaminant fate modeling.
ecological and human health nsk assessment and risk management. This thesis focuses
on all these componenlS of nsk·bascd decision-making 3pproach wilh relevance to
drilling waste discharges in Ihc manne environment. A hypothetical case study IS also
discussc::d in this thesis for an applic:uion ofthe' developed holistiC methodology.

1.1. BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH
Demand for energy sources is increasing throughout the world at a rapid r:ue due 10
industrial development 3nd population growth. This increasing demand has acceler:l.led

the search for new sources of oil and gas on land and offshore. Oil production involves
two main phases of drilling operalions. namely exploration and developmenl. The
e",ploration phase operations detennine the potential hydrocarbon reserves and include
drilling of e",ploralOry wells. whereas the development phase operations include drilling
of production wells, once a hydrocarbon reserve has already been discovered and

delineated. The ngs used

In

explorauon and development SOffielimes differ but the

drilling process is generally the same for both types of oper.uions (U.s. EPA. 1999a).

Drilling operations use drilling muds to lubricate the drill bit. control borehole pressure.
and flush rock cuttings out of the well. Disposal of rock cuttings and used mud
constitutes one of the most significant waste discharges associated wilh offshore drilling.
The drilling fluids or circulating muds, are broadly classified into Ihrce groups (u.S.
EPA,I999a).

Water based drilling fluid (WBF): conventional dnlling mud with water used as lIS
conllnuous phase.
Oil based dnlling fluid (OBF): diesel. mineraL or some other 011 used as itS
continuous phase.
Symhet1c based drilling fluid (SBF): synthetic based material like polyesters and
vegetable esters used as its continuous phase.

SBF ConSiSts of a synthellc base fluid. weighting agent (barite) and some Other additives.
Since 1990. the oil and gas extraction Industry has developed many synthetic and nonsynthetic materials as base flUids 10 provide drilling performance Chilt'ilClCristlCS
comparnble to U":Iditional oil based fluids (OBFs) with the lower environmental impacts
and greater worker safely of water based fluids (WBFs). These characteristics have been
achieved through lower toxicity, elimination of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons

(PAHsl. f:1Ster biodegradation "ltes :lnd lower bioaccumu1:nion polential of pollutants
(U.S. EPA. 1999a).

Prohibition of the discharge oi rock cuttings into the Nonh Sea has bttn implen1Cnled
(U.S. EPA. 20003). As a result. all cultings must now be

eit~r

fe.injected downhole. or

shipped to the shore for treatment and disposal. The regulatory authorities in Nova Scotia
have effecllvely followed suit. moving from a relatively lax 15% (by dry weight) drilling
muds on cuttings allowed at discharge

10

1'1-. As Ihe beSt available

economlcall~'

achievable technology (BAT) can reduce contaminants to the neighbourhood of -Ie;t. (U.S.
EPA. 2000a). the 1% allowable limit IS

In

practice a prescnptlon of a tot31 b3n on drilling

wastedischarge5.

The United Slates Environmental Protection Agency CU.S. EPA) has identified differt:nt
options to rt:duce the discharge of drilling waste mto the marine environmcnl. Cumnt
industry practice for managing and

~ating

SBF-eultings befort: discharge is

10

process

the cuttings through solids separation equipment. which consIsts of primary and
secondary shale shaken and occasiona.lly 3 centrifuge. B3SCd on cumnt industry data. the:
efficiency of solids separ.uion equipment results in a long-Ienn average of 10.2% (by wei
weight) retention on cuttings. By using new treatment technology. the relention of nUliis
can be reduced to approXimately -1% (U.S. EPA. 2OOOa. b).

The disposal of drilling nuids into the ocean environment is of major concern for two
main re3Sons: economica.l loss associaled with discharged expensive synthetic drilling

fluids with rock cuttings and probable adverse ecologl1:al impacts, To delennine the f3te
of contaminants asSOCiated with drilling waste. several studies have been conducted in
the pasL The U.S, EPA (200001) developed a methodology for assessmg surface water and
pore water quality impacts by usmg the Offshore Operator's Committee (ooCl model as
described by Brandsma (1996). In this an31ysis it was assumed that discharged
contaminants immediately leached into the water column or inlO the pore water. Instead
of SBFs waste as a whole. constituent organic priority pollutants and heavy met31s were
studied in this analySIS. Some other modeling :mempts have been conducted based on
panicle tracking le<:hniques (e.g.. Seaconsult, 2000). A set of models for Ihe dispersion
and drift of drilling wastes and suspended sediment in the benthic boundary layer is being
developed by Hannah ct a1. (1997) who applied these models to the Georges Bank.
Canada.

Thibodeaux el

~,

(1986) developed a model for the fale and transpon of chemical

contaminants originating from offshOfe drilling bottom deposits, This model was limited
to the transpon of the soluble constituents from the cuttings and mud dePOSiIS, This
model does not lake into accounl particul3te transpon and chemical and biochemical
ttansfonnations that degrade contaminants within the sediment zone Of boundary layer. In
the North Sea OSPAR (Oslo and Paris). the ChelT1lcaJ Hazard Assessment and Risk
Mana~ment

(CHARM) model was developed to help stake:holden. including regulators.

operators and chemical suppliers. The CHARM model includes a risk management
module (Thatcher et al .. 1999). This model categorises wastes into different application
groups. such as production walers and WBFs. The OBFs are not addressed in this model

due

to

limited mfonnation

on input

parameters such as

blodc:~atlon

and

bioaccumulatlOn characteristics.

MackilY developed a methodology for estimating chemical filte in multimedia based on
the complexity of transpofl ilnd transfonnation processes. Mackay and co-workers (1983.
1989 and 1994) applied a fugacity/aquivalence model called QWASI (Quantitative Water
Air Sediment Interaction) to rivers. lakes and Hamilton harbour. to study the distribution
of detergent chemicals. PCBs (Polychlorinated biphenyls) :lInd heavy metals. In prinCIple.
the concept can be applied to any well-mixed body of water for which hydr.l.ulic and

particulate flow characteristics are defined. QWASI is a steady Slate non-equilibnum
model. which

15

generally used in the detenninlsuc mode: so um;ert:unties asSOCiated with

the input vanables are nOI addressed.

SynthetICS based nuids (SBFs) are hydrophobic

In

nature and tend to sink to the botlom

with little dispersion. Therefore, the main research focus has been on detennining toxicity
in the sedimentary phase as opposed to the aqueous phase. Many studies including
Candler and Leutennan (1997) and Rabke and C3ndler (1998) have reponed the toxicity
response of SBFs for different organisms. In addiuon to the toxicity of the base nuid. the
drilling wute contains organic priority pollutants and heavy metals. which adversely
affect the ecological community (U.S. EPA. 1999a). The CHARM model calculates
ecological risk by taking the ratio of two parameters: the predicted environmental
concentration to the predicted no effect concentration (PECIPNEC). This method is

similar to the U.S. EPA approach where predicted concentration IS compared with
Federal Water Quality Crilena (U.S. EPA. 1mb).

Another aspect of environmental risk

as~smcnt

of drilling waste IS human exposure

Ihrough consumption of contaminated commercial fish. Marine organisms are exposed to
pollutants through direct uptake (bioconcenlrlltionl and consumption or lower trophic
level organisms (biomagnification). Bioaccumulation of chemicals in aquatic food
chains. which IS a combined effect of the above IWO processes. IS an imponant
phenomenon in aqualic organisms and affects their pred:uon. especially humans and fishe3ting wildlife (Campfens and Mackay. 1997), The consumption of contammaled
organisms may pose a threat to human health. A delenninislic analySIS for human
exposure and related non-carcinogemc and carcinogenic health risk through consumption
of finfish and shnmps IS given by the U.S. EPA (1mb. 2000a).

Cost comparisons of different discharge options for water quality. and in the case of zero
discharge the non-water quality environmental Impacts. arc provided in the U.S. EPA
study

(2tX)Qa).

The risk management module of the CHARM model is nOI well accepted

by stakeholders. although il compares various alternatives for risk reducing measures.
Thc basiS of risk management in the CHARM model IS 10 combine the risk of mdividual
subslances into a single risk estimate. The several managemenl allernatives can be
compared on the basis of their cost and risk reduction strategy. Some other researchers
(e.g. Siansbury et aL. 1989) used composile programming for management of dredged

matenaJ. which accommodated conflicling objectives of environmenlal nsk. and cost in
lheiranalysis.

To fill in the gap in the scienlific literature for managing disposal of drilhng wasle in lhe
marine environment. a risk-based approach was used. This rese:Ltch lntegr.lled
contaminant fate modeling. and ecological and human health risk assessment based on
risk managemenl methodologies (Sadiq. 2000).

1.2. SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH
The slUdy had the fellowing major objtttives: detenninmg the fate of contamInants in lhe
water column and the sediment pore water: developing methodologies for ecologIcal and
human heallh risk :assessmenu: :lnd incorporating those In a risk management framework
that could also evaluate various treatment technologies uSing a case study. The pollutant
discharged was characterised by considering regulations proposed by different regulatory
agencies including the Canada-Newfoundland Offshore Petroleum Board (CNOPB). U.s.
EPA and Norwegian Pollution Conuel AuthorilY (SFr).

The steady state probabilislic model for panilionlng of contaminants in mulumedia was

developed using fugacityfaquivalence approaches. The multimedia-panilionlng model
was integrated with an Environmental Risk Assessment methodology_ which helped 10
de!:ide the best management Slnl.legy for the dischuge of drilling wastes. Probabilistic
and fuzzy arithmetic concepts were incorporated throughout the modeling process to
account for uncertainties.

In thiS research. a methodology for probabilistic contaminant fate modeling was
proposed. which was integrated wirn enviro!'lmenul risk assessment and risk based
mUltiple cnteria fuzzy composite programming. To accomplish the above obJectives. the
proposed research covered the follOWing tasks:

Development of a methodology for fate modeling using probabilistic concept~:
Development of a methodology for ecological risk assessment:
Development of a methodology for human health risk assessment;
Development of a nsk

b~d

decision-making approach by incorpor.:mng human

health and ecological risks. techmcal feasibility of various treatment options. and
envlronmenul damage and treatment costs: and
Applic:uion of developed methodologies for a hypothetical case study.

The following are some environmental issues related 10 offshore drilling waste
discharges. which were not studied in this researt:h.

Non-water quality environmentallmpaclS. which Include greenhouse

g~s

and other

air pollution problems;
The drilling fluid exposure to workers during handling and treatment and their related

health risk: and
The ecological damages caused by smothering and burial by drill cuttings.

1.3. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS
This thesis is comprised of ~ight chapletS. The first (wo chaplers provide an Introduction
to

me problem

and establish the

[heo~(ical

background of Ihe problem. Chapters 3-6 are

mamly melhodology-based chapters. which discuss relevant literature: during the course
of developing models. Chapter 7 is an applic:l.!ion-based chapler and uses models and
methodologies developed in previous chapters for a hypothetical case study. Conclusions
and recommendations of this research

::lte

prescnted in Chapter 8. Figure 1.1 explains the

organi23lion of this research fSadiq. 20(0).

Specific3l1y. Chapter 1 explains the scope and objectives of the research and Ihe

organisation of the thesis. Chapter 1 coven Ihc theoretical background of Ihc research
and provides iofonn31ion aboul characteristics of drilling waste. and different available

approaches and models for conlamin:lIlI fale modeling. The main focus of Chapler 1 is to
discuss the b3Ckground literature related with contaminant fate modeling.

Chapter 3 develops the proposed methodology for probabilistic fate mocIcling. Physicochemical characteristics of contaminants and media (water column and sediments) an:
discussed in detail in this chapter. Based on probabilistic f:ue modeling

~sult5. ~gres.sion

models are developed in this chapter.

Chapter 4 develops a methodology for ecological risk assessment due to lO"icological
effects of chemicals present in the drilling waste. This analysis was perfonned based on
U.S. EPA (998) and Canadian Council of Ministers for Environment (COdE. 1997)

ecological nsk assessment frameworb. The components of an ecological risk assessment
framework mclude problem formulallon. an analysis phase and risk charactenzation.
which an: discussed in detail

In

this chapter with reference to drilling wasle dlsch3t'ges. A

probabilistic approach using Monle Carlo

(MCI simulations was employed

In

this

chapter.

Chapter 5 develops a methodology for human he3.lth risk assessment due to consumption
of contaminated commercial fish. The inpul paramelers for cancer nsk and non-cancer
risk models and the associated uncertainlies an: discussed m detail. A probabilistiC
approach using MC simulations was used 10 estimate ~ human heallh risk.

Chapter 6 deVelops a risk management methodology based on fuzzy composite
programmmg. Literature relaled to risk management using multiple cnten3 decisionmaking methodologies is discussed. V3riOUS solid control treatment technology options
3vailable offshore are explored in this chapter. Cost estimations of treatment options.
drilling nuids and environmental damage COStS are also discussed. A risk management
methodology was proposed by integrating risk estimates from chapters ..& and S. and
technical feasibility and cost estimates from Chapter 6.

Chapter 7 is a hypothetical case study on the East Cost of Canada. The models developed
in the methodology-based chapleT1 are applied in this case study. In this chapter various
discharge scenarios are identified and pollutant loading rates are estimated based on
available infonnation.

,.

RIsk

Mazaacemmt of DriUiOC Waste DiIdaarps ill tbt Marine EaviroDrDaltAH,.........,..e-S...,
(Cbaptar7)

Figure 1.1. Orgilllization of the thesis
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Based on the eslimated pollulant loading roues. contamlnanl concentrations are calculated
in the water column and pore water using the regression models developed in Chapler 3.
Based on exposure concentrations. ecologIcal nsks
rnethcdology developed in Chapcer

~.

aTe

characlcnzed usmg the

The concentr:l.llon m fish tissues are esllmated

based on contaminant exposure concentrations. Human health risks are estlmaled based
on consumption of contaminaled fish as discussed in Chapler 5. COSI esmn;ltcs of
treatment oplions for various discharge scenarios are made based on the melhodology
developed in Chapter 6. Assumptions are made for the mlssmg mfonnation and data
where necessary for a hypolheucal case stUdy. Comparisons of vanous discharge
scenarios are discussed in detai I in Chapler 7.

Chapter 8 discusses the conclUSIons from this research. Recommendations for the
duccllons of future resean:h are established based on the results obtained.

"

Chapter 2

POTENTIAL CONTAMINANT FATE MODELING
APPROACHES

2.1. INTRODUCTION TO OFFSHORE OIL OPERATrONS
Various types of processing systems. equipment and opcnaung Ict:hniques are used by the
oi\ industry 10 exploTe. develop. and produce oil and gas from an offshore field.
Oper.ltlons dunn! both the exploratory and development drilling stages also detennine

the deSIgn needs for offshore environmental consider-mons. Ro(olf)' drilling uses a system
of Circulating drilling fluid primarily to remove drill cuttings from the borehole. The
drilling fluid cools and lubricates the drill string and drill bit; builds an impermeable cake
on the well bore: I;ontrols subsurlace

pre~ure:

supports part of the weight of the drill

string; reduces the damage 10 me formation and conducts geological infonn3uQn from the
formauon to the surface (Meinhold. 1998).

The drilling fluid (mud) is a mixture of water. base fluids. special days. .and minerals and
chemicals. The drilling fluid is pumped downhole through the drill string and is ejected
through nozzles in the drill bit at high pressure. The jet of fluid lifts the cuttings off the
bottom of the hole and away from the bit. The drilling fluid is circulated to the surface
through the annulus between me drill string and casing. At the surface. the drill cuttings.
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silt, and sand are removed from the drilling fluid before it is retumed downhole through
the drill string. Figure 2.1 presents a schematic flow diagram of a drilling fluid circulation
system,

9

I

DriUi.,.Auld

~I"_':f_ _"'"'_·_r:=::=·t'"'c:
_

LT"~'

Figure 2.1. Typical drilling fluids circulation systems (U.S. EPA, 1999a)

The cuuings, sand, and silt are separated from the drilling fluid by a solid separation
process. Some of the drilling fluid remains attached to the cUllings after treatment. After
solid separation, the cuttings are disposed of in a manner that depends on the type of
drilling fluid used, the oil content of the cuttings, and the regulatory regime. The disposal

methods include transport to shore for land-based disposal, ocean discharge, and
subsurface injection. A typical solids control system consists of some of the following
equipment, depending on the drilling program: primary and secondary shale shakers to
perfonn the initial separation of drill cuttings and fluid, and a centrifuge to remove
drilling fluid from the wasle stream. Figure 2.2 illustrates the arrangement of such a
system.

Figure 2.2. A layout of solid control system

2.2. DRILLING FLUIDS AND ASSOCIATED DRILLING WASTE
An OBF is a drilling fluid that consists of brine (seawater) contained as an emulsion in
oil. This is in contrast to waler based fluid (WBF), which consislS of s~all quantilies of
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oils present as lubncants as an emulsion wilhin brine. Oil based fluids have been
fonnulated with diesel and mineral oil. When shale is drilled with an OBF. the oil is in
contact with the shale and the fine nalUre of the shales prevents enlry of 011 and the
inlegrity of the shale is mainlained. Therefore. redUClion in sha.!e walet' conlenl occurs
due 10 osmotic fOf"Ces which leads to a strengthening of the shale in the near wellbore
region. In conlrast. when WBF is used to drill shale. water transmits from the fluid into
the water-wet shale. The support of the sha.!e is thus lost and the sha.!e can washout of the
wellbore (Hall. 2000).

Another characteristic of minerai oils is their high degree of natura.! lubnc\ty. This IS of
great Imponance when drilling deviated and extended rexh wells because drag factors
are reduced and consequently so 15 the nsk of the drill pIpe: becomlOg stuck. In contrast
to WBF. the lack of polarity of the contlnuous phase of an OBF means that the fluids do
not react wilh other polenliall y troublesome fonnations. such as salt. gypsum. and
anhydrite.

Mineral oils also provide stable mud prope:nies over a wide r.lnge of

lemperalures and hole condillons and have corrosion inhibiting properties (Meinhold.
1998).

OBF shows poor biodegradabilily in aerobic conditions and tl1e degradauon of mineral
oils is extremely slow in anaerobic conditions. which are the typica.! condilions found
within a drill cutting pile. The U.S. EPA's initial legislation limiting discharge of oil or
diesel based drilling fluid attached set a maJlimum of 1.5% of the total wet weight of
cunings dischar&ed to the seafloor. This has led to a legacy of drill cuning piles. whose

physlco-chemlcal propenies have not appreeiabl)' changed since they were deposited 15
10 20 years ago. due to slow biodegrnd:1tion nues (Hall.

20(0).

The discharge of oil..contaminated cuuings during drilling activit)' is one of the major
contributors
dfom to

[0

Oil industry impacts upon the marine environmenl. The eaTly focus of

~duce

the environmental impacts was centered on reducing the volumes of

drilling fluids discharged with the cuttings. :IS well as the generic tOlucity of lhe base oJ!
itself. By 1985

It

btt:une clear that regardless of lhe inherent levels of 101lieUY of the

base oils. the cUllings piles persisted and continued 10 pollute for man)' years due to
leaching of chemicals mto the ambient envIronment (Hall. 2(00).

The U.S. EPA (199%) suggested product subslllution Ie.g.. SBFs instead of OBFs):IS the
best way of reducIng offshore 011 envlfonmental Impacts. The Oil and gas elllr.JCllon
induslry has developed many oleagmous (like oil) base materials such as \'egetable eSlers.
poly-alpha olefins (PAO). mlemal olefins (10). linear alpha olefins (LAO). iso-alkane
(lA). ethers. linear alkyl benzene (LAB). and others to increase the efficiency of drilling
operations. These base fluids were developed to obtain the drilling peTformance of
traditIonal OaFs In addition to lower environmental impacl potential.

The wastes

generated from Safs are less tOllie. have lower bioaccumulation and faster
biodegrnd3.lion potential. and are free of pllyaromatie hydrocarbons (PAHs). Table 2.1
gives a comparison of the PAM conlent of SBFs and ORFs. A lower PAH implies lower
tOllicity to an ecological community.

Table 2.1. PAH content comparison of SBFs and OBFs (modified after Meinhold. 1998\
BascFluid
Diesel
Conventi0fl3.1 mincr:al oil
P:=ffinoil
Enhanced mincraJ oil (EMOl

...=
Acetal
Poly·alpha olefins (PAD)
Lincaralphaolefins(LAOI
Iso-alkane(tA)
lntelTlilloiefins(10)

PAH

,%,

"

I

}

I·'

..-.
..-.
..
<I

OBFs

O.OOI-O.:!

SBFs

J

_f)

Wilh these Improved characlerisllcs. the U.S. EPA (l999a)IS still proposIng a controlled
discharge of the cuttings associated with SBFs. SBFs arc less dispersible In nature and
sink

10

the scanoor. and may be a potential envlronmenlal concern

10

the benthiC

commumly. II IS believed that environmental Impacts include smolhenng by the drill
cutlings. changes in grain size and composition. and anoxia caused by the decomposition
of organic matter (U.S. EPA. 1999a). The environmental impacts associated with the zero
discharge of OBFs can be more harmful than the discharge of SBFs due to non-water
quality envlfonmcnlal impacts. like air pollution and ground water pollullon

In

the case of

incineration and land based disposal. respectively (U.S. EPA. 1999a). A qualitalive
comparison of OBFs. WBFs and SBFs for various offshoreJonshore actiVities is given in
Table 2.2. Various environmental faclors are ranked from scale 0 to 3. A bigger value
represents the higher risk potential involved in that activity (or faclor).

I'

Table

~.~.

A qualitative comparau\"e ~smenl for drilling fluids
(modified after Meinhold. 1998)

Aaivity

Risk: Type

FXlon

In

OBFs

different :lCllvuies

I WBFs

SBFs

Accidents

Occupational

Air emissions

Public
Drilling
Environmental

Air emissions
Spills

Energy use
Accidents

Occupational
Onsile
dischaIlleJ
solidsrontrol

Chemicalellposure

I Bioaccumulalion "nd inse~ion

Public

Water column effects
Environment:ll

i

0

Bioaccumulalion and effect
Benthic effects

...,,,,~

Accidents

Occupational

Chemical uposurc
Air emissions

Public

Accidents

Loodingand
Iransponalion

Spills
Environmental

Water emissions
Air emissions

""""'~

AccidenlS

Occupalional

""'''''''

Ow::mkaluposurc
Air emissions

Public

Groundwaler conwninatioo

disposal

Environmenul

Air emissions
Groundw.ller contamination

Energy use
Resource impactS (Landfill 5paceJinjection capacity)
Economic impacts
Liabilities
!~~:"'''''.

__

''.POF''''''''ot .......-""

)./tip._ot_

"

"The volume of drill cuttings generated depends on Ihe dimensions of the well and percent
washout. the Iype of formauon being drilled. the Iype of drill bu. and the type of drilling
fluid used (Meinhold. 1998). The discharge of cUllings with adhering drilling fluids and
additional mmor qU3Jllitles of attached fluids is not COflSlani. as cutlings are discharged
only dunng drilling periods. The amounl of drilling flUids adhering to discharged cuuings
and subsequently released from the waste tre::llment process is difficult
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estimate In

general. but the quanlity of drilling fluid used is directly proponlonal to the depth of Ihe
well.

The Minerals Management Service (MMS. 1989) classifies wells based on the depth of
the water column. The wells in water deeper than 300 m are called deep Water wells.
Wells in less than 300 m are Sh3110w water wells. The U.S. EPA (2000a) studied three
spedfic onshore areas: the Gulf o{

Me~ico.

California. and Alaska's Cook InieL The

analysis was runher calegonsed on the basiS of current discharge practicc (lO.l<;t
attachment o{ SBF to the rock CUlllngs) and twO proposed discharge options
(appro~lmaleJy 4%).

Tht: details of the quanmies of attached drilling mud and expected

drill cunings for dinerent model wells are summarised in Table 2.3 (U.S. EPA. 1999a. b).

Table 2.3. Summary for model wells (modified afler U.S. EPA. 2000al

Ik"'"

Volume o(Cunings
Volume of 10.2%
(including 7.5% washout) allached base fluid

Hole
Diameter

Interval

(em)

1m)

2300

tm' )
95

(m J )

22

Shallow EAp[ol';uory

is·)1

-450-1825

190

SO.4

Deep Developmenl

22·)1

600-1375

137

58.1

Deep~plor.ttory

22-15

600-1375

305

129.1

Model Well
Shallow Development

38.-4

Research

Into

ahemalive biodegradable base fluids started wilh common vegelable oils

including oil from peanutS. rapeseeds and soya beans. Esters were found to be !he most
suluble naturally derived base fluids in terms of potenual for use in drilling fluids. Esters
are excepuonal lubricantS. show low toxicily and a high degree of biodegradauon both
aerobically and anaerobically. There are various fatty xids and alcohols from \llhlCh
esters can be synthesised. Following the success of esters. other drilling fluids were
fomulated Ihat were classified as synlhetics. These new produClS have not malched the
en'<monmenul performance of ester based drilling fluids (Hall. 20Cl0). A comp:lrison of
SBFs based on toxicilY fLC<Q. lelhal concenlration to 1011 50% of organisms). potential
for bioaccumulation (Kow • octanol-water partitioning coefficient) and biodegradation
under aerobic and anaerobic conditions is shown in Table :!.4. Higher values of

LC~

show lower toxicity and smaller values of K_representlower bioaccumulation potential.
Some of the olefin fluids are still in use. but in many areas of the world {heir discharge on
cuuings is being reslncted because they do not show suffiCIently good perfonnance in
lenns of biodegradalion :1Jld toxialy (Hall. 2000).

Another aspect of ester comparison with other synthetic based drilling fluids is the: human
contact with the drilling fluids during ueatlTlC:nt and drilling operations. Skin contact
occurs on the drilling floor. and it can also be inhaled through vapors in the shale shaker
room. People working on lhe drill floor may have elltensive contact with the drilling fluid
and there is a potential danger of splash in the eyes. SBFs have higher boiling poinls and
flash points and reduced vapor pressure than OBFs. SBFs vapors concentrations reponed
in the North Sea are less than 10 mglm l (Meinhold. 1998). Table 2.5 presenl$
occupalional health data reponed by drilling fluid manufaclurers.

"

Table 2.4. Properties of synthetic based drilling nuids
Fluid I Year
T,po

I

Source

K.

CMbon

w,K_ 1

Atoms

Palm

Ester5119891~~nel

I S-141-1~

PAO 11991 I~:ural

120-30 I >10000

I~ural

114. 18

10

119941~:ural

115- 18

lA'

I PUREDRILL

LAO 11992

Petro-Canada

I'"
l

I I
11-21

1'"1:

1'"212~ 1-20./XXl

>10000

S50-900

I-

'"2':

1,"]SO.(iSOI'"2~

1.50-400

>400,OO)mgIL

RDI~"'IW'''''''

IA.]S

>10CXXl

I '"

I

1(0)

I
I

'"1:-

'"2=

>1,OO),OO)mgIL
My.idopJl,baAs..

(96·"')

(96-hr)

1270

I 60000
I 3900
I>10000

1644
I....L)

I

I I
(%))

(%).

Aerobic

AnaerobIC

Biodeg.

Biodes.

SOOOO

1.69

82

80

>'0000

1'.4

"

12

72

2.

Stalus

U....
Increasing
Jlobally

>10000

2OSO

>10000

196.3

>2110O

(72.Ilf)

1·8·"')

>9.•
l.l

..
6S.I'

34

Poo<
l3iodearallll1ion
oema
Increasmgly
reauilited
apinst
l3einBu5edon
E,IstCOlIslof
Canada

I.tlhal~ft.C;i."'IIl
• .-ywri"'~~~I_kM<Ilhrrto'IKSlI"")

'1f).d...,.ic_icllylOl";l!IlhcnarineompiupodllplUt'lttl"..

p-w....

·96·hr ... llclO.lici.ylOl,.;rh!henwi....mphipodllpflNlwl.... pI_lo>tu.
'10-<1 Sialic 1Ollk'ily lal wilh!he scdimc'll wtwkn C<H'UfJIII_

WJI~'IH'.

·T.,.ic~y lest with!he ....ri"".lpc Sulru",r"", ......"'""... and
'TOlIIc'lylOlwil!lllle-*cqlqlOdsAnoJ1i1r~_

'RiGcal....1Mb 1();IMOl.._rn partlPorl;",_lfocnl)
'OECD:J06pr01OC01fofbaef'luid.cc.dilioMlrt .....ypIcIlo(c..llin.pills
·1'IoIocol1SQlO1S117)t.COIIdi!ionl.~I;""larlOcullln.plk'l

'OI!CD)(lI.Bllfl.. 28da)'l)

'w.lb"". Mllmll Sarely Oau Shim (T.... NowI. 2000)
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Table 2.5. Material safety data sheet (MSDS) of synthetic based drilling fluids
(modified after Meinhold, 1998)

8...

Aashpoinl

Boiling point

Auid

(C)

(C)

Human health hazard

Vapor pressure
(mm of Hg @
2OC)

Estcrs

179

234'

.0.0661

PAO

81

218-251

<11.1

LAO

113

245-279

0.1

10

118

240

0.05
(at4OC)

llA

> 135

256-295

0.001

Slighl eye and slcin irritation
Low acule inhalation toxicity
Ingestion causes irritation.
nausea. vomiling and diarmca
Repealed and prolonged
exposures cause skin irritation
and detmalitis
Aspiration hazard
Causesdrowsincss
Aspiration hazard
Nuisaocepaniculates
Repeated and prolonged
exposures cause eye and sk.in
irritation and dermatitis
Ingestion cause irritation.
nausa. vomiting and coogh
Repealed and prolonged
exposures cause cye and skin
irritation
Repeated inhalation of
excessive amount IDay cause
irritation of respiratory tract
Oil deposits in lungs may cause
fibrosis and pulmonary
dvsfunction

Calao.... byQoolUQllvcSCndoftAal.....,.~(QSARJ)(L,........ I9'JO)
'MaIenlJSafctyDollSbecl(T..... NoYa,2llOO)

The waste Slream discharged from drilling operations that use SBFs or other non-aqueous
drilling fluids consists of three main components: drilling fluid, drill cuttings, and
fonnalion oil. The U.S. EPA (l999a) has analyzed pollutant reduction options,
compliance costs, and non-water quality environmental impacts, which are based on the
drilling waste characteristics data given in Table 2.6. Fonnatian oil is the only possible
source of organic priority pollutants in the SBF cuttings waste stream. Fonnation oil
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contamination is an indicalor pollmant of PAHs (U.S. EPA. 2000a). It includes
naphthalene. nuorene. phenantherene and phenol. The estimated average adhering
dollmg nuid on the SBF-cuttmgs waste stream contams 0.2% formation oil by volume of
SBF. SU'lCe the composition of fonnalJon (crude) oil varies widely. diesel oil

IS

used

10

esllmate the organic pollutant concenr.rations associated with fonnation oil (U.S. EPA.

2000a).
Table 2.6. Waste characteristics of SBF-cuuings
Priority Pollutant Organics

mg Pollutantlml Formation Oil

Naphlhalene

1.43

Auorene

0.78

Phenantherene

1.85

Phenol
Metals

6.0
mglkg of Barile

Metals

mgfkg of Barite

Cadmium

1.I

l.cod

35.1

Mercury

Nickel

13.5

Antimony

0.'
5.7

Selenium

1.I

Arsenic

7.1

Silver

0.7

Beryllium

0.7

Thallium

Chromium

240.0
18.7

""""',

Zioc

1.2

200.5

Barite is used as a weighting agent and is the primary source of heavy metals in the
drilling wasle. The trace metal concentrations depend on the source of barite. The U.S.
EPA and U.S. Department of Energy (U.S. DOE) have reponed averaged trace metals
concentrations based on data from more than 500 wells as shown in Table 2.6 (U.S. EPA.
1995. 2000a; Meinhold. 1998). Naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORM), such
as potassium. strontium, uranium, thorium and radon can also be present in the formation
oil. but are not reponed by the U.S. EPA.
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2.3. CONTAMlNAI\.S FATE MODELING
Various processes. concepts and approaches h;lve been used in detcnnining Ihe fatc of
drilling waste dlsch:trges in receiving water bodies. The present liIer:J.lure search Indicates
thai no fully valid:ued drilling waste discharge model ClI.iSlS which describes all Ihe

principles and processes in an appropriate framework. The transpon and fale of drilling
waste is a complclI. process. thai is slill only panially understood (Khondaker. 2000).
Generally physical processes are employed in Ihe fate modeling and other processes (and

aspects) including chemical. biological and ecological are nOI incorporated. The tr:mspon
of drilling waste Involves

(I)

adv«uon. (2) dispersIon. (3) nocculillion. Hl depositIon.

(S) consolidauon. (6) erosion. and (7) resuspension. The impacts of these processes on
the fate of drilling

Waite

depend on the charactenslics of the waste and the

hydrodynamiCS of the reedving water bodies. The salient features and modular SiJ'Ucture

of such models arc summanzed In Figure 1.3. This structure

IS

valid for those models.

which consider only physicallranspon processes.

The olher type of modeling approach is to consider the fate of contaminants based on
their physlco-<hemical characteristics. The exposure concentr'3tions of drilling waste
chemicals using dilution factors and further panilionlng of chemicals in the W:l.ler column
and sedimenlS are estimated based on their bioaccumulation potentia] CKow and
bicx:oncentrntion factors). These types of modeling approaches are popular in ecological
risk assessment of wastes generated from offshore drilling operalions. In the following
seetions a discussion of a few of the present state of the an modeling approaches is
presented.

Figure 2.3. Importllnt felltures of drilling waste tnmsport models (modified after Khondllker, 2000)
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1..3.1. U. S. EPA APPROACH
In

me

U.$. EPA slUdy (1999:1. b: 2000a. b). the SBF-cultlnp dischar~ imp3C't and water

quality assessments rely on OOC (Offshore Operator's Commiueel modeling data.
Brandsma (1996) presented a model for the transport behavior of oil and solids from
cuttings contaminated with oil-based fluids. Due 10 the similar hydrophobic ([ower
solubility in water) and physical properties (like vapor pressure and density) of SBFs and
OBFs. Ihe dispersion behavior of SBF-cutlings was assumed to be the same as those of
OBF-cunings (U.S. EPA. 1999a: Sadiq et al.. 2(00). In the water column. total organiC
pollutant discharge concentr::ltlons were assumed to represent the soluble concentr:lllOn.
Metals were assumed to leach or dissolve immediately Into the water column With
pollutant specific amounts determmed for mean seawater pH.

Brandsma's slUdy (1996)

In

the North Sea presented oil concentration as a function of

transport lime (Figure 2.-1). Branclsma (1996) used 5.5% (by wet weight) oil content as
the effluent to calculate the extent of dilutions available at various distances from the
disposal location. Based on the mean OBF-cuttings density and the estimated Initial oil
co~ntratlon.

aVailable dilutions were determined at various distances from the disposal

point. The water column pollutant concentralions at the edge of a mixing zone (at 100 m
from the discharge) were calculated by dividing the drilling waste pollutant concentration
by the dilution factor. The effluent concentrations for metals were further adjusted by a

leaching factor (LF) 10 account for the ponion of the total pollutant coneenlr.1tion that
was dissolved and therefore available in the walereolumn.

,.,

Predicted regression line

1.ot:-II1l---------~----------""
l.fE-fl

Tl'1l11!lport Time (min.)

Figure 2.4. Oil concentrations as function of transport time (after Brandsma. 1996)

The US EPA (l999b) pore water quality analysis characterized sediment pollutants
through a number of field surveys and the SBF itself was used as the marker for the
pollutant presence due to its less dispersive behavior. In order to detennine SBF-cuttings
pollutant concentrations, it was assumed that the relative proportional concentrations
between the base fluid and other pollutants were maintained after discharge and transport.
The pollutant concentrations were converted into pore water concentrations using an
equilibrium partitioning approach (EqP). For metals, the mean seawater leach factors of
trace metals in barite were employed and for organic pollutants, partition coefficients
were used to calculate the pore water concentrations. The partitioning coefficients
estimate the ratio of sediment concenttation to pore water concentration. The sediment
concentration multiplied by the pollutant specific leach factor, or the inverse of the
partitioning coefficient, gave the amount of pollutant available in the pore water. The
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analysis was conser....ative due to me assumption that discharged pollUlants immediately
leach into me water column or into pore water (Intentitial water). Sadiq et al.

(2(N)();

200la. b) also used results of the <XX: model for determining me fOlie of dnlling ....aste
for hypothetIcal case studies.

2.3.2. DEPOSITION MODELING
Seaconsult (2000) conducted a study for the COinadiOin offshore for the depositIon
modeling of synthetic base fluIds anached to drill cuttings. The model predicts the SBF
concentr.lIIon (mglkg of dry sediment) and thickness of cuttings on the seabed. The basIC
input for the model is the dry weight of discharged matenaJ. This model solyes 01 regular
Canesian grid with a mesh size of 100 m. The model predicts the paslllon of the
contarmnanl based on the dnll cutting

SIze

and densllY. The governing transpon equation

is solved using a panicle-Irncking technique. A set of discrete panicles is released oyer
lime. and each panIcle and associated mass

IS

defined. The procedure Involves Monte

Carlo (MC) simulations for simulating diffusive effects. The deposition model trncked
the discharge of a single sediment ctass with a known characteristic grain size (J in mm).
The settling yelocity ("'J for panicles more
than 100 J.lm was defined by .l.2)( 11"'. and for smaller sIze panicles a constant yalue of
0.00 12 mls was assumed. The basic equations used for c3!cul:ning base fluid
concentration in the sediments and thickness of deposition on the seabed

3rt:

given In

Table 2.7.
The deposition model assumes that oil will remain attached to the cuttings during
transport. The U.S. EPA (l999a) has made a similar assumption. This model determines

the fate of SBF without considering the partitioning of base fluid within the multimedia.
The resuspension, biodegradation, adsorption and other processes are not addressed in
this model.

Table 2.7. Deposition model for determining synthetic oil concentration in the sediments
(Seaconsult, 2000)

(2.1)

where
j and k are x and y coordinates oflhe model cell/mesh, respeclively.
Wj.l=dryweight(kg)incelljandk
A = Area of a cell (1 haor lO.lXXJ m2)
Oil

= Deposition densily or dry weight of sediment (g/m1 )

(2.2)

where
y= in situ bulk density (1850 kg/m )
'
hj •t = deposilion thickness (mm) in cellj and k

c

~
J>

CoO xWJ.,
Axh~x(l

n)xr.

(2.3)

where
Ys = specific weighl of mineral sediment (2600 kg/m l )
n = seabed porosity (0.4)
h", = sediment mixing depth (0.08m)
Coil = inilial oil loading 00' mglkg)
C ,.I = SBF concentration (mglkg of dry sedimenl of sample)

2.3.3. bblt MODEL
Hannah et al. (1997) formulated and tested a basic bblt (benthic boundary layer transport)
model. The key feature of the model is that it includes the process of vertical shear
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dispersion. The basic local bblt model assumes no horizontal variations

In

the ocean

environment and allows conllnuous and bulk releases of sediment. The latest version.
"spatially-variable

bbh~

model. allows full spatial variability

In

:I

water depth. currents. and

bottom stress (boundary layer). These models panillon the sediment load (drilling waste
assumed on the seabed) into discrete pseudo-panicles with mass m and velocity

".~

Shuffling of the packets represents venical mixing which is defined by lid:tl currents. The
bblt model output is the concentration profile throughout the depth based on the positlon
of packet N. These models assume that drilling p3ftlcles act as separate panicles and are
distributed based on panicle size distribution. Another shoncomlng of these models
that they do

not

IS

consHier the panitionlng of contaminants within the water column and

sediments.

2.3.4. PROTEUS (2001)
This model has been developed to simulate the dispersion of drilling waste discharges
and subsequently disturbed cuning piles. Proteus (2001) considers the characteristics of
discharged particulates and their size:. and settling velocity during simulations. The
settling velocities data from laoof3tory experiments have been used for the validation of
algorithms used in Proteus to predict settling velocity. This model is used for water based
drilling fluids

In

which desegregation of particulates after discharge happens.

This model simulates a J·d,imensional physical rruxing process, which includes the initial
dynamic discharge. the effects of density differences in the plume and surrounding fluid.

1I

and the lranspon by the current. This model also considers dynamic panitiomng between
particles and seawater. degradation and volatilization.

2.3.3. CHARM MODEL
The

CHAR.~

(Thatcher et OIl.. 1999) model :addresses only wOlter based drilling

chemicals. The PEC......,

(Predicted Environmental Concentration) is c3lcul3ted for

continuous 3nd batch discharges. The PEC_. values for both systems are c3lcul31ed by
simple mass bal3nce equ3tions by considering refreshment rate and dilution !"3CtOrs
around the point of discharge. The refreshment ratc is defined by dividing the residual
current speed by the radius around the platfonn. T3ble 1.8 presents thc summary of
c3lcul3tions for dctenninlng concentrations in the water column 3nd sediments. The

P£C,nt.-", is defined by using the water-sediment p3nitioning coefficient CK,..I.
P£Cw.--, is funher 3djusted by biodegr3datloo. which is arbitrarily

scl~ted

for one·year

lime to reduce the predicted envl!''Onmental concentration. The CHARM model uses a

simplified approach for calculating exposut'e concentnuons and docs not address the fale
of SBFs and OBFs in the marine system.

2.3.6. l"lASS TRANSPORT MODEL
Thibodcaw: et al. (1986) have developed a mass U'3nspon model for the chemical
contaminants originating from offshore drilling deposits. This model was limited to the
U1lJIspon of the soluble constituents of the cuttings and mud deposits. ThIs model did not
take into account paniculate transpon and chemical and biochemical transfonnations that
degrade contaminantS within the sediment zone or Ixlundary layer.

J2

Table 2.8. Concenw,llion calculations (or CHARM model
(modified after Thatcher et 011.. 1999)
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2.3.7. ruGAelTV BASED MODELS
Environmental thermodynamics generally applies to a n~ ..... temperature range between
00 to :!5Co and Ihe pressures are gener.llly atmospheric excepl for additional hydrostalic
preuures underwaler. These special condilions in environmental fate modeling help

In

simplifying the complelt thermodynamic models dealing with the fate of contaminants
(Mackay. 1991). Generally two approaches are used to develop equalions relating
equilibrium concentrations

In

two phases. The most common approach is Nemest's

Distribulion Law......hich st:ates tholt the concenlrallon ratio
and equal to par1lllonldisrribution coefficienl
fined

KI~'

(Cl/C~)

is relatively constant

Unear and non-linear eqU3tlOnS can be
~

an

intermedIate parameler. a cnterion of equilibrium. which can be relaled to C. and

C~.

10

lhe data to calculate the rate const3nts. The second approach

separately. Chemical potential. fugacity. and aclivlty are common parameters. FugacIty

IS

Ihe most common crilerion for organic substances (Mackay. 1991).

In the environment. chemicals migrate from one phase to another. The fmetion of a
compound between the different phases at equilibnum is determined by minlmizalion of
Gibbs's free energy (G) (Mornn and Shapiro. 1988).

G

is a function of enthalpy

(h)

:lIK1

cntropy(S).

(:l.IO)

where

G::: Gibbs's flU energy (Joules)
h ::: Enlhalpy (Joules/mole)
T::: T em~rature (Kol

5 :::Entropy (Jouleimole,KO)
n ::: Number of moles
g::: Gibbs's flU energy/mole (JoulesJrnole)

In differential fonn above equation reduces to

dR""dh-dITS!

(2.111

where

dh .. ,·dP+TdS

12.1:!1

,"d
drTSI-TdS .. StfT

e.l3)

Therefore equation 2.11 becomes

dg ~fvdP+TdS j-(TJS ... StfT!

(2.14)

dg_vdP_StfT

(2.15)

"

For an ideal p.s

(1.161

where

v=

Volume per unit mole (Vfnl. and

R = Unive~al gas const;mt

Therefore equation 2.15 becomes

If temperature (n ;s constant

(2.18)

d!=RTdfLnPI,.

The ide;d gas behavior is applicable over a Iimlled range of pressure and temperature.

therefore to account for non·ideal behavIOr a propeny called fugacity

C/lIS

introduced.

Therefore equation 1.18 becomes

dg""RTdtLnfl

(2.19)

Fugacity has units of pressure and reduces to
:approached (i.e.. pressure P

--i'

pressu~

as ideal gas conditions are

0).

(2.10)

IimL./
'~p

ThcrefOfe fin:al rel:ation becomes

RTdll.Jtfl:.fdPIr

Fug:acity ffi:ay now be detennined by uSing equations for pressure or volume. which
account for non-ideal behavior. Therefore the mol:ar

CO~ntr:lllon

:and fugacity

relatIOnship can be defined from :an ideal gas law.

(2,.22)

where Z is the fugacity capacity and establishes values for eilCh chemic:al in each phase.
This process suns from the air phase (2,) in which It c:an be shown that

(2.23)

If an air-water panition coefficient X•., is available, the value of 2 for

it

chemical in water

can be calculated by taking!. (air fugacuy) equal to {., (water fugacity).

J7

C.

=C;{ ...

:.Gcncrally. C:

It IS lhus possiblc 10 calcul:1tc

""C,K:,

C!.24)

Z. values for chemIcals in soIL fish. and sediments if the

p;utiuoning coefficlcnts are known. The relationships ha\·c bten dc\'c1oped for
p;utitioning coefficicnlS of several Ot'!anic chemicals as a funclion of chemical
properties. such as solubility in watcr. Ko•· and vapor pressure. The eltpreSSlOns of these
rel:nionships are given in Table 2.9.

Table 2.9. Definition of fugacity capacities (2)
Compartmcnl

Definilion of Z (moUrn -Pa)
IIRT

R '" 8.31~ moUrn' Pa and
T '" T~mpcr.uurc IKI

Air
IlHorCI1'~

Willer

CS = Aqueous solubility ImoUrn')
pi '" v...por pressure (Pill
H = Hcnry·s law consianl tP.... mlfrnoh

Solid sorbcnl te.,. soil.
scdimcntilndpatticles)

K~

Bil)(;l{fishl

K,:II: Oioconttnu:uion factor {lAg)
".::;: Density (kilL)

'" P;utilion cocfftcicnl {Ukgl
PI '" Density (k&/Ll

Fugacity eonecplS havc been succcssfully applied in pharmacokinetics. food uptake of
plants. sewagc treatment plants. and regional distribution of pollutants (Mackay. 1991:
Mackay et aI., 1992; Mackay and Patcrson. 1990). The fugacily approach is convenienl

for complex ecological syslems and has been extensively used m modeling the
distribution of contaminants In mullimedia environmenLS. The use of fugacity instead of
concentr.uion defines the equilibnum status of phases and Ihe direction of diffUSIve
Il'ansfer.

Mackay (1991) developed a methodology for eSlimaling chemical distributions m
multimedia based on the level of complexity of the systems. namely

Levell: Equilibrium. Steady State. and No-now system.
Level

(I:

Equilibrium. Steady Slate. and Row system.

Level Ill: Non-equilibrium. Steady Slate. and Row system and
Level IV: Non-equilibrium. Unsteady slale. and Flow

~yslem.

In Level I. the equilibnum p3r1U1onmg of a fixed amoonl of non-reacung compound IS
calculaled using fugacity capacities that are den...ed from physico-chemical data. The
equilibnum ratios of concentr:nions and the relative amounLS in each phase can be
c3.lculated. In Level U. the steady Slate eqUilibrium concenlr.llions 3.n: calculated for fix.ed
emissions that are balanced by reactions of various types in each phase. This proVideS Ihe
information on the compound's overall persislence and about the proportion that reacts In
each phase. The critical limitations of Levels I and II are the assumptions of achieving
equilibrium between all phases. In practice. there is a transfer resistance that limlls the
transfer from one phase to another and then tends to contain Ihe chemical wilhin that
phase. Interphase trnnspon fesiSiance defines Level III in which each phase may have a

different fugacitY. Level IV introduces the concept of inflows (emissIons) that change
with time. i.e. non-equilibrium and unsteady state condition. If emiSSIons ~ constant. the
Level IV will approach Level III (Mackay. 1991).

2.4. POTENTIAL FUGACITY/AQUIVALENCE BASED APPROACH
A level III version of the fug3City model called the QWASI model was developed by
Mackay et al. (1983) and applied to rivet'S and lakes. specifically for detergent chemicals.
PCBs and heavy metals. In Ihe QWASI model. the steady state solution describes
conditions that will be reached after prolonged exposure of the system to const:lnt Input
conditions. The use of fugacity as an equilibrium criterion is suitable for chemicals thaI
can establish measurable concentrations in the vapor phase. It is not applicable to some
metals. organometals. Ionic compounds. nor some organics such as polymers whose
vapor pressure IS negligible. To model the behaVior of these chemicals. another
equllibnum cntenon analogous to fugacity IS used. This cntenon

IS

known as the

aqueous equivalent concentralion (aquivalencel criterion. which is suitable for both
volatile and non volatile chemicals (Mackay and Diamond. 1989). A model developed in
tenns of aquivalence is ultimately similar to models written in lenns of concentration or
fugacity. The aquivalence model has been applied to the multi.phase distribution of
Inorganic chemicals ilSSuming they behave as single SpecIes. such as

(Q[a!

lead. The

fugacnylaquivalence approach has been extensively applied to Lake Ontario and
Hamilton Harbor for various heavy metals and organic chemicals (Mackay and Diamond.
1989). The QWASI model takes inlo account advective flow. volatilization. sedimenl

...

deposition. resuspcnsion. and bunal. sediment-watcr diffusion. and transformation
reaction processes (Mackay et aI.• 1983).

In levels higher than Levcl I. the rates of loss through reactIOn and adv«tlon arc
considered. The dcgrndation rates for chemicals are defined by a first order rate constant
(k)

or calculated from a half-life (HId in each medium. The transformation and

transponation processes arc calculated in terms of D·values. The rale constant k (hr· l ) is
used to calcul:l.le a reaction D-value DR in each medium. The Dr is defined as

DR= V,xZ.xk,

where
V,::Volumelm)
Z, '" Fugacity capacity (mollmJ.Pal
k, :: Rcaction rate constant (hr· l )
i::,-do mcdium

The rate of reactive loss fER. mollhr) is ca.lculated by multiplying Dr with fugacity. f
Similarly. for calculating advection losses. now rates (Gl). Of" detenllon umes are defined.
Thc D-value for advection (D," is defined as Gi x Zi and the 3dvectlon rate of loss (E,...
mol/hr) as thc product of D A andf

At Level

m additional

diffusive and non-diffuslve processes of intermedi:l tr:r.nspan

taken inlo :lCcounl. In conventional -J

~a

3Te

systems. Mockay and cOoworkers have

defined 11 lntermedia uanspon velocity parameters (V, to Vd. These pl1r:l.meters are
used to c:llcul:ne the mlermedia transpon O-valu.es. Mackay (1991) defined four pnmary
compartments namely. air. waler. soil and sediments. The air is defined as a mixture of
aerosols: water as mixture of suspended p:lrticles and fish: soil as solids. water and air:
and sediments as solids :lnd pore-wilter Different media

3Te

assigned the following

numerals:
Media

Sumer.tl

Air
WOller
Soil
Sedimenl
Suspended solids
Fish

Air and SOIl compartments are not rele ...ant to the present research. which will deal mainly
wilh two primary companmenls. Le.. water and sediments. The intennedia mass tr:rnspon
means waler-IOosediment diffusion and advecllon through interface and vice versa.
Differenl mechanisms of transport :md lransformatlon

In

lhe [wo<ompanment model are

shown in Figure 1.5. Intermc:dia transpon velocities V,. U" and V/o represent sedimentwater mass transfer through diffusion. sediment deposilion and sediment resuspension.
respectively. The intermedia O-values for water to sediment

(O]~)

and sediment to water

(Od are calculated by relations given in Table 1.10. Du accounts for mass transfer from
water to sedimenl and deposition of suspended solids. Similarly Ds] accounts for mass

transfer from sediment to water and resuspension of sediments to the water column. The
kinetics of resuspension and deposition of suspended solids (SS) are discussed in the nellt
chapter using Huang's (1992) ellperimental results.

Lo.. ,.W""
(Ao"'lIoo)

EAl
L... ,oWIW

(Ru."u)

Figure 2.5. Waler sediment interaction model

The advection and reaction O-values in water and sediments are calculated based on flow
rate and half-life of pollutants. Firsl order kinetics is applied to detennine the reaction
rate constant and O-values (OR2 and OR4). Similarly, knowing the burial rate of sediments
and the detention time in the water column, D lt 2 and OM can be calculated, respectively.
The calculations of fugacity if) are based on Mackay el al.'s (1992) work, but have been
modified to suit a two-compartment system of water and sediment. A systematic
procedure for calculating the concentration in water and sediment is summarized in Table
2.10.
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Table 2.10. Procedure for calculaung concenlration$ in water column and pore w:lter
Comments and insauctions
Defi~
phl'SlCO<hcmocal
poIluunI.

I'

Dciine mcdl.:l

I~"ncnt

properties

XId ....:ltcn

of

ph:!,slc~l

Deline no", 1';1ICS or

5

6

1
t

o-or':lnic ft"Jl,:lion
p.dcnslty
K..... Por1lOnlng<;()CfflClcnlfor OfpRlC
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C.:lk:ul.:llC dle bulk Z "alues IZ., for pnmary
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,.• volume fr.acuon

I
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As menlioned earlier. Ihe use of fugacity as an equilibrium cnterion is suilable only for

chemicals th::at can establish measurable concentrations

In

lhe vapor phase. but is not

::applicable to metals. organometals. nor ionic compounds thaI have negligible or uro
v::apor pressure. For these types of chemicals an altem::auve equilibnum cntenon.
-aqulvalent concentr:mon- or -aquivalence-

(A}

is

~ommended

(Mack..ay ::and Diamond.

1989). The (AJ criterion has the dimensions of concentralion but the Z' v::alues become
dimensionless. The simpler way to look at this criterion is the -equlv::alent equilibrium
aqueous phase- concentrallon. and so Ihe dimensionless Z;' value becomes equal to I. In
case of the water phase.

(A

I is the ::actual concentration. The Z' for other phases becomes

the dimensionless partition coefficients. e.g.

Z;'= I
C:!.~6)

1..'= p~K"
Z~·=~K.

Zo'=p,.K.

1

where Ko- K" and K. are the partitioning coefficients for sediment. particulate matter ::and
bioconcentralion

factor

for

biota.

respectively.

The

procedure

of

c::alculating

concentrations as described in Table 2.10 will remain the same but parameters of Z and[
will be replaced by Z' and A. respectively.

"

This chapter has discussed main research issues: firstly. v:uious types of drilling fluids
and their ch3I"3Cterislics were discussed from ecological and human health risk
viewpoints: secondly. various state of the an modeling approaches used to determining
the fate of drilling waste in the marine environment were discussed. In the end. a step by
step methodology was presented for a proposed water-sediment intcmction model that
will be used in the next chapter for applying a probabilistic approach for delcnmning the
faleofdrilling waste.

..

Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY

FOR

PROBABILISTIC

FATE

MODELING

This chapter deals with yanous steps involved in the development of a methodology for
fale modeling. Drilling waste IS 3 mi.lUure of yanous types of pollutants. TIle
chemical ch3r.lCtcrisl.ics of the polluunls and the:

muJli~dia

phySiCO-

environment In which they

disperse. govern the ultimate f:Jtc of the pollutants. The variability and uncenalnty In
Input variables and the model's structure delemine the uncenainty

In

the

m~l's

outputs.

A parametnc based probabilisllc approach is adopted for a (ugacity/aqulv3lence based
water sediment interaction model in which the model inputs are defined by statistlcal
distributions.

Monte CMlo (Me) simulations using Lalin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) were performed
10 determine the model outputs:

water column concenlr.l.lion <C..). pore water

concentr:1lion (C.....). and their associated uncen:unties. The sensitivilY analysis (SA) was
perfonned using the rank correlation coefficient fPr) and by estimating the percenl
conuibution of inpul variables to the variance of the model's output. The key input
variables of the water sediment intenlction model were identified. In Ihe end. multiple
linear regression models were developed 10 predict environmental concentration in

multimedia as a function of pollutant loading rale (£) ;:md radius of impacted are3. (RI. A
chemical specific approach was employed in the fate modeling. The pollUiants under
consideration were arsenic (As). cadrruum (Cd). copper (Cu). chromium (Cn. mercury
(Hg). nickel (Ni). lead (fbi. zinc fZnl. base fluid lester). and naphthalene.

In adopting 3. paramcu'ic probabilistic approach using MC simulalions for fate modeling.
:I

four-step process was followed. In the first step. a delailed literature seareh was

conducted 10 detenmne the values and/or ranges of Var100S inpulS 10 tht: model. which
included physico-chemical char:lcterislics of the pollutants and multimedia propcmes.
Tht: statistical distributions of model inputs were selected subjectively in the second slep.
Then in the ne;lOt step. MC SImulations were performed 10 estimate concentrations in the
w:lter column and pore W:ller :lnd their associated uncert:unties. The key input vanables
were identified uSing senslllvHy studies

In

MC SImulations resuhs. Finally. empincal

regression models were developed to deterrmne Iile reprcsent:lllve environmental
concentration of the pollulants in terms of the pollutanl loading rates and impact

aTe3..

This four.step fate modeling process is shown in Figure 3.1. The details of Ihese steps arc
discussed In Ihe follOWing sections.

3.1. PARAMETER SELECTION
The qualllities of drill cuttings produced are proponional 10 the rate of advancement "f a
drill bit downhole. The U.S. EPA (2000a) estimated the pollUiant weights and volumes in
the drilling wasle streams for various types of model wells from the data provided by the
American PelTOleum Institute (APO. The drill cUllings an: brought to the surface and

drilling Ouids are separated from the cultings by a solid separation system Ihal may
Include shale shaken and cenuiruges. The drilling Ouid IS reused provided its meological
charncteristics meet the technical requirements of drilling. The drill cutlings. which also
carry restdual drillin@. Ouid. are typically discharged contlnuously during drilling
operatIons (Meinhold. 1998).

Ddlaia, st.tistical distributioas of fUI.city'
.quit.luce based model iaputs

CD

Probabilistic anal,sis
(Me simalati.as)

ReCrtssioa aDalysls
(elllpirical models dnelopmeat)
Figure 3.1. A four.step process offate modeling methodology

The drill cuttings and the attached drilling Ouid are high.density suspended solids. which
may cause benthic smothering and sediment grain size alteration upon discharge in the
marine environment. In addition to the physical impacts of drilling wastes. the SBFs are

comprised of conventional and non<onventional pollutants. which may be tOXIC

In

nature

and have bloaccumulation polential. The drilling waste may cause hypoxia (reduction In
oxygen) in the: immediate sediments dc:pendlng on boltom currents. tempernture and roue
of biodegradation.

Barite has a specific gravity of ..J.6 and is used as a weighting agent in drilling flUid. It
accounts for approximately 33':i- of total SBF weight. Barite consists mmnly of barium
sulphate. but also contains trxes of heavy met:Us. which include arsenic (ASI. cadmIum
(Cd). copper (Cu). chromium (er). mercury (Hg). nick.el (Ni). lead (Pbl. and ZinC CZnl.
Generally the trxe heavy metals present in barite are reponed in terms of mglkg of bante
(u.S. EPA. 1999b). The sole source of poly aromatic hydrocarbon WAH) in the synthetic
based drilling waste stream is contamination by fonnation oil. On average. the fonnation
oil is

O.~t;t.

(by volume) of SBFs. Due to the variable composition of fonnation oils.

diesel oil is recommended for estImation of quanll!ies of organic pollutants CU. S. EPA.
2000b).

The follOWing sections will deal with specific phYSlco-<hemical characteristics of
fugacity/aquivalence-based water sediment internction model inputs. which

3re

polluufus

and media propenies.

3.1.1. PHYSICO·CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE POLLUTANTS
The whole toxicity and me chemical specific approaches are generally employed for fate
modeling and exposure assessment in me risk. assessment framework.. In me chemical
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specific approach. each pollul.::mt

~scnt

in the waste

IS

treated individually based on its

own physico-chemical characteristics. A similar approach is employed by the U.S. EPA
(2000al and in the CHARM model (Thatcher et 301.. 1999) for drilling wastes fate
modeling. The drilling waste as a single entity can be considered in the fate model
provided thai the physico-chemical characteristics are known. In the absence of the
substantial data required ror rate modeling, the whole tOll icily approach is not possible to
implemenl. Thererore the chemical specific approach was employed in this research.

The behaviour and f:lIe of a polluunl in the environment depends on its physlco-chemlcal
characterisllcs.

The

major

bioaccumulallon p<Xential

(K".. ).

characteristics

include

Henry's

coeffiCient

heavy meuls partiliomng coeffiCients for sediments

Iff).
(K.)

and suspended solids and paniculates tK.). half lives in water and scdln'lent (H,;, and
H,;..). and mass transfer coefficient (MT or V.). Table 3.1 summarises these physico-

chemical characteristics ofpollUlants.

Mackay and co-workers (e.g.. Mackay et al.. 1992) have recommended

::I

fugaclly based

approach for those organic compounds that can maintain vapour pressure in 3ir. FOf ester
and naphthalene a fugacity-based approach will be used in a water sediment interxtion
model. The base nuid (ester) present

In

SBF is considered

(0

be one of the pollutants in

::I

drilling wastestream. Ester is used here as the base nuid. as it is (he most popular base
nuid among the synthetic based fluid family. Esters are obtained by crushing palm oil
kernels. The oil is split into fatty acids and glycerol. which after fractionation is mixed
with 2-ethyl hexanol in the presence of a caulyst

(0

give a vegetable ester. Generally 8 to

12 carbon atoms are present in the ester molecules. A general fonnulation of an ester
molecule is given in Figure 3.2 (Hall. 2000). The molecular weIght (MW) for ester is
200. based on the molecular fannula given In Figure 3.2.

Vegetable fany acids + Alcohol

CaLtlysl
--_..:...._..,~~

E.ster+Waler

CH_, -ICH:) X '" COOH + CH, • tCH:) Y • CH (C:H,) + CH:OH

For X "':! and Y '" 3

t!'le MW ofCIZHuOI is 200 glmole

Figure 3.2. Synthesis of eSlers from fally ;KIds (palm oill and alcohol

Henry's coefficient (HI is the most important par.IITlCler for organic pollutants in the
fugacity based models. It is used to estimate the fugacity capacity in water

<Z!). The

H

provides a relationship for pollutant concentration in air and water, The H is the ratio of
vapour pressure IP) and pollutant solubility in water (5). The experimental H vlllue for
ester IS not reponed in the liter.uure. In the absence of experimental values. the QSARs
(Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship) are used to detennlne an H value (Lyman
et a.I .• 1990). The quantitative structure activity relationships are based on laboratory data
that correlate different physico-chemical characteristics of the pollutant. The QSAR for
solubility and values of vapour pR:ssure are used to estimate the H for ester (lyman et aI.,

"

1990). The estimated value of H is In the range of 0.10 to 0.15 m)·Pafmol (Table 3.D.
The H values for naphthalene are extensively

~ed

in the literature. The reponed

experimental values for H are in Ihe range from 42 to 56 mJ·Palmol (Howard. 1989:
Diamond et al.. 1994). The H is not relevant parolmeter for heavy metals and an
aquivalence based approach is used.

The mass transfer through diffusion is estim.:lIed with the help of a diffll5ion coeffiCient
(0,... ). It is also calculated uSing QSAR because expenmenlill values are not reponed The

molecular formula of ester is used to estimate the diffusion coefficlenl (0.19 )( IO. J m='hrl
(Lyman et al.. L9901. The mass transfer coefficient (MT or U,) can be calculated by
dividing 0 1 "" with the path length or sedimenl mixing deplh (d). Seaconsull

(~OOO)

used

an 8 cm sediment mu.ing depth 10 determine oil concentralion on Ihe seabed. Brandsma
09%) proposed a 4 to 9 cm thick sediment layer. For this range of thickness. the
estimated MT for ester may vary from (2 to 5»( lO, s mlhr. For naphthalene and heavy
melals. MTvalues are reported in Ihe range of 0 t04)( 10'" mlhr (Table 3.1).

The bioaccumulation potential of an organic compound is determined by the paniuoning

coefficients for organic carbon (X.,d. It is used to estimate fugacity cap3City in sediment
eL) and suspended solids (Z!). The log of the oclilno!·waler paniuoning coefficient (X_)

is reponed 10 be 1.69{U.S. EPA. 1999b: Hall. 1000). The Xocvalues are related to Xo... by
a QSAR as given in Table 3.1 CLyman el al.. 1990). The logofoctanol-water panilioning
coefficient

(Ko..)

for naphthalene is reported 10 be 3.30 (U.S. EPA. 1999a) but Howard

(1989) has also reponed experimental values of Koc in the range of 400 10 1000.

"

-

.JI~

,~

-

.

~
'[;

The

~3Cllon

rate coefficient (.1:) detennines Ihe biodegrad3rion p<Xential of organic

pollutants. II can be detennlned by half-lives of organic pollutants usmg fint order
kinetics. The organic polluunts degrade al

diffe~nt

rates in water and sedm'ICnts. Based

on aqueous and sediment phase anaerobic biodegradation
li"es in water (Hid and sediments (H'f;,,) are

~ported

teSIS.

the range of ester half-

to be 16 to 2:! days and 12 10 130

days. respeclively (Table ].1). The details of experimental results are summarised

b~

the

U.S. EPA (1999b). The half-lives of naphthalene in sediment (H,,;,,) and water (Hid
under anaerobiC conditions may range from 25 to :!58 days and 0.5 10 20 days.
respecuvely (Howard. 1989). Heavy metals are not biodegradable and the half-lives of I
)( I~ yean or more are generally assumed in the aquivale~.bascd fale modeling (e.g..
Llngel al.. 199]).

In Ihe aquivaJence based approach. the aquivalence
panitioning coefficienl from WOller to 55

(K~)

capacil~

(2') is detennlned usmg Ihe

and water 10 sediment

(K~l.

The values of

panilioning coefficients may vary wilh a change in hardness and pH. Some equilibrium
speciation computer models including. M/NEQL+ and M/NTEQA2 are also used 10
estimale the equilibrium partitioning of me melals (U.S. EPA. 1999c). Diamond el aI.
(1994). Diamond (1999) and ung el aI. (1993) have

~ported

lhe p:utitioning coefficienl

values for various heavy melals. lbc U.S. EPA (l99'k1 has summarised the data for a
range of panitioning values in various media including soiUwaler. sediment/water and
5Slwaler. The range of K.and K. values are summarised in Table 3.1.

"

3.1.2. MEDIA CHARACTERISTICS
Th~

next Step in

enVironment

In

th~ fat~

modeling is

[0

define

which pollutants are discharged.

Ih~

Th~

physlco-<:hemlcal nature of the

m:lrine environment consIsts of two
wat~r

basic compartments: sedimenl and water. The sedimenl layer consists of

particles and the water column Contains 55 and biOla.
characteristic

paramet~rs includ~

density (pl.

volum~

Th~

and solid

media (water and sediments)

fraction

(v).

organic content t,,) and

various coefficients used in determining thl:: deposition of 55. resuspension and burial
r.u~s

of sediments. Table

3.~

summanses the media characteristic values.

The layer of sediments jusl above the seabed is very loose and contains high water
conlent. The

volum~

10 0.92 in Ihe

lak~

fraction

(v~)

of the pan:

system (Mackay and

wat~r

In sediments may range as high as 0.7

co-work~rs).

Seaconsult (2000) and Brandsma

(19961 used a volume fraction of 0.4 in drilling waste fate modeling. which represents
medium to coarse mi.\ed sand porosity. Sleath (1984) has suggested a range of O.3S to 0.5
lmi.\ed sand to silll for the seabed. Similarly. the S5 volume fraction

(V!)

is reponed in

the range of 0.2 to 50 ppmv (parts per million by volume) (Mackay and co-workers). The
Terra Nova (1996) Environmental Impact Assessment (EtA) reponed

V!

in the range of

10 10 2770 ppmv on the Grand Banks.

The

densiti~s

of 55 (P,> and dry sediments (p~) are reponed in the

rang~

of 1500 to 2400

kglm1 and 2000 to 2640 kglm]. respectiv~ly (Mackay and co-workers). Seaconsult (2000)
has reponed insitu bulk densily (P,) of 1850 kglm) and specific weighl of mineral
sediment (P~) of 2596 kglm l for the Georges Bank. Brandsma (1996) used a P.s of 2430

56

kglm 3 in the OOC model for the prediction of oil content in sediments. The organic
fractions in 55 (~) and sediments

(Cl~)

detennme the fug3City capacities (Z). Knnck et a!.

(1992 and 19%) have suggested that individual clay and slit panicle \<100

~m)

rtl3y

nocculate m the manne system due to the biologically facililated environnYnt. The
organic fraction in SS is reponed in the range of 0.12 to 0.32. The organic fractIon in
sediments (o~) is reponed in the range of 0.035 to 0.045 (M3Ckay and co-workers).

Physical processes including sediment burial and resuspension and SS deposition roues
establish the pollutant concentr.mon in water and sediments. The adveclionlburial r.lte
(u,)

for sediments is reponed in the rnnge of 0,19 to 4.36 gmlm=/day (Diamond et al..

1994: Diamond. 1999; and Ung et al .. 1993). For the denslly of dry sediment of
kglm~. the burial rolles are estimated to be

In

~500

the r.J.nge ofO.cXB to 0.064 cm/yr. Mackay et

al. (1992) have also reponed burial rates as high as 1.75 cm/yr in a lake syslem.

The resuspension rate {V,ol reported in the lake system varies from 0.5 to 13.5
gmlm=/day. The V IO becomes equal to 0.007100.2 cmlyr for a sediment density of ~SOO
kglm J (fable 3.2). Sleath (1984) h.as summarised more than 25 different relationships for
Initial movement of sediment bedloads. Huang (1992) has also performed laboratory
experiments for resuspension of drilling waste and developed an equation for mass flux
as a function of advection velocity (u). and densities of water (p=) and sediment

Pz

= 1000 kglmJ • p~ = 2500 kglm

J

•

resuspension coefficient ({)

(p~).

For

=0.002 to 0.005 and

current velocity (u) = 1.8 em/sec. the resuspension rnte (V/o) may vary from 0.0085 to
0.021 cmlyr The details of these models are given in Table 3.2.

"

Mackay and co-workers have also

~poned

the deposition rates in the range of 1.5 to 15

gmlm~Jday for a lake system. The estimated thickness of the material dcposlled may vary

from 0.03 toO.31 cmJyr for a 55 density of 1800 kglm1 rrable 3.:!). Mack.ay el al. (199:!)
have also

~poncd

a high dcposlllon rate of o.~ cm/yr. Seaconsult (2000) used a panicle

tracking technique 10 detenmne the fate of synthetiC based fluids. They have
recommended Ihat panicles of size (6) smaller .han 100 ",m. will fonn flocs due

10

the

presence of phytoplankton and other organic subslances and will senle with a constant
fall velocity of 100 mlday (or 0.00761 cm·s· I). Huang (1992) has performed expenments
to dctemune the fall vehxily of suspended particles of diameter Ill) less than 100 J,lm. He
recommended that the panicles of size bigger than 100

J,Lm

Will settle with a fall velocHY

of 4.:!(61·'. Slealh (1984) has proposed the multiplicallon coefficlenl (Alln the range of
2.8 to 6.5 Inslead of -'.2 depending on the shape of a settling panicle. The details of
various deposition models are gIven In Table 3.:!.

For detennining the advection rate
seabed. cumnt velocilY (u)
roo!

IS

In

the water column and the resuspension rate on the

used. Br.lIldsma (1996) used a constant value. which is Ihc

mean square (R.'-1S) of velociues over the crou·sectional area. He cmployed this

assumption for the OOC model for predicting Ike fate of oil-based drill cultmgs in the
Nonh Sea. The currenl speed is highly variable in mtcnsity and direction. It is a sitcspecific characteristic and the focus of this

~3TCh

is the East Coast of Canada. Terra

Nova (1996) has reponed a mcan current speed of 3.6 cm·fl at the surface and 1.8 cm·s· l
at mid depth on the East Coast of Canada (Newfoundland). Sadiq ct al. (200la<) have

31s0 used ~ ~an current speed lu) of 1.8 cm·s· 1 for hypothetical case studies In the
Newfoundl3nd offshore.

3.2. MODEL CHARACTERISATIOr<
After defining the pollutants and media char.acleristics. the water sediment interacuon
model fonnulation can be applied to determine the fate of pollutants in the water column
and sediment pore water. To use a parametric approach in probabilistic analysIs. the input
variables are expressed in terms of statistIcal distributions. The $taUSlical distributions are
defined subJCCtlvely based on available data as discussed in lbe previous SCCtlon. Monte
C:u-to (MC) simulation uSing Lalin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) IS proposed for
performing uncertainty analYSIS. To perform the Me simulations in the fate modeling
process some assumptions are made. r\ brief description of the selectIon of distributIons
and MC simulatIon

J~I

~thods

is also presented in this scction.

MODEL ASSUMPTIONS

A marine system is a complex environment in which various processes are occurring
simultaneously. A water sedimenl interaction model considers some of the imponanr
physico-chemical processes 10 determme the f::ne of pollutanls m the WOller column and
sediments. Therefore. the following assumptions are made to sImplify Ihe complex
processes occurring in the marine environment:

l. The water sediment interaction model is a steady state model and therefore

conlinuow pollutant loading rates are assumed (Meinhold. 1998).
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2. In the fate modeling, the impact area (A w) is predefined to estimate the pollutant
concentrations in the water column and pore water. The impact area (All') is defined
by a radius (R), which is the radius of a circle whose area equals to the impact area
Brandsma (1996).

3. The water column depth (dw) is fixed to detennine the mixing control volume for
pollutants (Figure 3.3). In this case the value is taken at 95 m (Terra Nova, 1996).

Figure 3.3. Control volume and unifonn velocity profile (not to the scale)

4. Mid depth velocity (u) is assumed to be a representative velocity, which has a
unifonn profile over the cross section (boundary layer effects are not considered). The
volume flow rate (G) can be detennined by mul!iplying cross·sectional area with the
advective velocity (u). The projected cross-sectional area of the control volume is the
product of the depth of water column (dw) and the diameter (2R) of the impacted area.
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5. The pollulants enlering Ihe conlrOl volume are assumed to be completely mixed under
steady st3te conditions and phystco-chemic31 processes are t3king: plxe unifonnly
over the impact area (A,,·).

6. Depending on the general characteristics of the drilling waste. pan of the pollutant
loads is assumed to go directl)' into the sediments (£.,) and the rem3inder disperses in
the wilter column (£1) and settles 3Ccording to the panicles' senling velocities.

7. Roc fonTl3110n ill the concentrations of fine cuttings IS quick and assumed to be an
InSt3nt3neous process with noc

di~ers

of 100

J,Un

or more: while seltling. The

larger cuttings of '" ( mm ma)' take 8 to 18 minutes to settle for a depth of95 m water
column (Slealh. 1984). Therefore: drill cuttings larger than 1 nun 3re: 3Ssumed 10 settle
immediiltcl)'. which account for the pollulilnl loading going dtrectly into the
sediments (£.,). in this ilnal)'sis a conservative approach is adopted: 10% of Ihe load. IS
3SSUmed to be attached 10 bigger panicles that go directly to sediments. while the
remainder settles at t.I1eir coTttsponding stilling velocities.

The follOWing section will discuss various lypeS of uncenatntte5 involved in fate
modeling and Me simulation methods used in eSlimating uncertaIntIes. A detailed
description of the selection of statistic3l dislributions used for input variables to the w3ter
sediment interaction model is also presented.

3.2.2. UNCERTAINTIES· ESTIMATION METHODS
Uncenainties are inherent in modeling processes. and Include n:1tur.:a1 randomness.
uncenainty associated with the model parameters. and the moders structure. NalUr.l1
r.mdomnesslheterogenelty Includes spatial and temporal fluctuations mherent

In

natur.ll

processes. The structure of mathematical models that are employed to represent scenanos
and processes of interest IS often a key source of uncenainty. due to the fact that models
are only a simplified represenlation of a real-world sllslem (Cullen and Frey. 1999).
Model uncenainties 3Ie not Significant

In

a well-tested phySical model like fugacity and

aquivalence based models (CCME. 1997).

Quantities that are inherently variable over time. space or some population of individuals
are referred to as vanability or Type A uncenainty. This vllnability cannot be reduced. as
It IS the mherent quality of the system. Another type of uncenamty is called lack of
knowledge uncelUinty. subjective or Type B uncenillnty. The variability IS the propcny
of the syslem being studied and uncenainty is the propcny of the analyst or instrument
(Cullen and Frey. 1999).

To eSlimate the uncenainty In the model's parameters and structure. various Simulation
techniques are used (Ang and Tang.

19~).

The methods for simulating the propagation

of probability distribution through inpulS in a model are: based upon random sampling.
The most well known method is MC simulations using Latin Hypercube Sampling
(LHS). Some transfonnation techniques. which are not based on MC simulations. are also
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used in propagating distribution. The: touonomy of commonly used methods for
propagating moments and distribuuons through models are summarized in Table: 3.3.

Table: 3.3. Common probabilistic me:thods for propagating moments and distnbuuons
(Cullen and Frey. 1999)

Centr:lllimit throrems

Analytical Solutions for Moments

TransfonTlation of variables

Analytical Solutions of Distributions

Firn-order methods

Approll.imation Methods for Momcnls

Numerical Methods

Taylor series

':.
I

e~pansions

Simple Me simulation
LA/in

HYfHrcl/~ sampling

lmportance~mpling

Fourieramplitudc scnsitivitylest

"''''R

Monte Carlo refers to the tr.aditional method of sampling random variables in simulalion
modeling. Samples are chosen completely randomly across the r.lngc of the distribution.
thus necessitating large numbers of samples for convergence for highly skewed or long
tailed distributions (Palisade. 1997). Figure 3..l describes the general procedure of MC
simulation technique in which samples from two independent input variable distributions
:1:, and Xc are selected randomly. The output distribution : IS calculated using a

relationship of input variables e.g. in Figure 3.4 output (:) is a product of variables .f/ and

..

Inputparamters

Output

Figure 3.4. A random sampling process of simple or ordinary MC simulations

Many variations of the MC simulation technique are aimed at reducing the computational
effort and improving statistical techniques. A review of the literature on the use of MC
simulation in environmental engineering shows that the LHS method is the only variance
reduction technique that is widely used (Cullen and Frey. 1999). The use ofMC methods
in the uncertainty analysis especially in the area of risk assessment and fate modeling has
received growing attention in recent times. The MC simulation method has been
proposed as the method of choice due to the robustness of the method and its ability to
handle non-linearity of the problem (U.S. EPA, 1996a). As a result, MC simulation is the
most widely used methodology to account for uncertainties in contaminant fate modeling.

The input parameters are not necessarily independent of each other. The correlation
coefficients can also be defined in MC simulations to account for the inter dependence of
input parameters. The estimation of correlation coefficients is data intensive but
subjective judgments may also be used. This is one of the major drawbacks of using Me
simulations. In the absence of enough evidence, independent input parameters are
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assumed. Trial and error methods are also used in which different values of correlation
coefficients are assumed to perform MC simulations (Hammonds et 011.. 1994).

The U.S. EPA (199601) has recommended LHS over simple random sampling for comple.\
models due to better performance. The LHS is a rela!lvely new sampling technique used
in simulation modeling (Palisade. 1997). It is designed to accurately recreate the tnput
distribution through sampling in fewer iterations when compared with the sImple Me
simulations. The key to LHS is str.llification of the mput probability dislnbuuons.
Str.l.tificauon dIvides the cumulative curve inlO equal Intervals on the cumulatIve
probabilily scale (0 to I). A sample is then randomly laken from each Interval or stralum
of the Inpul distribution. Sampling IS then forced to take values from each interval to
recreate the Input probability distribution. It offen gre3t benefits m terms of Increased
sampling efficiency 3nd faster run tImes (Morgan and Henrion. 1990).

3.2.3 SELECTION OF STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTION
The distributions may result directly from data oOtlllned from proper experimental design.
bUI in the absence of data usually

sub~ctive judgemenl

must be used to show lhe

degTeC

of belid that the unknown value of a parameter lies withm a specified range (Hammonds
et 31 .. 1994). When data are limned but uncertainly is relatIvely low ness th;an a factor of
10). a range may be used to specify a uniform distribution. If there is knowledge about
the most likely value (MLV) or mode. in addition to range. a triangular distribution may
be assigned. When the uncenainty range exceeds a factor of 10. it is often prudent to

assume a probability distribution of the logarithms of parameter values; therefore. when

the range of uncenamly is very large. a log-uniform. log-triangular dislribUlion may be
more appropriate than the uniform or triangular dismbuuon (Hammonds et al.. 1994)
The other imponant commonly used distributions are nonnal. lognormal. exponenlial
and/or empmcal distributions. These are usually dependent on the availability of relevant
data. The most commonly used probability density functions (PDF) of some stausllcal
distributions are shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5. PDFs of some commonly used statistIcal distribullons

The slalistical distribulions like uniform {U). {nangular (T). exponential (E). normal (N).
and lognormal (1.N) distributions are defined for various input variables in this research.
The truncated fonns of normal and lognormal disLribulions are also defined where
minimum and maximum bounds are known. Table 3.4 provides a summary of proposed
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slatlstical dlsuibmions [0' physical propenies

or

media

parameters.

"""

their characterislic

Table 34 Proposed slalistical distribution for mullimedia propenles
InputS

Sialislical
distribution

Min.

.uOf~V

Ma.,.

Comments

Triangular

0.04

0,08

0.09

Sle.lth(198-11:
Sc:aconsull
(ZOOOl

.:lard,lm/
~imentdepth

pore ,",.ller fr.ICtion
·l'.,tppmvi
55 volume fr.lclion
ScdimenlS llq':;mic
fraction
55 organic

f~ion

i

Triangular

0.35

0.4

0.5

Triangular

0.2

'0

SO

VariousSCMlfCes
IStt in lnetexll

Uniform

0.035

0.0..5

TImothy and
David COOOI

Uniform

0.12

0.32

Triangular

'000

2500

,....

Trianaular

1500

1800

,.wo

{hlkglm"J
density of
sediments
p.(kglm~/

densilyof55
II/Cm/secJ

advective velocity

I.'

Exponenlial

Various

mur~s

c5~inthc(e.\tl

Sadiqetal.
(200li-d)

Uniform

0.19

0.70

"'(1999)
"mood

coeffICient of
resuspcnsion

Uniform

0.001

0.005

Hungtl9921

df}lmJ

Trunc:;ued

SSdiamcler

Logn~1

coefficientfOf
deposilion

Triangular

IItl(glm=/dayJ
butialr.ate

ppm.. ,pans ........ I11""by.ohut><

100

200

2.8

'.2

ISO

1000

6.5

Skam I 1984);
Sc:aconsull
(2000)

Statistical Distributions for

~'I.ctia

ProPerties

Brandsma (1996) has suggested that the mixing depth of sediment (.dl on the seabed may
vary from

~

10 9 em. bUI Seaconsult (2000) has recommended a depth of 8 em for

detenninlng the base oil eoneentrntion. A triangular distribution rT) is assumed wuh a
minimum value of 4. most likely value (Ml.. V) of 8 and maximum value of 9 em. 11 can
be designated by T (4.0. 8.0. 9.0).

The volume frncuon of 55 (v.• ) is mostly reported in the rnnge of 0.1 to 50 ppm\" IMackay
and cQ+workersl although a value as high as 2770 ppmv IS also reported (Terra ","o\·a.
1996). This high value is neglected due to lack of evidence. A tnangular distnbutlon IS
assumed for Vo. which has a minimum value of

O.~.

mode tMl..V) of 20 and a

m:l.,im~m

value of 50 ppmv. 1lIe pore volume frnction h',I. or porosIty r:l.nges from 0.35 10 0.5 in
seabed sedimenls fSleath. 1984). Seaconsult (2000) assumed a constant value of OA. A
triangUlar distributlon is assumed with minimum and maximum values of 0.35 to 0.5.
respeclively. An MLV (or mode) of 0.4 is recommended. The proposed triangular
distribution can be designated by T (D.35. 0.4. 0.50).

The organic fractions

In

55 (Cl;<) and sediments

((l,) ~

assumed to be unifonnly

distributed (11) uSing minimum and maximum values available In the ltler:lture. Timothy
and DaVId (2000) ha\·e recommended a unifonn distribution for defining the organIC
fraction in the food web modeling. The

~~

is defined by U (D.12. 0.32). where 0.12 and

0.32 arc minimum and maximum values, respectively. Similarly. the organic fraction in
sediments (41,) is defined by U (0.035, 0.045).

The densities of SS

(p~)

and sediments (p.. 1 are assumed 10 be tnangularly distributed.

The p! is defined by T (1500. ISOO.1400). The densily of sediment (PI) is defined by T
(2000. 2500. 16401. The minimum and ma.:timum yalues are defined based on
recommendations by Seaconsult (2000) and U.S. EPA (1mb). The most likely Yalue
(MLV) is caleul'Hed by taking the average of two intennediale values (Table 3.:0.

The ad\'cctiye yeloeily

(u)

is defined by exponential distribution (E) with a mean currc:nt

speed of 1.8 em/sec (Sac:hq et al.. l00la-d). The burial rate

(u,)

of sediment vanes from

0.003 cmlyr (O.19 glm=/day) 10 0.064 cmlyr (4.36 glm=/dayl. A value as high as 1.75
cmlyr is also reponed in the literature. bUI ignored due (0 lack of evidence. A unifonn
dislribulion with a range of 0.19 to 0.7 glm=/d:1y
conservallve assessment of pollutanl concentration

To estimale the resuspension rate
unifonn distribution U (o.(Xn.

(U,~).

O.OO~l).

In

IS

used (Diamond. 1999) for a

sediments (Table 3.·n.

the resuspenslon coefficlenl 1.;:J

IS

defined by

as proposed by Huang (1992). To detennine the

deposition rates of drill cunings with S5 floes. a methodology proposed by Seaconsult
(20(10)

is adopted. which states that the fine panicles make floes of 100 IJ.1Tl or more

before seuling. The multiplication coefficient CA) of the senling equation (Table 3.1) is
also defined by a triangular distribulion. T i1.8. 4.2.6.S} (Sleam. 1984).

The particle size distribUlion of drill cuttings shows th:u approximately 45% are fines «

250 J.UTl). 5% medium sand (250·

sao J.UT1). 20% co;me sand (500 1J.1Tl'

I mm) and 30%

are of bigger size pebbles (Seaconsul1. 2000: Sleath. 1984). Panicle size (8) is generally

defined by lognormal disuibution in the soil and fluid mechanics literature. A lognormal
disuibution

(L~)

is assumed with a mean and stand:u'd deviation of 200

j.UTI

and ISO 1J.ITi.

respectivel:,. The lognormal distribUlion is truncated at the upper and lower bounds of
1000 },lm and 100

~. res~tively.

The cuttings of larger than

I

mm are assumed

10

settle immediately. which accounts for an assumed 20% of tOlal pollutant loadings going
directly inlO the sediments

(El

)

($adiq et aJ.. 200ld).

Statistical Distributions for PhYsiro-shemkal Characteri..tics or Pollutanls
The statistical distributions for physico-chemlcal ch3.r.lcteristics of pollutants
sumrnilrizcd

In

Table 3.5. In the case of organic pollutants. statlsllcal dislnbutlOns of

Henry's coefficient

(f{)

and half·lives

In

WOller

(H,,:)

and sediments

(Hu:.)

The half-lives are derived based on anaerobic biodegJOldation roues
sedimenls. Henry's coefficient

(f{)

In

are defined.
water and

for ester is calculated based on QSAR (L:-man et al..

19901. A uniform distribution is assumed. which is designated b:, U (O.l. 0.(5). Henry's
coefficient (If) for naphthalene l1lJlges from 42 to 56 and a uniform distribution is
assumed. The K« for naphthalene IS assumed to be umfannly distributed and designated
by U (400. 10(0). The half·lives of both organIc pollutants are assumed to be nannally
disuibuled with lower and upper bounds truncated at reponed mimmum and mv.:lmum
values. respectIvely. Ester mass tr.:lllsfer (U,) through diffUSIon IS cakul:ued by QSAR
(Lyman et al.. 1990). The diffusion coefficient (D,,,·) is diyided by path length or miXing
depth (.:3) to calculate U,. For all other pollutants under consideration. U, is assumed to be
triangularly distributed and designated by T (I. 1. 4) x 10~.
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Table 3.5. Proposed statistical dislribution for physicCH:hemical propenies of selected
pollutants
Organic
poIluWlts
8,~

Naph.
Hc3.vy
MCUols
Pb

H,

."
Co

Cd

Ni

H

Im"paJmoIl
U
(0.1.0.151

K_ orK_

I

K_ -49

oointestimatc

,""",'

Dp/~

ForK...

U
14.:!.56)

ILogK..

(Uk2)

(Uk)

TN

1"N
(SO.

~O. l~.

TN
16. .:!:l

(~O.::!.

DOl

Htr.
(days)

TN
TN
(4.6. 1.9. ~.O. 7.0) (5.7.0.4. H. 6.51
TN
TN
(4.9.0.6.3.8.6.01 (5.). O.J. ~.:!.. 6.91
TN

Htr...
(days)

(d3.ys)

TN
TN
(10.5.0.5. .:!Ol (150.50. .:!5.

U
(-WO.6OO)

lLogK..

H~

MTfU.J

~581

Htr...
(days)

T

b.lyCOIB

1!S. 1000. 20001

POint escimale

T'

(:!..4.0.~~.6.J.3) (3.9.0.~:0.6.0) (1.~.4)x 10... 1----+-------1
(15.1.7.0.7.6.11
TN
(J.t. 1.6. 1.5. 6.:! I
TN
(J.9.1.5. 1.9.5.9)
TN
0.3. 1.8.0.5.7.3 1
TN
(3.9. 1.8.0.3. J.O I

't:SEPA'._' .... . - ...

(J.7.0.J.3.1.6.1l
TN
t 5.0.0.5.3.5.6.91
TN
(5.1.0.4.3.9.6.01
TN
(J.9. 0.6. ~.8. 6.3 I
TN
(J.J.O.J. 3.5. 5.7 1

I

_

For heavY' mel:a.ls ha1f-lives are not ,mpon::l.Il1 except for Hg. which exists 10 v::uious
fonns. The half-life of Hg in water is designated by a triangular distribution T
(15.IOOO.2(00). In aquivalence based models. the most imponant parameter.;; arc K. and
K... which define the metals partitioning with 55 and sediments. respectively. The U.S.

EPA (l999c) collected infonnalion from more Ihan 150 sources to define Ihe ranges and
Statistical distributions of heavy metal partitioning coefficients. The LogK. and LogK"are

nonnally distributed and are trunc:lled :u minimum and maximum bounds. The del:l..ils of
the statistical disuibUlions and then Ch:lr.lCtenSlic paramete~ are given in Table 3.5.

3.3 PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS
After defining the statinicaJ distributions for model inputS the immediate objective of this
research was to perform Me simulations to detennine the model outputs. The outputs of
the model were pollutanl concentrations in the water column (C... ) and sediment pore
water (C.....). The uncenainty/v:u"iability in the model inputs contributed

[0

the uncertainty

in model outputs.

The uncenalnty

In

the model structure duc to simplification of the processes was not

addressed In this research ICCME. 1997). The fug:ICity/aquivalence model structure
developed In Table 1. iO (Chapter 1) was convened into the spreadsheet fonnat as shown
in Figure 3.6. The @Risk (Palisade. 1997) software was used for MC simulations. The
software is an add-on to Microsoft Excel. The Input parameten were defined by
probability density functions (PDF).

1bc: MC Simulations were performed for different predefined impact area 1A-) and

operational pollutant loading rate (E,) conditions. The concentr;mons of e:ICh pollutant In
the water column and pore water were: determined under

:II

given discharge condition. The

simulations were: then repeated for another set of conditions defined by a different impact
area and/or pollutant loading rone. The model outputs· water column (Cw) and sediment
pore water (C.....) concentnUions • were obtained in the form of an empirical disuibution
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function (EDF). The EDFs of model outputs were fitted to various candidate
distributions. The parameters of the best-fitted distribution were determined for each
discharge condition. The predicted environmental concentration (PEe) was determined
by defining a higher percentile level of a concentration which is generally 90 th or 95 th
percentile value on fitted distributions (Lenwood et ai., 1998). Further, multiple linear
regression analysis was performed to develop empirical regression models for parameters
of the fitted distribution (e.g., mean and standard deviation) for each pollutant separately
as function of their pollutant loading rates (E;) and radius of impacted area (R).

Modtlioput5

FUKlClty{.quhlltnttmodti
strutturtiosprndshttt rormat

Modtloutputs
ConttnlratlOD5 (Cw, Cpll')

Figure 3.6. The Me simulations for fate modeling in the spreadsheet format

3.3.1. OPERATIONAL DISCHARGE CONDITIONS
The range of pollutant loading rates can be defined based on their emissions in various
jurisdictions, which include the Gulf of Mexico (GOM), California, Alaska and the East
Coast of Canada. The base fluid (ester) constitutes approximately 47% of the SBPs
weight. The averuge weight of cuttings produced from a model deep development well is
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approximately 350 metric tones IMTl. For the case of 10% auached fluids. 45 MT (57
m') of ester as a base fluid goes into the ocean system from a single well. The ester
qU3ntity is reduced 1016 MT for4'k alloched base fluid (U.S. EPA. 1999b).

The loading rntes were sele<:led such that all praclical discharge conditions would be
covered. e.g.. for 15% auached base fluid. the discharge rate of ester will be 108 kglhr (in
the case of a one month drilling time). The discharge r::ne decreases 10 26.4 kglhr for the
5% auxhed base fluid case (Sadiq el al .. 200lbl. The discharge rnles of eSier In Ihe ocean
environmenl were selected in the range of 5to ISO kgfhr.

Similarly. heavy metals and naphthalene loads can be calculated based on the
composillon of stock bante used in the SBFs and fonnation oil contammation.
respectively. The heavy metals As. Cd. Cu. Hg. Ni and Pb are found in low concentration
in barite « 35 mglkg of bante). Sadiq et al. (200lc) calculated As and Cu pollutant
loadings rates which were below (.2 glhr for 15% allached base fluid. The naphthalene is
an indicator for the fonnation oil contamination and only tmces

~

expected in synthetiC

base drilling waste. The loading rntes for these pollutants were selected Within the range

of 0.025 to 3 glhr to cover a.ll practical r:tnges. The Cr and Zn are generally found In
higher ccncentr.ltion in slock bante

(:>

200 mglkg of banle). The loading roues for these

pollutants were selected within the range of 0.10 to 30 glhr. The mass balance analysis
for calculating the specific pollutant loading rates for our discharge scenarios is provided
in Chapter 7 of this thesis.

"

The concentrations in the water column and pore water also depend upon the 1000allmpact
area V\.) which is defined by an equivalent circular area of radius R. Infonnation about
impacts of SBFs from field investigations is limited

In

companson to WBFs. The U.S.

EPA (l999b) has summarized a few field studies of SBFs' lmpacl. The $luciles related to
SBFs in which ester was used as a base fluid. They are summanzed in Table 3.6. For
various locations in the Nonh Sea the SBFs were detected only in the upper 10 cm of
sediment to a distance of 200 m from the point of discharge.

Daan et al. (l996l have reponed an increase in ester concenuauon with increase In
distance. The measured concentration increased from 393 to 834 mglkg at distances of 75
m to 125 m from the point of discharge. The authors have sunnised that this happened
due to resuspension. and contaminated heterogeneous sediment near the outlet was spread
out and well miJOed over a larger area. This study also noted that the effects at 500 m and
3000 m were recovered after It months. In another study by Schaanning (1995). thc:
sediment ester concentr.uion decreased logarithmically with distance from dischargc
point. Benthic organisms wcre sevcrely affectcd within a 100 m radius.

The U. S. EPA (I999b) has concluded that there is a Iinle cvidence of biological impacts
at ovcr 500 m from thc point of discharge. The Impact on sediment IS eJOpectcd to be
within 100 m to 200 m from thc point of dischargc. The ester based SBFs are readily
biodegradable in comparison to other fluids. The U.S. EPA (t999b) also concluded that
the recovery of impacted benthic life starts within a one-year time.

"

Table 3 6. Seabed filed studies for Ester based drilling fluids
Stud)' source and loution

d.
(m)

Daanet. .11(19%)
Nonh Seal
~onlinent.11

DUI~h

JO

North Seal NOrweai.1n

67

'R

·c

cTime

(m)

(mglkg)

(months)

"
"
"

706

361 m} SBFs:

l!5

180 Metric lones

'2>

(MT)e~er

shelf

Smith ;Inc! M;lY (1991);
Sch;l;lnning (1995)

Cuningsl
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7~9 MT~utling:

96.5MTester

~ontinenL1lshelf

ISO MT SBFs

lo"

Vik ctal. (l9%l
SleipnerA

76-81

Vikctal.(I9%1

380 MT SBFs

Sieipner0
U.S. EPA (199%)
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399 MT SBFs

,.,

6263 bbl
lestcr ... L\.OI
1486 bbI
~iliona1nuid

•..._fnmp,""'aldl""'""P'.

JOO

,.
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"

l!5
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2>0
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"
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J6.JOO

.,
II

II
I

,
,
,

II

I."
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2>.

5.

500
2>0
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I

500

d
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2>0

JOO

500
2>0

"
"
I
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500
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"

198320
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Based on the available infonnalion for each pollutant. the loading I1I.tes were defined at
three levels corresponding to five different levels of impact radius (R). Therefore Me
simulations were performed for IS diffemu dischvge scenarios for each pollutant. FOT

example for ester. the first simulation uial .....as performed at a loading rate of 150 kglhr
assuming thai lhc an:a impacted was within a radius of 50 m. In the second trial. an
impact radius of tOO m was defined. The impact radius is Increased in steps to :5 kin for
the 5111 mal at the same loading rate. Then Ihe loading rale was changed from 150 10 75
kglhr for the 6'" trial. For this loading rate the same procedure was repe:;lted. Similarly for
other pollutants. three pollutant loading rates were defined for five Impact radii values.
Table 3.7 summarizes the loading rates of different pollutants

(E,)

and impact radius

(R)

for perfonning Me simulations on the fugacily/aquivalence based w::ater sediment
interaction model.

Table 3.7. V::arious dIscharge scenarios ::and In::als for Me simulatIOns
Simulation .
Tria.ls

R

EM~

As. Cd. Cu. Ni. Hg. Pb

and naphthalene

(kml

Cr3tldZn

E, (mglhr)

E,(kglhr)

30000

0.05

1>0

3000

0.10

1'0

3000

3CXlOO

0.50

1>0

3000

30000

1.00

ISO

3000

30000

'.00

ISO

3000

30000

0.05

1S

1000

10000

0.10

1S

1000

10000

O.SO

1S

1000

10000

1.00

1S

1000

10000

10

'.00

1S

,

1000

10000

II

0.05

12

0.10

13

OS

100
100

0.50

"OS

14

1.00

OS

100

IS

'.00

2S

100

100

J..J.l. MC SlMULATIONS
The Me slmul:uions using the LHS method wet'C performed for the: fugacity/aqul\'alence

models. For each simulallon. 10.000 Her:uions were performed to estimate concenu-;lJions
in multimedia environment. The inputs of thc: models .....ere defined by the s13usucal
distributions as described in section 3..2.3. Thc: fc:sults of MC simulations for fugacity and
aquivalence models are discussed separately in this section.

Fugacitv Models
The

Me Simulations

for ester and naphthalene were perfonned usmg a fugacuy model.

Simulation results for ester are discussed in detail here. In the first tnal for ester. the
loading rate :l1td tmpact radius were ISO kglhr and 50 m. rc:speetively. The outputs of
intere.it

In

the model simulations were concentrations m muhimedia. The model outputs -

water column concentration (C...) and pore water conCenlIatlOnS (C...·, • were obtained In
the form of an empirical distribution function (EDF). For first trial. the distribution of C~
is shown in Figure 3.7. The ester water column concentration is proVided in the form of a
histogram. The 9S'" percentile of concentration is also shown with the help of a solid line:.
The ester wattt column concentration may vary from 0 ..2 to" ",gIL for the first trial. The
me3n

and median values of C... are 0.94 and 0.84 ",gIL respectively. This shows a slight

positive skew in the distribution. The: standard deviauon of water column concentr:U1on IS
OAt j.1gIL The maximum vaJue of water column concentration IS appro",imately 20 times

more than the minimum value:. The 9S lII percentile of the CO' is 1.78 }J.gIL. which is less
than half of the mlUttmum value (4 j.1g1L). It implies that only S% of the values lie within

the: range of 1.78 to 4 JlgIL

300

2.0

Cw

Figure 3.7. Histogram of water column ester concenlration (}J.gfL) for Trial I

The second output of the simulations was the pore water concentration (C,..,). The
histogram of pore water concentration is shown in Figure 3.8. The Cf'W varies from 6.62 10

23.9 gIL. The mean and median values are 11.8 and 11.3 gIL, respectively. The standard
deviation of water column concentration is 2.52 gIL. The minimum value of pore water
concentration is approximately 4 times less than its corresponding maximum value. The
C,.., distribution is also positively skewed. The 95 th of pore water concentration is 16.8

giL
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Cpw

Figure 3.8. HislOgram of pore water ester concentration (flglL) for Trial I

Figure 3.9 is a plOI showing a comparison of water column and pore water concentration
at various percentiles. The concentrations are compared at Stll, mean, 50lh (median), 95 th
and their maximum values. The pore water concentration is higher than the water column
concentration by various order of magnitudes. The 95 th percentile of C,.., is more than C...
by approximately 7 orders of magnitude.

Higher uncertainty is observed in the C..

values, which may be due to the higher settling rate of drill cuttings and higher
uncertainty in half-life of ester in water (12 to 130 days).
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Figure 3.9. Comparison of water column and pore water ester concentrations in (Trial I)

The higher pore water concentration implies higher fugacity (/4) in comparison to water
column fugacity (/2). Base fluids are hydrophobic in nature and may try to attach
themselves with sediments. Due to the density and panicle sizes of drill cuttings, a major
portion of the drilling waste settles to the seabed sediments. Under steady state conditions
the contaminants start leaching into the pore water and maintain higher levels of
concentration in comparison to water column concentration. The MC simulations are also
perfonned for naphthalene in the fugacity model. The MC simulation results for all trials
are summarized in section 3.4.2.
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Aqui".lence Models
The aquiva.ience based model is used for predicting heavy metals (As. Cd. Cu. Cr, Pb.

Hg. Ni. and Zn) concentr:uion. The MC simulations were perfonned for each metal
separ.lIely. The MC Simulauon results from the: first uiaJ for Cd

3tt p~sented

and

discussed in detail. The summary of sImulations is given for each pollutant in the section
3.4.2.

The first MC sImulation trial for Cd was performed at a loading r:lIe of 3g1hr and an
Impact radius of 50 m. The water column concentratIOn of Cd varies from ~A5 x 10" to
7.61

X

10·l ~gIL. The m~an and median (50'" percentile) Cware 6.77 x 10'! and 1.16 x 10'

, I-lgIL. respewvely. ThiS shows a highly positive skew in the distribution. The standard

deviauon of the water column concentratIon IS 5.01 x 10" ~glL The 95'" percentile of the
C. is 3.32 x 10.... J.lgIL which

IS

approximately 20 times Jess than the ma.'\lmum value.

The mmimum value of the Water column concent1"3uon

IS

approximately 5 ordef"l of

magnitude less than the maxImum value. The histogram of C w is shown in Figure 3.10.

The R:sults for the pore w:lIer concentration (C.-) are: shown m Figure 3.11. The C.- may

vary from 1.77 x I~ to 3.82 x 10' I-lg/L. The mean and medIan values of C,.. are: 96.3 x
10" and 7.62 x 10" I-lg/L. respectively. The C,...· is also a highly positive skewed
distribution. The standard deviation of the water column concent1"3tion is 2.64 x 10" ~glL
The 95 11I percentile value of C~w distribution is 5.51 x 10" ~g/l. The minimum va.lue of
pore water concentration is approximately 4 ordef"l of magnitude less than its rnaJtimum
value.

8J

8000

95*'p."natilo

2000

2.0E·3

Cw

Figure 3.10. Histogram of Cd water column concentration

(~gfL)

for Trial 1

Figure 3.12 is plotted to compare water column and pore water concentrations al various
percentiles. The concentrations are compared at 5th , mean, SOlh (median), 95 th and
maximum values. The pore water concentration is more than the water column
concentration by orders of magnitude. The pore water concentration is more than the
water column concentration by approximately to orders of magnitude at their 95 th

percentiles. The uncenainry in the concentration outputs can be estimated by comparing
their minimum and maximum values, which differ by 4 to 5 orders of magnitude.
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2.0E+?

Cpw

Figure 3.11. Histogram of Cd pore water concentration (}lgfL) for Trial I

The heavy metals maintain higher aquivalence (A) in sedimenlS in comparison to the
water column. Heavy metals are very persistent in nature and have practically infinite
half-lives. Metal distribution in multimedia is a function of their partitioning abilities with
sediments (K,,) and particulates (K.). The aquivalence based steady state model
determines long-term leaching of metals into pore water. The biodegradation and decay
of heavy metals is not expected, although oxidation reaction, speciation and other
chemical reactions may be possible.
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Figure 3.12. Comparison of Cd concentrations in water column and pore water (rrial 1)

3.3.3. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS (SA)
Sensitivity analysis (SA) is the process of estimating the degree to which output of a fate
model changes as values of input parameters are changed. The American Standard for
Testing and Materials (ASTM, 1998) has recognized the role of SA in the fate modeling
as follows:

1. SA can identify the input parameters that have the most influence on model output;

2. SA can identify the processes which have greatest influence on model output; and
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3. SA can quanlify the change

In

OUlput caused by uncenamty 3t1d vanability in the

values of input parameters.

SensHivity of the fate model is linked to input parameters through governing equations.
The input parameters in probabilistic fate modeling may be represcnled by gIven ranges
and/or distributions. Field investigations and monitoring can only provide the best sltespecific estimate. There are several reasons for identifying key model inpuls. which
contribute to uncenainty in model outputs. An identlficalion of significant contributors to
output variance g1Yes Ihe analyst an awareness of whIch input variable IS controlling the
OUtput resulls. The basic explOr.!.tion of the models. Inputs and results. promoles
improved

unde~tanding and

interpretation of the

anal~ls

(Culen and Frey. 1999).

In a probabilistic analysis. the majonry of the variance 10 the output IS :mribumble to
variability and or uncenamty 10 a small subset of the inpuls. There are yaneties of
methods of identifying key input variables from model outputs. These methods include
the scatter plol. panial and rank correlation coefficients. multivariate regression.
contribution 10 variance and probabilistic sensilivlly analysis. 1bese melhods are
discussed In detail in the litef3lure. e.g;. lman and Hellon (1988). and Culen and Frey
(1999) and they are briefly discussed below.

A correlation coefficient is a measure of the degree of association or covariance between
two random variables. Correlation coefficients provide an estimate of the linear
dependence of a model OUlput on a panicular model input. Correlalion coefficients are

"

sensitive to the strength of the hnear relationship between model inpuu and output and
the range of varialion of input. Comlation coefficlenu are estimtlted based on sample

values of both the inpuu and outpul and their relative means.

0.1)

where m is the sample size or number of iter.uions in the simulations. oX IS an Input and :
IS an OUtpUI. x. and :. arc sample values of ;f and :. The value of corTelation coefficient p,
may vary from -I 10 + I where:

P. '" +1. implies linear dependence. a positive slope (: Increases as.f increases)

P, '" O. implies no linear dependence. a value of.f provides no useful information about
value of :. and

P, '" -I. Implies linear dependence. a negative slope (: increases as oX decreases I

For typical probabilistic simulations. correlation between an input and an output greater
than 10.51 indicates substantial dependence of the variation in the output on variation of
the input. Values as low as 10.21 also may be of interest. depending on the sample size.
Larger correlation coefficienu indicale less dispersion of sample values from an idealized

IS

linear relationship

~Iwecn

Inpul and outpUI. Generally correlalion coefficients are

sensitive 10 boIh the slrength of linear relationship

~tween

an input and output. and to

lhe range of vanallon of me input (Culen and Frey. 19991.

If severnl values of the input or outpUI are cluSlered together in a random p;tnern. and one

point is loc:lted away from the cluster. an artificially high estimate of the correlation
coefficient may result. Alternatively. in cases where underlying dependence is nonlinear
(but monOionic). the sample correlation coefficient will underestimate the dependence. A
way to avoid these problems IS to calculate the correlation coeffiCient uSing the rank of
boIh

.%

and y. Each sample of a random vanable has a rank. The rank IS detennined by

ordering the sample values in ascendang order. The lowesl value has a mnk one. the nut
lowest has a rank two and so on. The largest sample value has mnk equal to the

num~r

of samples. The rank correlation coefficient is robust to different monotonic
dependencies between input and outpUI. A rank correlation coefficient correctly
characterizes the strong nonlinear dependence by

~ing

equal 10 or almost equal to

positive unily.

Another common method used for SA is 10 eSlimate the relative approximate
contribulions of each parameter 10 the variance of final OUtputs by squanng lhe rank
correlalion coefficients and nonnalizing them to 100% (Maxwell and Kastenberg. 1999).
The parameters having me greatest effect are considered to be Ihose for which additional
dala should reduce the amounl of overall uncertainty in the results. Hammonds et aI.
(1994) and Muwell and Kastenberg (1999) used mis technique in human health risk
assessment for identifying me key input variables. In the following section. SA using

..

rank correlalion coefficienl and percenl conlribulion of input variables are discussed for
two pollutants namely, eSler and Cd.

Organic Pollutant l'Ester)
The SA results for ester concentralions in water column ;u\d

~

water are reponed In

Table 3.8. The rank correl'llion coefficients of all inpul variables are reponed. The
negative values of rank correlation coefficient (P,) represents an inverse relalionship wilh
the OUlput.

Table 3.8. Sensitivity analysis (SA) of eSler using rank correlation coefficient (p.l
Puameters

c.

C~

"

-0.62

0.00

-0.53

0.01

-0.51
p,

0.00

0.1>'

-0.02

-0.01

-0.78

0.00

-0.03

-0.01

.,

0.02

-0.18

0.12

0.01

0.00

H,":

-0.01

-0.01

H

-0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

.,
p,

0.00

0.37

0.00

.(l.34

-0.01

.(l.25
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For ester concentrations in the w:u.er column Coo. the organic content of 55 (0".) has the
highest rank correlation coefficient of -0.62. The other key input variables ~ A and 6.
The corresponding rank correlation coefficient values are -0.53 and -0.51. respecuvely.
This implies that an

inc~ase

in org.mic content and size of 55 will

~sult

in

dec~ase

in

the ester concentration in the water column. The higher organic fraction captures
pollutants from the water column and settles down. This implies that the deposition
process is the most imponant process in decreasing pollutant concentration in the water
column. The remaining input par.uneten; do not significantly affect the water column
concentr.1tion. Figure 3.13 is a tornado graph for representing percent contribution of
each Input variable:. The: three: input parome:te:rs (~"..A:u:d 8) contribute more than 96% of
the: tOial variance of the water column concentration and the: remaining vanables
contribute: less than 4%.

The key input variables for pore water concentrallon are sediment depth (od). half·life 10
sediments (H,J:.). de:nsity

(P4).

and organic fractIon (Cl.) of sediments (Table 3.8). The

thickness of the sediment layer (od)
conoibutes

mo~

inv~ly

affects the pore water concentration. It

than 60% of the total variance of pore water concenD"lllion. The longer

half-life In sediment proVides more time for organic pollutants to leach Into pore water
from the sediment. The: organic fraction (12%) and density (7%) of sediments also
contribute significantly to the pore water concentration (Figure 3.14).

I

.

'lI>D)olribulloD

Figure 3.13. Percent contribution of input variables 10 ester water column concentration

Heavy Metals <Cd)

Sensitivity analysis results of the aquivaience based model for Cd is presented in Table
3.9. The sensitivity of the output concentrations (Cwand C"",) is measured with the help
of the rank correlation coefficient and by detennining the percent contribution of input
variables. The key input variables for water column concentration are the partitioning
coefficicnls of Cd for sediment (K,,) and 55 (K.). The other important parameter is
advective velocity (u).

The advective velocity affects water column concentration in

tWO

ways; the flushing of

water from the control volume negatively affects the water column concentration; at the
same time it can also scour the deposited material 10 increase the resuspension, which
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results in an increase in concentration, which is a positive effect. Overall it has a positive
effect on Cwo The partitioning coefficients and velocity contribute to more than 90% of
the variance in the water column concentration (Figure 3.15).

'",

Figure 3.14. Percent contribution of input variables to ester pore water concentration

The Cd pore water concentration (C,.,...) is mainly affected by the partitioning coefficient
of sediment (K,,). The pore water concentration is highly sensitive to K" as it contributes
more than 95% to the overall variance (Figure 3.16). The inverse effect of K" does not
allow heavy metal to leach into the pore water.
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Table 3.9. Sensitivity analysis (SA) of Cd using rank correlation coefficient (p.)

I
I

Parameters

c.

c~

K.

'().69

-0.98

K.

-0.20

0.00

'"

-0.16

-0.16

-0.12

0.01

-0.11

0.01

OA5

-o.O:!

v,

O.I:!

0.01

MT

0.07

-0.01

p.

-0.02

0.01

p.

0.04

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.06

0.01

0.01

0.01

-0.01

~.02

The SA resuhs are presented fOt" ester and Cd concentrations in the water column and
~

water. The intention here is to identify and highlight the key input p.ar.uneters and

processes that detennine the fate of conUlminants in the marine environment. The results
of SA show that in the case of organic pollutants. the water column concentralion is
mainly affected by the deposition process. The organic pore waler concenrnuion is
mainly affected by half-life (Hit:..) in sediments. density (p.). organic content (f.) and
depth (4) of sediments. The fate of heavy metals in the water column and pore water (K"
iUld KJ is a function of panilioning coefficients and advective velocity (u).

..

·,.j

..,..,
.1
"sj

~~

'p
'f'
ACO

":=

~,=
;

Figure 3.15. Percent contribution of input variables to Cd waler column concentration

3.4. MODEL OUTPUT
3.4.1. LOGNORMAL DlSTRlBlITION
The concentration of pollutants in environmental media generally follows a positive
skewed distribution with a long tail to the right (Sadiq. 1997; Standard Methods. 1998).
The environmental concentrations may vary by OrdCB of magnitude and wide variation is

observed. The fugacity/aquivalence model outputs; Cit' and C"" for ester and Cd are
shown in Figures 3.7 to 3.12. The

Me

simulations show that concentrations in both

media vary over a wide range and mean values are more than the median for all cases.
The major reason for right hand long tail and positive skew in concentration outputs is
thai fugacity/aquivalence based models are of multiplicative type. which leads to a
lognonnal (LN) distribution.

.

•1;:.1 ::'1.: I.: 1:: 1::. I.: I::.1 ::'1.:, I.:, 1':'1.:, 1::.1
t .:

Figure 3.16. Percent conlribution of input variables 10 Cd pore water concentration

Burmaster and Hull (1996) described the importance of the two-parameter lognormal
distribution in human and ecological risk assessment. They have reasoned that the
lognormal distribution is commonly observed in contaminant fate modeling due to the
following:

a

Many physical, chemical, biological, and toxicological processes tend to create
random variables that follow lognormal distribution (Hattis and Burmaster, 1994).

a

The mathematical process of multiplying a series of random variables will produce a

new random variable, which tends to be lognormal in character (Benjamin and

Cornell,1970).
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o

Lognormal distributions are self-replicating i.e., products and divisions of lognormal
distributions are also lognormal (Crow and Shimizu, 1988).

The above three reasons for obtaining positive skewed distributions are also applicable to
contaminant fate modeling outputs in our case as well. Figures 3.17 and 3.18 are
lognormal distribution fits to the fugacity model outputs: Cw and C/"W for the first
simulation trial for ester. The Figure 3.17 represents an empirical distribution function
(EDF) of water column concentration estimated from

Me

simulations, and the fitted

lognormal cumulative distribution function (CDF). The lognormal distribution (LN) is
defined by 2 parameters: the arithmetic mean (JJx) and the standard deviation (ax) as
shown in Figure 3.17.

LN

~

(O.9J9, 0.407)

i i.OFAlO+-------------==~~=----~
~

I.OE-OI

.

>----_---_---_---'------<

Figure 3.17. An EDF of ester water column concentration estimated from the fugacity
based model and fitted lognormal distribution (LN)
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Figure 3.1 8 represents an EDF of ester pore water concentration, which is the second
output of MC simulations using the fugacity based model. The fitted lognonnal
cumulative distribution function (CDF) is also shown. In both cases a good agreement
between simulation results and fitted distributions can be observed.

...

l'OE+06+-----_-----+---_----'--~--____<

Figure 3.18. An EDF of ester pore water concentration estimated from the fugacity based
model and fiued lognonnal distribution (LN)

The two-parameter lognonnal distribution takes its name from its fundamental property
that the logarithm of the random variable is distributed according to nonnal or Gaussian
distribution (Bunnaster and Hull, 1996).

{in (C)} - N (}Jr, G y)

(3.2)
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whe~.

IJr:: mean of log of concentr:uion
CTr::

standard deviation of log of concentration

C = lognonnally distributed concentrallon

The @Risk(Palisade. 1997) U~ the arithmetic mean (IJ.,) and standaotl deviation (a,) oi
concentration data to generate the lognonnal distribution (e.g..
The arithmetic mean (IJI) and standard deviation

(0:,)

Figu~s

3.17 and 3.(8).

are related to JJ. and a, by the

following relationships

..,.[
r

.;

~CT_~ +J.l;

]

(3.3)

ond

(3.4)

The (100 x

p)tJi.

percentile value for the underlying nonnal distribution can be calculated

{In{Cll,,={N-(J.lr .O:r)/"

(3.5)
=J.l r +:( pJXCT r

.

Then:fore by extension. the (100 x pl'" percentile for ::a lognorm::al distribution can be
calculated as follows:

(3.6)

when:.
:: (pi = ¢C-l(y) = inverse of cumul::ative distribUtlon function

fJ, = arithmetlc mean of concentration (w::ater column or pon: water)

a, = standard devi::ation of concentr:lIion
leI, = Pollut::ant concentration In any medi::a::at desired percentile level (p)

Generally. mean. median.

90'" or 95'" percentiles::are used as n:prescnlalive envlronment::al

concentrations. The U.S. EPA (2()(X)a) used the ::a\'erage value for defining n:present::ative
envIronmental concentration. Lenwood et al. (I998) have proposed the 9OlJ& percentile of
concentration as the representative environmental concentration of heavy melals as an
exposun: to the fresh water community. In this research. ::a conservative approach was
adopted and the 95'" percentile is defined as the representative estimate of the
environmental concentration. This concentration is c:1lled the predicted environmental
concentration (PEe) in the CHARM model (Tharcher et :11•• 1999).

Forp=O.95

=

::(p)

= 1.645

'00

Therefore. equation 3.6 becomes

c••.. "" f!.w{ P

t , ...

1.645xa r

(3.1)

I

where. CCH._ is the repreSt:nutive concentration in me media. Substituting equallons 3.3
and 3A in equation 3.7 will give

(3,81

Similarly.

(3.9)

where.

c .•

O:' ""

pollutant water column concentr.l.tion at9S 111 percentile

(p ""

0.9S)

C .... 0:' = pollutant pore water concentration at9S 111 percentile (P = 0.95)

p... = arithmetic mean of lognormally distributed water column concentration

a. = standard deviation of lognonnally distributed watercoJumn concentr.l.tion
JA.,. = arithmetic

mean of lognormally distributed pore water concentration

a... = standard deviation of lognormally distributed pore water concentratioo

'0'

Equ::uions 3.8 and 3.9 can be used 10 detenninc !he: waler column and pore waler
conccntr::l.tions al the 95'" pen:entile while knowing me mean and sland3rd devialion of
!he underlYing lognonnal distribulion.

3.4.2 OUTPUT CONCENTRATION RESULTS
The fugacity or aquivalence if! and/or A!) delermines the concentralion of pollutants in
the water column and pore WOller. respc1:lively. The f! and A! arc funclions of D·values.
which funhcr linearly relate to lmpacl area (A.I. The impact area is assumed to be
cIrcular. whIch IS a function of the square of Ihe r::dius. Therefore. f! land A!I may be
Inversely proponlonal to the square of the impacl r3d.ius (R). The f: (and A!l arc linear
funclJons of loading I'::l.tes (£: and £4). Therefore f: (and A!) incre3SCs linearly with an
increase In tocal pollutant loading.

Tables 3.10 and 3.11 summ::ll"ize the mean t.u.,·) and standard devI::ttlOn

(0-,.)

of

concentration in the water column. respectively. for me pollutants under slUdy. The
results of 15 simulation dala sets are summarized in these tables. The comparison of
avel'::l.ge ester concenU'alion in the WOller column (JL..) for tnals I and 2 shows mal with an
increase In the Impacl area. the concenlr.Uion decreases (Table 3.10). By lI'11:reasing [he
impacl radius from 50 m 10 100 m. the mean conccntr.lIion is decre3SCd from 0.94 to 0.24
J1g/L for a 150 kglhr loading rate. The concenlralion funher decreases to 0.01 J.lg/L

approximately for a 500 m impact I'::l.dius. The

mean concentr::ttion decreases

proponionally with an increase in the square of the radius. A similar effect can also be
observed by comparing trials 6 and 7 or II and 12.

.02

Since lognonnal distribution is a skewed distribution. the standard deviation (0"...) lTI3y nO{
necessarily follow the trend observed for mean values. lbe companson of standard
deviation of eoiter concentration in the water column (cr..) for trials I and:: shows that by
increasing the impact radius from 50 m to 100 m. the

0"..

is decreased from 0.-11 to 0.10

for the 150 kglhr loading rate (Table 3.1:!). The 0"... further decreases to 0.004 J,lg!L
approximately for the 500 m impact radius. A similar effect can also be observed by
comparing trials 6 and 7 or II and 12.

The comparison of trial I and 6 for ester shows that avenage concenuatlon decreases from
0.94 to

o.·n

1J.g/L when pollutant loading is reduced from 150 kglhr to 75 kglhr. It is

further reduced to 0.03 J,lg!L for 5 kglhr (Trial 11). This shows an approximately linear
relationship belween loading rate and o:oncentratlon In the water column. The companson
of trials I and 6 for ester shows that the standard deViation of concentration decreases
from 0.41 to 0,20 J.1g/L when pollutant loading is reduced from L50 kgfhr to 75 kglhr. It is
further reduced 10 0.013 IJ.glL for 5 kglhr (Trial 111.

A similar trend can be seen for other pollutants listed in TabLe 3.10 and 3.11. Figures 3.19
and 3.20 are the 3D surface plots of the mean (J.lp...) and standard de\·ialion tl1",,·) of water
column concenuations for ester as a function of pollutant loading r.Hes (E) and impact
radius (R).

Tables 3.12 and 3.13 summarize the mean (1Jpw) and standard devialion (O"poo) of pore
water concenuations. respectively for various pollutants. The results of 15 simulation

'03

data sets are summarized. The comparison of ester concentration in pore waler for trials 1
and 2 shows that with an increase in the impact area, the concentration decreases. For
impact radii of 50 m to 100 m the average concentration is decreased from J 1.8 to 2.96
gIL for the 150 kg/hr loading rale (fable 3.12). The concentration further decreases 10

0.12 gIL at 500 m impact radius. The average concentration decreases proportionally with
an increase in square of the impact radius. A similar effect of impact radius can also be
observed by comparing trials 6 and 7 or II and 12.

E(qn,r)

Figure 3.19. A 3-D surface plot of mean water column concemralion
function of loading rate and impact radius

(~)

of ester as a

The comparison of the standard deviation of ester concentration in the water column
(Upw) for trials 1 and 2, shows that by increasing the impact radius from 50 m to 100 m,

the (upw) is decreased from 2.52 to 0.63 gIL for the 150 kg/hr toading rate (fable 3.13).

H"

l1\C a,... further decreases 10 0.025 gIL appmxim:uely al the
similar effect can also be observed by comparing 1ri3ls 6 and 7

sao

Of

m impact radius. A

II and 12.

The comparison of lrials 1 and 6 for ester shows that mean pore water concenlrJtion

(J.l",,)

decreases from 11.8 to 5.91 gil. when pollutant loading: is reduced from ISO kglhr to 75
kglhr. II is further reduced to 0.39 .... g:Il.. for 5 kgfhr (Trial II l. This implies an
approximately linear relationship between loading roue and concenlr.1UOfI in pore water.
The companson of tnal I and 6 for eSler shows Ihat lhe standard devl3tion of pore water
concentration decreases from :!.52 to 1.25 gIL when pollutant loading

IS

reduced from

ISO kglhr to 75 kgfhr. It is further reduced to 0.084 ....glL for 5 kglhr (Trial II).

A slmil>LT m:nd can be secn for O(her pollulants lisled in Tables 3.12 and 3.13. Figures

3.21 and 3.22 are Ihe 3D surface plots of the mean and Slandard devialJon of pore water
concentration for eSler as a function of pollutant loading roue and Impacl radius.

The results of Me simulations are summarized in Tables 3.10 to 3.13. The results are

provi.kd

In

the fann of mean and standard deviation of 10.000 Iterations for each

simulation. As the mean and slandard deviation are lhe chancteristlc parameters of the
10grlOfTIla.l

dislribution. the par.uTlelers of the lognormal distribution can be used

10

predicl represenlative environmental concentr.1tion In Ihe water column and pore w:ner al

any desired percentile level. In the next section these charncteristic p01r.lmeters are used to
develop regression models for each pollutant in terms of impacl rndius and pollutant
loading rates.

Tahle 3.10. The resuhs of Me simul:l\i'lI1s fnr mCLln Ill.,J walcr clilumll CU!lCcnlrulion

Triuls

I

l~gfLI

A.

C,

C,

C,

II,

N;

l'b

Zn

N~flhlhalc~

E§lcr

7.75E-05

6.77E·1I~

I.IIE-41·'

3.IIE'(15

6.511£.(111

112E-m

3. I2E·1I5

1,441:-04

1,221:·11

4).40E·III

2.IJl)£.(15

1.85E'(15

2.95E·05

8.20E·(1f1

I.ME·IIII

lI.mE'(1b

II.lNIE·llb

3.(,7£·(15

:\.I)6E·12

v:m-U1

9.65E'(17

7.85E·U7

1.2:6E.(16

13')E·U7

fl.WE·1ll

3..'itIE·H7

UOE·(l7

1.62E'(16

I.2JE-1J

lJ.45E·U.1

2.52E-07

2.(I6E·u7

l24E-tl7

1I.92E·118

I.ME-Ill

1I.77E·lm

1I,77I:·0K

4.2UE·1I7

1117E-14

2.](II!·U)

1.U2E.(JlI

1I.12E-m

1.:l,U:.(18

UIE·Ul}

6.63E·12

.l5UE-4Jl)

l.'itIE.(19

J.7IE-t»!

1.2JE·15

lJ.43E·U5
4.691:-111

2.53E-415

2.341:-415

164E-t15

I.lJ4E-t15

2.21I£·U8

1.llllE-tIS

UNlf·1I5

4.66E-05

4.lISE-12

6.l)t)E-t1b

6.27E·(I(,

9.SIIE-IIb

2.711E·(1t1

S.S2E·I~)

2.62E-t1b

2.t,2E-H6

1.26E-05

J.1l2E-1:!

1.18E·UI

3. 13E-t17

2.62£-117

4.117E·1I7

1.16E-tl7

lBE·1U

1.I]E-07

1.13E·1I7

:U3E-tJ7

4.(I9E-14

".'/IE·m

8.4(£-t18

6.7HE·08

l.lI]E-{17

2.116E·UII

S.S4E·II

2.9IE-08

2.lJlE-tl8

1J7E-lJ7

I.112E·14

1.18E·OJ

III

3.55E.(Jl)

2.67E-l~)

4.23f-t19

I.2(1E·(~)

2.16E·12

1.I7E.(1')

1.17E-t1')

S.J9E-t19

4.WE-11l

om·us

"12

6.23E-1I7

5.69E,U7

lJ.23E-4l7

l,nE·1I7

U"E-Ill

2.5I1E,(17

HIIE.(J7

1,2llE-U6

J.ll2E·1J

112E·\l2

J.76E-U7

I.5JE·U7

2JlJE-tl7

6.8UE.(11I

1.3Cl1:-1U

6.86F.,(11I

6.86E-I»I

3.17£,(11

2.5(,E·14

1.85E·1l3

13

8.18E·(Jl)

6.S2E·I~'

1.l11E-IJlI

2.83E·1I9

HUE·11

2.8I1E·Ul}

2,1II1E-t19

1J3E.(l!l

1.1l2E·15

14

2,lI]E·I~)

1.6JE·I~)

2.55E·IJl)

7.27E-1O

1.,1111:-12

7.2IE·1lI

7.2IE·1lI

.UJE-I~)

2.5M;-I(,

"

1I.58E-II

!I.SUI:·II

l.UIIE·1lI

1..17E·1O

1.1121.:·17

2.lJIIE·11

:U6E-14

2.117E·11

2,117[·11

J_I.~E·(l4

7.I«",E·U5

I--.lI4E·llt,

IUf,
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rc~uhs

"rMe silllullilions fUfslllndlird lIcvililiun (n.)ur wlIlcrmlumn mrn.:Cl1lrullun (lJglL)

Cd

e,

".

IIg

N;

l'b

z"

N~plllh;jlcrlC:

E5lcr

1.64£·(14

.1.23E~14

7Jlil:·US

I..HE-OJ

1.12E·US

1.12E~IS

11'.1E.(14

6.6fJE-12

~

4.2SE~I.~

S.IlIE·ll.~

'.I.ME-OS

2,mm·us

].llJE-08

lISE·US

2. ISE-OS

1.4I3E·04

I.ME·12

IJMIE·111

2.58E·H6

2.24E-Uo

4.811:.tl6

l.utE-(lf,

1.2IlE.(19

I.II]E.(I(J

1.1I3E'(16

6.USE.(l(j

lJ.7'.1E-14

4.t~)E-ll.l

7.34E'(17

o.12lW7

J.5I1E·116

2.621:·01

113E-1U

2.7IE·117

2.7IE-07

1.61E.(lfJ

I.7JE-14

3.42E-08

H4E·tJfl

6.JSE.(I!I

1.lISE-Oll

UlE-11

l.ulE-III1

1.112E-U8

U8E-ull

O.S2E-16

4.5SE-1I5

l,.tI(IE·OS

1.1I8E'(14

2JJ2E-1I5

4.2SE·tl8

2.47E-(lS

2.47E.(15

I.I IJE.(14

U2E·12

1.91lE·Ul

IASE·OS

I.7()E~'S

3.tJ9E-IIS

6.1101:.(1(1

1.I16E-1»1

(,.-IIE-116

6.4 IE·U6

3.73E'(IS

S.S6E-13

5.lI.lE·!I2,

UI2E-IO

- 4.oIE·IIS

7,~E-m

7.6IE·07

I.SIE·tl(,

3.41E·07

S.2IE-1ll

J.2llE-1I7

.1.2I1E·U7

1.III1E·116

UIE-14

1.11 1E-1I.1

2.551::.()1

1.95E-1I1

169E.(17

8_Jbl:-1I8
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Figure 3.20. A 3-D surface plot of standard deviation of the water column concentration
of ester as a function of loading rate and impact radius

«(1.. )

Figure 3.21. A 3-D surface plot of the mean pore water concentration (J.lp...) of ester as a
function of loading rate and impact radius
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a.. lJ'WL)

Figure 3.22. A 3-D surface plot of the standard deviation of pore water concentration
(O"pw) of ester as a function of loading rate and impact radius

3.5. REGRESSION MODELS
The immediate objective is to develop a relationship for environmental concentration
(equations 3.8 and 3.9) as a function of loading rate and impact radius. The characteristic
parameters of the lognormal distribution are the mean and standard deviation, which are
estimated from MC simulations. They are used to estimate predicted environmental
concentration (PEG). The environmental concentration can be expressed in terms of
pollutant loading rate (E) and impact radius (R).

A similar approach is adopted at Louisiana Bay for the discharges of produced waters.
The CORMlX model is used to estimate the dilution factors (DF) available at known
distances from the point of discharge. Under site specific conditions, the dilution factor

111

fDF) is calculated as a funclion of discharge rate
distances using

~gression

«i) (Meinhold el al.. 1995) at known

analysIs.

Regression methods are frequently used to analyze dllta from unplanned

elt~nmenls

and

are also very useful in the design of eltperimems. The control or independent variables

are vilried [0 observe the effects of these factors on the output of the modd The mulliple
regression models mvoh'C more Ihan one variable. The general form for fittIng multIple
line:1l" regressIon

IS

given as

(J.IOI

....here XI. X: ..... Xl are Ihe independenl or control variables. Ihe unknown par:unelcn
··cts" are regression coefficients and .. ~. is an error lerm. The method of least squares

IS

generally used to eSllmate the regressIon coefficients.

In multiple linear regression. the relationship bet....een variables is assumed

10

be linear.

In practice this assumplion can vinually never be confirmed: fonunately. mulliple
regression procedures are not greally affected by ffilnor dcvialions from this assumpuon.
Transformation of dala is generaJly performed to conven into a linear form. LJncaT
regression assumes thaI the scarter of the pomts around the line follows a Gaussian
dislribution and thai the siandard deviation is the same at all values of independent
variables (Xs).
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The

Me simul:l.Iion results show that the conceTItr.l.lions In

multimedia are a function of

pollutant leading and impact radius under given condiuons that can also be

deu~nnined

from the physics of the processes. When allowing for any type: of relationship between
the indepc:ndent variables and Ihe depc:ndent variable. tWO issues arise - Firs!. what types
of relationships are logical. that is. are they interpretable in a meaningful manner. The
second issue is how 10 compute this relationship. The fugacity if:) or aquivalence CA:) of
water is a linear function of pollutant loading rate fE) and area of impact

fA~·).

From a

genernl observation of the dala In Tables 3.10 to 3.13. a decrease in concentr.nion IS
observed Wllh a decrease

In

pollutant loading and an increase in Impact radius. A

multiplicative regression model fonn can be antiCipated.

(3.111

The transfonnation of data is very common in regression analysis. The log transfonn:).[lQn
is the most common type: of U"ansfonnalion. The log transfonnation of concentration
(Le). pollutant loading roues (l£) and impact r3dius (LR) can conven the above

relationship into a linear fonn. which IS similar to equation 3.10.

LC=a+bxL£+cxLR

f).I:!)

where a. band c are regression coefficients and can be calculated by multiple linear
regression. The objective of fitting a best linear model is achieved through minimizing
the sum-of.squares (55,) of the vertical distanCes of the point from the predicted line. The
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most common techmque employed 10 estimate &Ie parameters in hnear models is the
method of least squares and the best estimates of the parameters are oblained by using

min 55, =milltl

u,':

(3.13)

:minI' LC, - LC, ,;

where the min SS, represents a minimum sum of squares of the errors. U, represents the
i'" term of errors. Le, is the

j<A

term of simulated values and the

LC,

is the ,41 value

determined from the model equations (Pai et. al. 2000).

After csllmallng the regression parameters. an essenlial asPCCI of the analySIS IS 10 lcst the
appropnatencss of Ihe overall model. There are sevenl parameters to evaluate the
approprialeness of a model. The ralio of the regressIOn sum of squares to the total sum of
squares (5S"IS5,) ellplains the proportion of variance accounted for in the dependent
variable (LC) by Ihe model. This ratio is equivalent to the coefficient of dctcrmination
(R")

that has a vaiue between 0 and I. Even when the dependent variable is not normally

distributed. this measure may help evaluate how well

w

model fiLS Ihe data. The pial of

observed and predicted values also gives an indiC3uon of the appropnatencss of the
model. If the model is appropriale fOf" the data. lhen thc pomLS roughly follow a Slraight
line. The normal probability plOt of residuals will give an indication of whether or not the
residuals (errors) are normally distributcd. This plol is used to check the basic assumplion
behind Ihe method of least squares.

'"

3.5.1. DEVELOPMENT OF REGRESSION MODELS
In this section. a methodology for development of empirical models is given for the mean
(pp..-l and standard deviation

(a,..)

of ester pore water concentrallon. The Minit3b

soflware (version 11.1) was used for the multiple regression (Minilab. 1998). The mean
concentration (Ji",,). loading rate and impact radius data were firsl log lransfonned and
multiple regression was perfonned (Table 3.10). The following equations were obtained
for the mean (J4,..) and standard deviation (a,.. )

LC.. =

~.296

- 1.999 LR T I.{J()() U.

(3.I-U

where.
ul = (2.296. 0.0(3)

bl=(I.lXXI.O.OO:!)
d =0.999. 0.00011
LC~

= an estimated value of JJp..-Ior LCy } from regression model

Similu1y.
LC.. = 1.625 -2.000 LR +1.001 U.

where.

a2 = (1.625. 0.002)
b2 = (I.OOI. 0.001)
c2 = (2.000. 0.00 I)

0.15)

LC" =an e:stimated value: of

0',...

(or LCal from re:gresslon model

Table: ].14 provides the: regressIOn statistics of the: above: models. By companng
equalions ].1-4 and ].15 with equ.allon 3.1:2. the coeffiCle:nts (a. b and

The: unce:nainty

In

c)

can be: e:slll'nale:d.

the: coefficle:nt is estimate:d by the slandard dc:vialion of the estimate

(S£). The 5£ values are very low in comparison to the eStimales and coefficients are
highly significant i.e.. p < 0.000 I. The errors or residuals in the regression are defined by

U, = LC, - LC,. The normality of re:siduals is also checked fIX both models as shown in
Figures 3.:23 and 3.:2-4. No serious deviation from assumptions is observed.

Table 3.1-4. SI3tislics of regressIon models for mean and standard deVIation of ester pore
water concentration
Log tnns(ormed regJUSion SWiSllcS

.......'"

Bias

COfTC:Ction
PrediclOl" CocfflCient

S£

p "

1.Z96

3.0E~

hi

1.000

1.0E.Q4

6831

0.000

d

-1.999

I.3E-Q.a

-15309

0.000

01

9019

(8)

0.000

~lctOl"aetu.a.l

~I~

197.70

M~

...

02

1.623

1.3E~3

1184

0.000

.2

1.001

I.OE~3

1377

0.000

<2

·2.000

LOE~3

-3083

0.000

1.0000003

1.00
-1.00

.u.98

St.dev.
1.000007

1.00

a~

-2.00

OJ.

os
90

eo

E :
~

~

50

:

20

5

-

0.0005

Data
Figure 3.23. Nannal probability plot of residuals for mean ester pore waterconcentnuion

The residuals were also plotted against the log of predicted concentration in Figure 3.25.

This plot is used to observe the patterns that could suggest serious deviation from
assumption of constant variance. error in analysis or model inadequacy (Dingman and
Shanna, 1997).

Regression that predicts the logarithm of a quantity usually gives low biased predictions
of the anti-logarithm, which is the actual model (Dingman and Shanna, 1997). A
correclion is used for this bias by multiplying the real space predictions by a robust bias·

correction factor (B).
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95
90

eo

.
7.

1" eo
0>
~

0>

0-

30
20

Data
Figure 3.24. Nannal probability plOI of residuals for standard deviation of ester pore
water concentration

(3.16)

where, N are the number of data points. The bias correction factors (B) are very low for

both models, i.e., 1.0000003 and 1.000007 for mean and standard deviation models,
respectively. By applying the correction and taking anti-logarithms of equations 3.14 and
3.15. the following relationships can be obtained.
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'.OE-<»~-------------------

J-IOE-<» I'
·3.0....

·S.OE-04 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - -

U:,

30<-03

1

3.QE.Ol

i

I~)j
jl~~
j

-L0E-03

·3.0<-03

·S.OE-OJ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

t.1:.
Figure 3.25. Model residuals scatler plot for ester pore water concentration
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·
l

£'.'

C. = /97.70 R: oo

J for mean ester pore w:lterconcenll.lIion

(3.11)

~d

C.

[£'00)

'" 4/.98 R: oo

for standard deviation of ester pore water concentration

appropria[C~ness

The model

\3.18\

can be dclennined by mspttting the coefficient of

dclcnnin'lIion (~) and ilS adjusu~d value (R.:). The adjusted values of Ii values for both

models are approximately L which shows a very good agreement

betw~n

predicted and

slmuhued values (Table 3.14). The avcruge residual values £lui and standard deviation
of reSiduals 5 rUI arc used for checking acCUr.l.cy and precision of a model. respectively.

Both parameters are grouped inlo one. by defimng RMSE... (root mean squared crrorl.

£3.19)

The RMSE/J are calculated for bach models as glven In Table 3.1.5.

T:lblc 3.15. Model appropriateness st:niSI!C5 for regression models

R.'

RMSE...

Ester

1.000

1.000

3.61E..()4

J.41E+08

0.000

Cd

1.000

1.000

1.79£-03

5.70E+06

0.000

Pollutants

p>F

3.s~

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION MODELS

The regression model developmenl procedure descnbed
applied to all pollutants for water column and pore: water

In

the pre«ding s«tion was

individuall~·. A

sumrn.:ary of the

coefficients for different regression rTl()(Jels is gwen in T3bles 3.16 3nd 3.17.

The

R,,= v31ue estimated

for 311 models were more than 0.9999 3nd were rounded off to

the third decim31 place to make 1.000. The bias correction factors (8) calculaled for these
models are very small and do not have any significant effect on the final result afler
transfOrm:lllon. The bias COnullQfl factors arc: not reponed in T;lbles 3.16 and 3.17. The
RMSE", are calculated and reponed for all regr-e~lon models. The smaller values show

high accurxy 3nd pr«islon in regression model predictions. The
coeffiCients and their Sland3rd error

val~s

v31~s

of

regre~lon

arc: reponed 10 delenmne the uncenalnly

In

theesttm3tes.

The regression models arc: developed as a function of loading rale (E) and impacl radius
(R)

which can be used in equations 3.8 and 3.9 10 get the predicled environmental

concentration at any desired percenlile

(p :=

0.95). The mean and standard deviations of

the waler column l,&.t.. and a..) and pore WOller (}l,.w and

(J~)

concentralions an: a funcllon

of pollutant lQ;lding and impacl radiU$. the coefficienl5 an: given in Tables 3.16 and 3.17.
The final form of the equations 3.8 and 3.9 becomes
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(3.20)

Equation 3.!O is the most general (onn of the predicted environmental concentr:lUon. The
coefficients

In

the above equations are given in Tables 3.16 and 3.17 for water column

and pore water concentration. respectively.

The empincal model developed for predicted environmental concentr.ltIon estimates the
concentration of various pollutants In Ihe water column and pore water. The predicted
environmental concentration was the adjusted 10 blOavailable fraction (Bn and
probability of eltposure (p) 10 estimate ecological and human health risk. These arc
dctennined In Chapters 4 and 5. respectively.
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ECOLOGICAL RISK ASSESSMENT

'.1. INTRODUCTION
There has been a growing concem to quantify the risk associated with contammants
water. soil and food. These contaminants
stressors. They enter the environment

~

also known as risk

Q}{l'nt.f

In

:ur.

or loxicants or

through :lnlhropogenic activities

mcluding

industrialization. improper ....·aslC: disposal and spills. and contamination of waler resources
due

10

IC3Chate from abandoned landfill sites. Until very recenlly. environmental research

was fcx:uscd on lhe idt:ntific:nion of sources. movement and dispersion of pollution

In

the

environmenLal media without giving much attention [0 how these pollutants are
transmined to human and ecological recepton.

An emerging field of research. environmental risk assessment uses an Lntcgr.lIed appro.ach
to

estimate risk quantitatively. The estimate is based on the knowledge of physico·

chemical characteristics of [he risk agents and their toxicily profiles, routes and exposure
pathways, acute (shon-Ienn exposure with high dose) and chronic (Iong.[enn exposure)
receplOr response. Such quantitative assessment can be carried OUI with

good

understanding of exposure and toxicity assessment of !he pollutant release inlo the media.

'"

The U.S. EPA has developed risk

asses.s~nt

guidelines for ciUClnogenicity.

mutagenicity. developmenlal toxicity. chemical mixtures. and exposure assessment.
which have been published in the FederaJ RegIster (U.S. EPA. 1984: 1986a-e). These
guidelines provide a fr.!mework to promote consistency in conducting vanous types of
risk assessments. but do not discuss the type of modeling tools and spe1:ific field
measurements that are the basis for quantitative risk assessment.

In this chapter. the concept of ecological risk assessment is introduced with the help of a
step by step approach using the case of drilling waste discharges. This ch3pler de3ls with
different components of nsk assessment. but

Il'I()tt

emphasis

IS

given to risk

chaT:ICtenzatlon. The exposure assessment is based on contaminant fate In mulllmedia
3I1d

ItS

exposure pathw3ys to receptOB. The exposure assessment conponent IS an ouput

of the contalnin3nt fate modeling methodology which was developed in Ch3pter 3.

4.2. FRAMEWORK OF ECOLOGICAL RISK ASSESSMENT
The tenn ecological risk assessment can be defined as
fiulihood that
uposur~ to on~

adv~rs~

or

uological

mor~ str~ssors·

~Jf~etS ~.

occur or

~a

proass thaI

ar~

~valual~s th~

occurrillg as a nsufr of

(e.g.. U.s. EPA. 1998: CCME. 19971. The U.S. EPA

(1998) has provided a comprehensive framework for ecological risk as.scs.smcnt as
illustrated in Figure 4.1. This framework. is followed to explain the essenti31 elements of
KologicaJ risk assessment. As shown

In

Figure 4.1. there arc four basic steps involved in

ecological risk assessment. These steps are:

'26
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Figure 4.1. The ecological risk assessment framework (U.S. EPA, 1998)
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I. Problem fonnul:nion
,

Anal)'5is

3. Rlskchar.lCterization
~.

Risk management and communication

Problem fonnulation is used for datil collection and hazard identification. It also deals
with the assessment of endpoints (receptors) and the development of a plan for exposure
assessment. The second step is the analysis phase. which is the key component of
ecological risk assessment. The exposure and toxicity assessments for different ecologIcal
entities are the two products of the analysis phase. Once stressor response and e",posure
profiles arc prepared. characterization of risk on shon-tenn and long-tenn bases can be
performed in the next step. Miugallon measures .md communIcating risk to stakeholders
and interested groups are covered

In

the founh and the final step of nsk assessment. In

this chapter the first three steps will be discussed in detail in the perspective of drilling
waste discharges in the marine environment.

4.3.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Problem formulation is

:I.

process of producing and evaluating hypotheses about the

OCCUrRnce of ecological effects from anthropogenic activities. It proVides a foundation
for the ecological risk assessment process. In problem fonnulation. objectives arc
defined. the nature of the problem is evaluated. and plans for datil analysis and risk
characterization arc developed. Problem fomulation comprises three components: (1)
assessment endpoints. (2) conceptual models. and (3) analysis plan.

J2I

Drilling waste discharges contain base fluid. heavy metals and some organic priority
pollUlanlS. The ecosystems have naturally occurring levels of these pollutanlS. however.
addillonal amounlS of these chemicals can stress the delicate balance necessary for !he
effiCIent perfonnance and surviyal of an ecological community. The background level
conc:entrallons in the ecosystem are: reponed in Table

~.I.

The mean water column

concentrations are: very low In comparison to me3n sea leyel concentratlons for all
pollutanlS (see Chapter J. Table 3.10). The estimated mean anenic water column
concentration is 7.75 x 10" ~gIL for an impact r3dius

(R)

of 50 m and loading rate (E) of

J glhr. This is considerably below the mean sea background concentration of 3.7 x 10·:
~g/L.

Similar conclusions can be drawn for other pollutants by comparing ,he predicted

water column concentrations with background leyels. The other e;(posure to the
ecosystem is through pore water concentration. which is higher than background levels
(see

Chapter 3. Table 3.12).

Table 4.1. The background concentration level of potential contaminants in drilling waste
(Aus·l''Z WQG, 1999)
Contaminants

Mean sea background eonc::entr.Uions (J.lgI'l.)

Cd

0.()4.4

Ni

0.400

Cu

0.720

Cr

0.079

AS

<0.037

Pb

0.480

Hg

0.0S4

Naphthalene

0.700
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The potential drilling waste contaminants emiued to the marine ecosystem cause
environmcnl31 damage and have been reponed extensively in the hter-lIun:. e.g.. Lee :md
Nicol ((978). Neff (1979). Rice et 301. (1971) and Reish et 301. (1976. 1977. 1978. 1979.
1980.1981. and 1982). Reish et al. (1976-1982) have periodically tabulated tOllie effects
of heavy metals on individual species. Heavy metals have adverse effects on many
species in the marine ecosystem. namely polychaetes. bivalves. gastropods. crabs. algae.
crustaceans and fish. For ellample. chromium (Cr) is tOllic to bivalves. crustaceans and
fish. The p3l'ticular effects of heavy metals are inhibition of spawmng and suppressed
reproductIon. The mree basic components of problem fomulation are ellplamed with the
help of examples in Ule following sections.

4.3.1. SELECTION OF ENDPOINTS
The selection of endpoinlS should adequately reflect management goals and represent the
ecosystem where they live. The management goals are set to save an ecosystem for
commercial. economical and recrc:u.ional reasons. The selection of end points should also
be based on ecological relevance and susceptibility to known potential stre.sSOrs.
EcologIcally relevant endpoints renect imponant characteristics of the system and arc
functionally related wiUl other endpoints (U.S. EPA. 1991a1. These endpoints may be
identified at any level of organisation (e.g. individual. population. community. ecosystem
and landscape). Ecological entities are not ecologically relevant unless they an: currently.
or were historically pan of the ecosystem under consideration. The relevance is linked to
the nature and intensity of potential effeclS and to me spatial and temporal scales where
effCCtSmayoc::cur.

Marine organisms are susceptible 10 heavy metals and other pollutants present 10 the
drilling wasle if the concentration is above a cenain level. The groupslOf"Janisms at the
lower trophic levels in the food web are more suscep:ible. From a lTlan3,gement and
scienlific vlewpoinl. selection of organIsms al V3riOOS trophic levels could be the nght
choice for endpoints

:IS

they have both economical 3nd ecological Impon3nce.

Considering the v3riOUS organisms in T3ble 4.1 as endpoints may provide bener insight to
hold the three basic crileria: management goal. susceplibilily 3nd ecological relevance. U
the whole ecologic31 community IS defined as endpoints. it can meetlhe susceptibililY and
ecological relevance cnlena because the most sensitive Species are taken Into 3Ccounl.
Similarly. considering rhosc: ecological entities. which may have commercial value as
endpoints (e.g.. fish) fulfill the management goal criterion.

The selection of the foodweb as an endpoint is more realistic than definmg a smgle
specIes. or groups. as an endpolnl (Husain el al.. 2001). The acute and chronic (QllOicity
data for different pollutants are reponed in Table 4.2. The

LC~

or £C'Q (concentration at

50% adverse effect) are used for measuring sOOn-Ienn or acule loxic effects. which refers

to lethal concentration al

~

kill or adverse effecl. respectively. The ,vO£C (No

observed dfect concentration) is used to estimale long.tcnn or chronic dfeclS. The NOEC
refers 10 the concentratioo level at which no 3dverse dfects are expected. Reponed dala
are collected from VarlOOS sources. which include Reish et aI. (1976-81). Hall (2000). U.s.
EPA 0976: 1986a-e). Atchison et 31. (1977). Holcombe et al. (1976). 800man and Foyn
(1996) and Australian and New Zealand water quality guidelines (Aus-NZ

WOO.

1999).
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Experimental data can be combined to g.cncl'3tc multiple point eSllmates thai can be
displayed as slressoHesponse relationships.

[f

the response of interest is composed of

many individual variables. multivariate teehnlques may be useful. In !he case of mul!iple
stresso~.

!he stressor-response relationships are constructed

~p:lrately and

overlapped. A classical stressor·response relationshIp IS shown in Figure

then they arc
~.2

in which

mortality as a response is shown, The intensity of stressors (e,g. dose) IS shown by
toxicology telTT\S like NOEC and LC.<o. More complell. stressor-response relationships can
be described uSing Intensity. time. or space. For chemical

stresso~,

the Intensily (e.g.,

concentr:lIIonl is the most familiar onc. EAposure duration may also be used

In

chemical

stressor-response relationships ISadiq et.:lL 2OO1f)

The dosage for lOCk,

5()<k

or 9()'l, kill can be easily calculated from the dose response

relationships. The lowest observed effect concentration (LOEC) and NOEC can be
derived with higher uncertainty from these relationships. SI:ltistical hypotheses have been
used with chronic tOll.icity tests of chemical stressors that evaluate multiple endpoints. For
each endpoint. Ihe objective is to delelTT\me ttK highest test level for which cffcclS are not
statistically different from the controls (NOEC) and the lowest level at which effects
statistically significant from the control (LOEC). The

ran~

~

bet""een NOEC and LOEC is

called the m.aximum acceplable tOll.iCanl concentratIon (MATCI. The MATC is the
geomelric mean (GM) of NOEC and LOEC. which provides a useful reference to compare
toxicities of various chemicals. These parameters are also derived based on uncenainty
factors (UF) or by using extrapolation models.
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Figure 4.2. Typical stressor-response relationship showing toxicity parameters

4.3.2. CONCEPTUAL MODELS
Conceptual models explain relationships between ecological entities and stressors. They

describe e:-;posure pathways, ecological effects and receptors. The complexity of the
conceptual model depends on the complexity of the problem: the number of siressors.
number of assessment endpoints. nature of effects and characteristics of the ecosystem.
Conceptual models provide powerful learning tools and a framework for future
applications for risk assessors and also help in modification as knowledge improves.

A set of risk hypotheses predicting relationships among stressors, and eltposure and
assessment endpoint response is first developed. The stressors in the drilling waste are
As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, Zn, naphthalene and ester. The assessment endpoint is the
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food chaln of marine organisms depending on the availability of data (fable ....2). It is
assumed thallhe' available asscssment endpoint data

are

represcntalive of

me ecological

enlitics in the Atlantlc environment. The responscs to these stn:ssors are meuurcd in
tenns of LC'd and NOEC as gIven In Table 4.2. Tbc endpolntlOxicity data are tabulated
at various exposure times. To usc this data for funher analysis. the following rules and
assumptions are made which are illustrated with the help of a flowchan in Figure .... 3.

1. (fa range of LC<o and EC!fjdat3ls given. conven data into their geometnc mean (GM

=JLo-·alxHilhal ) using the lowcst and highest vahw:s (French and French. 19891.

_. If exposure lime for LC<o(or EC.~I is missing. take It as 96 hours.

3. If a range of e.\posure times is given for LC!o (or £C.<oJ. use GM of exposure tlme

.... Karman and Recrink (1998) have used a lime dependence function of LC.'d for
dynamic as5Cssmenl of the ecological risk of the produced water discharged from oil
and gas platforms. In current research me following relationship was used

10

conven

(LC!O), imo (LC!O)~(Spraguc. 1969: Buikenu. ct al.. 1982: French and French. 1989).

(4.1)

(LCjQ), '" LCjQ at any time r
..0

(LC~)~

5. Divide

'"' LC.'O at 96 hour exposure ume

(LC~,~

by an uncertainty factor (liF) of 100 to convert into predicted-no-

dfect-concenlrallon ePNECI as suggested by Thatcher et al. (1999).

6. If NOEC data are given. take II as PNEC.

7. [fa range of NOEC is given. lake GM value as PNEC.

8. If HaEC reported exposure tlme

IS

other than 96 hours_ assume the same value for a

96-hour exposure time.

9. If different values of LC<o

~

given for a group (e.g. fish). assume lhatthe values are

for two different species.

10. If NOEC and

rLC_<o)~

are both available. divide

(LC!()J~

by 100 and take Ihe smaller

value as PNEC.

The PNEC values derived from the above rules are plotted in Figures ..Icol and 4.5 for
potential pollutants. The empirical distribution function eEDF) of PNEC values is
developed for each individual case. These values

~

assumed to represent any possible

exposure pathways. from ingestion of contaminated seawater (bioconcenlration) :IJId
consumption of me lower trophic level organisms (biomagnification). The PNEC values

derived from the above rules are for responses, which include survival, inhibition and
reduction in growth, inhibition in sexual reproduction, morphological changes, and
reduced fertilization and others.

ToxIcIty data:
LC J , and NOEC

NO

YES

YES

Figure 4.3. Methodology for deriving PNEC for a group/species
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'·'''''1 --------------

u

U

Probabilit)'oful:ftClmct

Figure 4.4. Empirical distribution functions of PNEC for As. Cd. Cr, Cll and Hg

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show a wide variation in response of the aquatic community from 10,3

10 10' ~gfL for different risk agents. From the management goals and risk assessment
points of view, the selection of a PNEC value which is representative of the whole
community is a difficult task. Lenwood et aJ. (1998) has recommended an arbitnuy value

of the lowest lOEb percentile on empirical distribution function (EDF). The accuracy of
these estimates is limited, by dala availability. Generally. statistical distributions are used
to fit the EDF to account for those cases when data are limited like ester and naphthalene
(Husain et aI.• 2(01).
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Figure 4.5. Empirical distribution functions of PNEC for Ni, Pb, Zn, ester and
naphthalene

4.3.3. ANALYSIS PLAN
The analysis plan is the final stage in problem fonnulation. Risk hypotheses are evaluated
to detennine how they will be assessed using available data. As risk assessment becomes
more unique and complex, the importance of a good analysis plan increases. This
includes pathways and relationships identified in problem fonnulation, and will be
pursued during the analysis phase.

4.4. ANALYSIS PHASE
The analysis phase encompasses the two components of risk assessment: characterization
of exposures and corresponding effects on endpoints. The analysis phase connects
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problem formulation with risk characterization. The assessment endpoints and concepmal
models developed during problem formulation provide the basic skeleton and structure
for the analysis.

Uncertainty evaluation is also an Integral pan of the risk analysis procedure. The
objective is always to describe. and where possible, quantify the errors and limitations
associated with ellposures and effects. Uncertainty analysis increases both the credibility
and the utility of the assessment. Uncertainty chat3Cterized during the analysis phase
used dunng nsk characteriz.:JtIon and can

innuc:n~

IS

the management decisions.

Uncertainty charxterization In risk estimation is the main theme of this

rese~h.

4..... 1. CHARACTERIZATION OF EXPOSURE
Charxterislng e.'posure describes the potential or actual contact of stressors with the
endpoints, It is based on the measures of ellposure and the ecosystem and also on
characteristics of the endpoints. It analyses sources of pollution. distribution ot
contaminants and mode of contact between suessers and endpoints. At this stage. focus is
directed to the identification of pollutant sources. the ellposure pathway. the intensity and
distribution of stressors spatially and tempora.lly,

Source identification is the first and the most important component of ellposure arualysis,
There are two types of sources. The first is the place from where the stressor originates.
e,g,. in case of drilling waste discharges the disposal facility outlet is the original source
of stressers. The second source is the current location of stressoT'S. e.g.. the contaminants
transported from the disposal location on the seabed could be the future potential SOUR:e,

,.,

In analyzing the ell.posure. the background level of the stressor should be measured first
to evaluate the effects of a particular source. The location of the source and the
environmenial media mat are first ex-posed to Ihe slressor need special attenllcn. The
source characterization should also consider whelher other conslituents emiued by a
source innuence transport. transformation. or bioavailability of me stressor of Inlerest.
The primary source of stresson associated with drilling waste is the disposal outlet in the
marine ecosyslem. The steildy Stille fille models consider not only the primary source. but
in addition Ihe conlinuous contributions from illready deposited wasle on the seabed. to
delermlne pore water and WOller column concentration.

In me case: of drilling waste. the heavy metals speciate into various oll.idatton stales.
These metal species can behave very differently in the marine environment. The tOll.lc1ty
profile ofCr <Ill) is different from Cr (VI). Similarly As and other heavy metals are also
present in various forms in the marine system. The physico-chemical parameters like
hardness. pH. temperature and presence of other compounds in the marine environment
affcct the speciation of metals (Aus·NZ WQG. 1999). In this sludy metal speciation is
not taken into account.

Bioavailability is Ihe ell.tenl 10 which a subslance can be absorbed by liVing organisms
and can cause an adverse physiological or tOll.icological response. For ecological risk
assessment involving sediments. the definition includes the ell.tent that the substance can
desoro. dissolve or dissociate. The uptake of metals from sediments and water is a
dynamic process that involves all levels of the food web (Bernhard. 2000). Organisms

take bioav3.il3.ble metal from scdimenlS and water lhrough elt!emal surfaces. ingestion of
conl3m1nated scdimenlS and inhalation of vapor phase metals. In addition. organisms take
bi03.v3.llable met3.ls from their food. A fish can take up metal directly from environmental
media through

liS

gills. lIS skin or through scdiment ingestion (Campbell el 3.1.. 1988).

In this resc3.rCh. the met3.1 concentr3.tions in sediment pore water arc calculated using an
aquivalence based approach. The pollmant bioovailable concentration is dctemined by
dissolved andlor bioovailable fmellon of lhe metals. The U.S. EPA

(2OOOa) used

leaching facton (LF) to determine the bioavailable fraction of heavy metals In the pore
water for dnlling waste disch3.rgcs. l1\c U.S. EPA (I996b) defined 3.I'IOlher tem called
conversIon faclor (Cf) to determme lhc dissolved fraction in metals. Table 4.3 provides a
summary for leaching factors and conversion factors for heavy metals. The predicted
envIronmental concentration (PEC)
multiplying by a factor.

10

pore waler is adjusted for bioov3.llable fr.l.l::tion by

For organic compounds (base fluid and naphthalene) the

estimated concenlratior. is assumed to be completely dissolved and biologically available.

The second objective of c1Oposure analYSis is to describe lhe spati3.1 and tcmporal
distribution of SU'Cssors in the environment. Stressor distribution in the enVironment is
e10amined by evaluating pathways from the source as well as the formauon and
subsequent distribution of secondary stressors. The evaluation of chemical stressor
distribution in the environment is related to partitioning in different media. Ecosystem
characteristics influence the fate of all types of suessors. The stressor distribution in the
environment is calculated by monitoring or by using fate models or a combination of the

,,,

(Wo. In this resean::h. a probabilistic fugacity/aquivalence based model was used to
predict the concenu:r.tion in the pore water and water column.

Table 4.3. FOCtOfS used to detenninc the bloovailable fracuon in sallwaler
Heavy Metals

'"

Cd

LF

CF

(U.S. EPA. 2000a)

(U.S. EPA. 1996b)

0.005

1.000

0.110

0.....

C,

0.0].4

0.993

C,

0.0063

0.830

H,

0.018

0.85

Ni

O.O·l]

0.99<J

Pb

0.020

0.95 (

Zn

0.0041

0.~6

The selection of the foodweb as an endpoint depicts a realistic picture of the aquallc

environment when: survival of organisms at higher trophic levels depends on the
existence of sensitive OI"gal\lSms. The exposure of some: of the sensitive organisms in the
foodweb might lead to high risk of reduction of commercial aquatic life. The organisms
do not necessarily stay dose to the impact site and move within the whole area under
Study. Stansbury (1991) considered the migration rate of finfish and shellfish to
dctennine the ell.posure probability (p) for characterization of ecological risk for dredged
material disposal in the ocean. The U.S. EPA (2000a) calculaled exposure probability by
dividing !.he volume of the plume by the total volume in which fish are expected. A
similar approach was used in this resean::h to estimate the probability (P) of exposure.

..,

which is defined as the ratio of impact area to the total area of the region under
consideration. Therefore the exposure concentration becomes:

'·C!}

EC""PECxpxBF

where.
EC"" Exposure concentration:

p "" Probability of exposure:
BF"" Bioavailable fraction: and
PEe = Predicted environmental concentration (calculated from eqc:uion 3.20)

Pore water concentratIons are higher than water column concentrallon by orders of
magmtude due to the hydrophobic nature of dnlling waste. Therefore. the major
ecological concerns related to drilling waste are hem.hic of!amsms. which are at a lower
trophic level in the food web. Figure 4.6 describes a conceptual iIIUStrOltion of marine
aquatic life living close to a drilling waste plume.

The third objective is to describe the contact between
chemicals. contact

IS

S~SSOf

and receptor. For

quantified as the amount of me chemical ingested. inhaled. or

material applied to lhe skin. Some stresson; must nOl. only be contacted but also must be
internally absorbed. In that case uptake is evaluated by considering the amount of stressor
internally adsorbed by an organism. The organisms have different capacities to absorb
depending on the physico-chemical characteristics of the pollutants and the uptake
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processes within the body. In this research the exposure concentrations are assumed to be
taken up by endpoints with 100% absorption efficiency for simplicity.

Figure 4.6. A conceptual model of marine foodweb and drilling waste plume

4.4.2. CHARACTERIZATION OF ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS
This step evaluates the relationship between stressor levels and ecological effects or
response. Information on the probability that effects may occur as a result of exposure to
that stressor, and on their linkages, is collected. The stressor-response relationships used
in a particular assessment depend on the scope and nature of the ecological risk
assessment as defined in the problem formulation stage. The shape of the stressorresponse curve is useful to determine the presence of effects for evaluating risk.

Stressor-response data collected from laboratory experiments are preferably fitted to the
statistical models from which risk can be estimated for a selected dose. In practice, due to
lack of data, the models like one-hit, multi-stage, multi-hit and Weibull are found 10 be
useful in estimating risk. The details of the models can be found in Suter (1993, 1996)
and Covello and Merkhofer (1993). Many empirical and process based approaches are

ISO

also available for linking measures of effect to assessment endpoints. These approaches
are used when an adequate database is available.

For characterisation of ecologtcal effects. the CHARM model uses tOXICity test results of
algae. crustaceans and/or fish (ThalCher et aI.• 1999). Only chronic NOEC and acUle EC.C(}
or LC!6 are used. but NOEC resulls arc preferred. if available. The CHARM model does
not

accept other chronic test results like LOEC. EC,o or Lew. The CHARM model also

requires an exposure time of at least 96 hours.

In this research. chardcterisation of ecological response was based on PNEC data as
shown in Figures

~A

and 4.5. The £OFs were fitted to the statistical distributions usmg

BEST-m (993). The goodness of fit (Gof) of the model was determined by the
Anderson-Darling GoF test. which descnbed the best·fit distribution. The criterion for the
fit of a distribution In the Ande1'wn-Darling test used was A-st:uistics. The 5<i> and

1~

crilical A· values were 0.752 and 1.035_ respectively. If the calculated A* was Jess (han
critical values. the data were distributed to that panicular distribution for which the test
was performed.. The lognormal distribution was found 10 be the best distribution overall
for response data (PNEC) among 21 different candidate distributions. Other distribullons.
which also fit to the data, were Pearson Type VI and Gamma distributions. Figure 4.7
shows a lognormal fit to the PNEC data for 2n,

Table 4.4 summari.ses the statistics for PNEC data for various pollutants. The mean (ji.)
and standard deviation (11.) for lognonnal fit are also provided. The A·statislics for
response of all different contaminants except Hg is within the 5% critical value, but the

'"

lognonnal fit has the lowest A-statistics value among lhe candidate dislributions. Data for
naphthalene and ester are limited, so any conclusion about the distribution choice is
difficult. To make our case more generalised PNEC response distributions are assumed
lognonnally distributed for all contaminants.

-----.

Fitted tocnormal distriblltlon

t.OE+OI +----=....,;=-~~-------~--_I

1.0£.01 +-~~~~~--_--_---_~~--I

,

,.

Probability ofnCHd_

Figure 4.7. Lognonnal distribution fit to the PNEC empirical distribution (Zn)

An ecological objective can be defined in tenns of events, where an event consists of
three components: object, endpoint and level (Jooste, 2000). For example, more than 10%
decrease in biodiversity may cause an irreversible change in the ecosystem. Therefore, an
ecological objective in the event fonn can be defined as {foodweb biodiversity, reduction
or damage, 10%).
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Table -4.4. Statistics for lognonnallv disuibUied response
TOllicant

Cd
C,

0...
Points

l.ognonn;ol",",
amOfll candidate

INI

dimibutions

.,I.

C,

"

H,

'9

Ni

AO

I.

Sid. dev.

(~glLJ

1),-1

(a.)

0.3368

703.3

~.873

0.3497

:!7-l.l

:!.~

o.-I-eo

897

9.~58

0.5216

31

Mean(~gfL.)

10.210

235

1.0950

59.6

1.9.w

0.7519

8.866

:!15.81:!

Ph

15

0.3968

53.:!

'98

Zn

37

0.3550

358.1

:!.~3

Naphth.Jlene
E.<"
A..-. ••

&Ol$~.-lA

_ _ alOn

0..4 ns

1-l3.5

0.""94

623.861

388.S
... a .......

7~9.3:!9

..

..,,,.,£c,~

A cntenon for safety level was set 3t the lowest 1(f' percentile on response distnbulloos
to save 9O':io of thc ceologlcal community or to maintain biodivcrslty in thc aquatic
foodweb. 10'" percentile response should be more than cllposure concentration, To
dclennine the 10'" percentile level and its associaled uncenainlY. boolstrapping was
performed on thc PN£C derived data. as shown in Figures -l.5 and -l.6 (Sadiq el OIl..
2OOld).

Bootstrappmg relies on an analogy between thc sample and the populauon from which
the sample is drawn. Bool.str.lpping involves re.sampling the data with replaccment many

times in order 10 estimate thc sI3tistics of interesl (Sadiq et OIl.. 200lc). 1000 bootstrap
samplcs (8) were performed for each contaminant PNEC data. For each bootstrap run,
mean (J.Ir) and standard deviation (0'.) were calculated assuming a lognonnal distribution.
1l\C 10'" pc:'Centile on lognormal distribution fit calculated for each bootstrap run with the

help of a set of mean and siandard devialion. The mean (p,.l and siandard devialion (11.1
of 10" percentiles were c:lkulaled from 1000 IB) bootStrap runs. The S!:ltiSticS of crileri:l
PNEC value is derived to save the whole foodweb (Table 4.S\. The tn:lCro was written In

Minlub (1998) and given in Appendix-AI. TIle formulatlon of cslimating means and
sl:lndard devialion of PNEC criteria value is given in eqU:llion 4.3,

Y, = fog {X,}

p, = mean fY,}
(1,

= standard deviariotl }Y,}

/4.31

wI><",

X,= PNEC values derived from Table 4,1 and shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
Y,
p.,

= Log tr.lnSformed PNEC v31ues
= Mean value of data by filting lognomtal disuibulion for each booistrap run (B)

a, = Standard deviallon of data by fillin!!; lognol'11'l3l distnbullon for ea.:h bootstrJp run
X,o = 10110 percentile value on lognormal distribution for each bootStrap run
8

= No. of bootslrap runs (1000)

N= No. of PNEC values for each dataset (i= 4 -42: see Table 4.4)
P.ro = Mean of PNEC criteria value
a", = Standard deviation of PNEC mlena value

IS'

The PNEC cntenll values were calculated and compaI'ed with the most stringent U.S.
Federal water quality criteria (U.S. EPA. 20001l). CCME (I999) 3!ld Aus-NZ WQG
(1999) used for manne waler.

Table ..1.5. Comparison of PNEC response crileria v3lue p3r.llTlelers and olher
Internalional slandards (""gIL)
TOllKant

""

U.S. (2OOOa1

CCME

Aus-NZ(I9991

FWQC

(1999)

WQG

I·HIO

12.50

~AO

1.10

9.30

0.12

1.70

1.65

8.10

7.00

0.80

a"

11.1~

ILIO

Cd

1.87

PO

~.I~

C,

5.77

2.62

50.00

1.50

3.10

C,

0.20

0.12

1.40

4.00

0.31

H.

0.Q75

0.041

0.025

0.10

0.029

Ni

25.81

JUO

8.10

25.00

32.60

Zn

~.2~

1.80

81.00

30.00

1.70

Naphlhalene

13.04

36.08

'..10

'..10

E><"

1n.~7S

877.810

4.5. RISK CHARACTERIZATION
Risk characlerization is the most Imponanl step

In

ecologJcal risk assessment and

involves planning and analysis of predicled adverse effects of assessment endpoints. Risk
characterization develops Ihe relationships between sln:ssor and effects. The risk assessor
uses the results of the analysis phase to develop an estimate of the risk posed to the
ecological entities selecled as assessmenl endpoints. After assessing the risk. the assessor
describes the risk estimate in the context of the significance of adverse effects. The risk

'"

assessor also identifies the uncenainties and assumptions in the risl.: assessment. The risk
characterization provides mformation

for environmental decision

maJUng.

Risk

characterization includes nsk esumation and nsl.: ckscription as diSCUssed In the
following sections.

4.5.1. RISK ESTIMATION
Risk estimation is the process of integrating exposure and response data and evaluating
any asSOCIated uncenainties. This process uses exposure 'Jnd stressor response profiles
according to an analysis plan. A general methodology for risk eSllmation IS shown m
Figure -1..8. Risk estimation can be done using one or more of the follOWing techniques:

1. Field observauonal studies:

_. Categorical rankings:
3. Comparisons of single-poim exposure and effects estim.ltes:
-I.. Comparisons incorporating the entire stressor-response relationship:
S. Incorporation of variability in exposure andfor effects estimates. and

6. Process models that rely panially or entirely on theoretical approximations of
exposure and effects

F""teld 0mrntional Studies
This technique provides empirical evidence which links exposure to response. Field
surveys measure changes in the natural setting by COllecting exposure and effects data for
different ecological entities in the problem fonnulation phase. The main advantage of
field surveys is that multiple stressors and very complex ecosystem relationships can be

measured which are difficult to perform in laboratory studies (U.S. EPA, 1998: U.S.
DOE, 1998). This technique should be used for validating modeling results. The field
observational and monitoring studies are popular in offshore drilling waste disposal due
to difficulties in modeling the complexities of transport and fale behavior of the drilling
waste.

iUlill \ " " .", "
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Figure 4.8. A general approach for risk estimation using exposure-response relationship

Categories and Rankings
Qualitative evaluation techniques are performed through professional judgment, which
are very popular in risk estimation. Risk can be categorized as low, medium, high or
ranked on some numeric scale. This approach is adopted in case of limited dam
availability or when data can not be expressed in quantitative form. Ranking techniques
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lr"anslatc qualitalive judgment inlo mathematical forms. Fuzzy SCi theory is generally used
to rank the: risk from different stressors by considering Ihe degree: of immediale risk.
duration of impacts. and prevenlion :and remediation nunagemenL Lu and Hu (1999)
have used the fuzzy approach 10 analyze eutrophlcallon effttts for water quality
assc:ssmc:nt in Taiwan.

SingJe.Poinl Exoosures and EO'KIs Comoarisons
When sufficient data are available to estimate exposure and response. the most common
lechnique is to take the ratio. Typically the ratio or quotient

1$

expressed by

exposure concentrallon . The adv:anl3ge of the quotient method is that it IS Simple and
effeclS concentralJon
easy to understand. The quotient method IS also used to integrate nsks of multiple
chemical stressors. II can be obt3Jned by dividing each exposure level with corresponding
toxiCity endpoints

(LC~o.

£C'I/. NO£C. LOrC. MATC etc.) and generating quotients for

the individual constituents in a mixture. The toxicity of a chemical mlltlun: may be:
greater or less than predicted from the toxicilies of individual constituents of the miltture,
The quotienl addition approach assumes thai loxicities are additive or approxinulely
additive. This assumption may be the most applicable when the modes of action of
chemicals in 3 mixture are similar. There is evidence th.u even with chemicals having
dissimilar action. additive or near·additivc: interactions are common (U.S. DOE. 1998;
Jooste. 2000: McCany and Mackay. 1993; Konemann. 1981; Broderius. 1991 etc.).

However the U.S. EPA (1998) has cautioned that assuming chc:micals in a mixture: act
independently might cause: erroneous conclusions. When the: modes of action for
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constituent chemIcals are unknown. the assumption and rationale should be clearly stated.
In most cases. the quouent method does not explicitly conSider uncertamly. Some
uncertainties can be Incorporated into single-point estimates 10 provide a statement of
likelihood that Ihe effects point estimate exceeds the exposure point estimate. r\
comparison of deterministic values of
Figu~

4.9'1. The uncertamty in

exposu~

exposu~

concentrations and PNEC

a~

shown

In

and response estimates can also be incorporated

(see Figures 4.9 b and c). If uncertainlY is COnsidered in exposure and response. the CDF
of HQ can be established and the probabililY of exceeding I. i.e.. p{HQ 2: I) c:ln also be
calculated.

Mukhlasor el al. (20011 used a risk characlerization approach by generating the CDF of
response (LC..) of fish and crustaceans. They compared the CDF of response with Ihe
CDF of e"posure 10 determine the una:rt:linty in nsk estimates. Some altempts have also
been made to take mto account Ihe uncenainty of the pollutanl concenmuon in seawater
(K:1mlan and Reerink. 1998). In the CHARM model. the uncertainty is addressed very
vaguely. The calculated hazard or risk quotient (HQIRQ) is divided and multiplied by 3 to
define Ihe lower and uppcr9S% confidence levels. respecuvely (Thatcher el OIl.. 1999).

'"
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Figure 4.9. Risk. eslim:lIion techniques (U.S. EPA. 1998)
(a) Comparison of point eslimateS:
(b) Comparison of poinl estimate of ;) stressor-response ~Iationship wilh
uncenainty associated with an exposure poinl estimate: and
(c) Comparison of point estImates with associated unceltaintie:s

Comoarisons Incorporating the Enlire StreS.!iOr-Rsspons Relalionship

If a dose

~sponse

curve is available, then risk can be detennined at different levels of

exposure as shown in Figure 4.10. The advantage of this technique: is that it considers the

''''

whole range of stressor-response relationship for one species. In this method calculating
uncertainty bounds on the stressOr-response or exposure estimates can incorporate
uncertainty which is lacking in the quotient method.
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Figure 4.10. Risk estimation considering variability in stressOr-response relationship

Comparison!'; Incorporating Variahility in Exposure and/or Effecls
If the exposure or stressor-response profiles are used to express the variability in
exposure or effects, then many different risk estimates can be calculated. Variability in
exposure can be used to estimate risks to moderately or highly exposed members of a
population being investigated, while variability in effects can be used to estimate risks to
average or sensitive population members. A major advantage of this approach is its
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ability 10 predict changes in the magnilude and likelihood of effects for different exposure
scenanos and lhus provide a means for comparing different risk management options.
Companng distributions also allows one to identify and quantify risks to different
segments of the population (Figure 4.11). Husain et al. (2001) used a similar approach
for estimating the risk of soot deposition in the Persian Gulf. Lenwood et al. (1998) and
Solomon et al. (1996) used LCJ(J values to plot the CDF of response and compare with lhe
CDF of exposure.

90

Cumulal.ivedlstrlbulion

oruposuns

~~~:=:.rl
NOEC
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:

10'

10'

'0'

10'

Figure 4.11. Risk estimation technique considering variability in exposure and response

Application of Proces.'l Models
Process models integrate bolh exposure and effects infonnation to estimate risk. During
risk estimation. it is important that both the strengths and limitations of a process model
162

approach be hlghligtned. Brody et al. (1989 and 19931 linked t""'o process models to
mtegrate exposure and dfe<:lS infonnauon and forecast spatial and temporal changes in
forest communities and their wildlife habitat value.

....5.2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR RISK ESTIr.,.lATION
In the current research. risk was estimated by calculating a hazard/risk quotient. The
hazard or risk quotient can be calculated by taking the ratio of exposure concentration
(Ee. equation

~.2.

adjusted predicted environmental concentr.ltion from output of

fugacuy/aquivalence based models) and the 10'" percentile on response CDF (PNEC
critena value. equalJon ~.3). The uncenainty in 10'" percentile response level was
estimated from Table ~.5.

95'" percenti!r. from re.l(rtniotl

HQ = £.qm,ure concentration/ adj"S/td
JO'~

pttrurile

model ,

Dr! PNEC log normal CDF

The hazard quotient/risk quotient was cakulated from the above equation. A coefficient
value more than 1 shows the probability or risk of

adve~

distribution funcuon of HQ can be developed from equallon

~A.

dfccu. An empirical

which shows uncertainty

in hazard quotient estimates. The HQ critical value of I means that 90% of the ecological
community is protected 95% of the time.

The quotient method is useful in explaining the relative risk but cannot estimate and
quantify risk. which is imponant in management decisions. The CHARM model is used
c:x.tensively in the North Sea as a tool for determining ecological risk of offshore

discharges. The CHARM model detennmes HQIRQ for a given compound and relates the
estimate to a risk value by Ihe follo.....ing relationship:

Risk'"'

In/RO!j

f

.1'_0

I

--

SmP

t

~\
:J..

(4.5)

where
X... ::: Average of lhe 10gnom\al1y transformed data = !.85

S.. = Standard deviation of lhe lognormally transformed data::: 1.74
y

= Van3ble to descnbe the normal probability curve

Karman et 011. (1996) and Karman .and Reennk (1998) used a SImilar relationship to
conven the HQIRQ inlO nsk values for produced water discharges. The above
relationship is calibrated to a given RQ value of I at an acceptable risk level of 5%
(Thatcher el aJ.. 1999). Karman el al. (1996) used 17 chemicals to calibrate this
relationship. The organic chemicals include oil. benzene. phenol. toluene. x.ylene.
ethylbenzene. methanol. naphthalene. cresol. and PCP: and heavy metals Include Cr. Hg.
Ni. Pb. Cd. Cu and Zn.

This calibration level is a political choice. which can be used as an accepUlble risk. The
mean (X.. ::: 2.85) and standard deviation (5...

= 1.74) values are adjusted to calibrate to a

5% acceptable risk. In this research the empirical distribution function of HQ calculated

from equation 4.4 will be converted mto risk estimates usmg equation 4.5. Figure 4.12
shows a proposed methodology for convening HQ into corresponding risk values for a
smgle contammant.

The CHARM model uses a chemical specific approach in which all chemicals are dealt
with separately. The effect of each waste component is integrated by considering each
chemical effect as independent of the others. The assumption of independent mode of
action enables the use of statistical calculation rules for combining independent
probabilities (Jooste. 2000). For example, for the mixture of three chemicals. total risk
can be calculated by the following equations:

TRANSFORMATION

RilI:_

f
""ROJ!
y-o

/

~

Probability of exceedence

~

""¢!
l$,l,

Risk

Figure4.12. Transfonnation of HQlRQ into risk using a lognormal function
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Risk (A + 81

= Risk (AI + Risk (8/ - Risk (AI x Risk (81

RisktA + 8 + 0

=Risk (A + BI + RisktO- Risk (A

and

+ 81)( Risk

(4.6)

to

(-1.7)

Similarly. the relationships fOC' four and more pollutants can be developed.

For a waste which contaIns more than -I to 5 ch.emicals. the synergistic and :mtagonistic
effects are significantly negligible (Jooste. 2000). The total hazard is not the addition of
Individual HQIRQ (Karman and Reerink. (998). The HQIRQ are first convened into theIr
corresponding risk values and then total risk is estimated by considenng the components
to be statistically independent events (e.g.. equations 4.6 and -1.7), The drilling waste is an
amalgamation of toxic compounds. The HQIRQ Will be calculated for Individual
contaminants and then convened IntO the risk values (equations -1.-1 and -1.5). The nsk
values are then grouped togethcT to estimate the tOlal risk posed to the ecosystem from
drilling waste disch.arges.

4.5.3. RISK DESCRIPTION
The risk estimalion results are interpreted in this phase. The nsk asseSSO'l" needs 10
comprehend Ihe available information about risk estimates of endpoints. Risk description
includes an evaluation of lines of evidences to suppan or refute the risk estimates and
interpret the significance of adverse effects. The description of risk is an imponant step
and the results of risk estimation are used in Chapter 6 for risk management in risk-cost
tradeoff analysis.

Cbapter 5

HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT

Offshore: drilling operations may pose two types of human health risks:

c~po$ure

of to~ic

chc:micals (0 workers on offshore: drilling rigs through inhalation. ingesllon and skin
contact: and exposure: re:lalt'd [0 consumption of contaminated seafood due to discharge
of drilling waste chemicals in thc ocean environment. This chapter focuses on human
health nsk ;lSSeSsment. based on exposure: to carcinogenic and non<arcinogemc
contaminants through consumption of contaminated seafood. A description of adverse
human health effects due [0 consumption of contaminated fish is provided in this chapter.

5.1. INTRODUCTION
The framework of human heallh risk assessment includes hazard identification. exposure
and lolticity :usessmenl. risk characterization and risk communication. A probabilistic
approach is

emplo~d

for risk charxterization and esumation of uncertalnty while

developing a methodology ror human health risk.

a.s~smcnt.

An organization chan or this chapter is illustraled in Figure 5.1. A description of

conwninants round in drilling waste and lheir toxicity profile are presented rrom an
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adve~

human health effects poinl of view. Human heahh risk. assessment can be

estimated based on cancer and non-cancer models. The input parameter.; required in these
models are discussed in delail. The risk characlerization Involves uncenalnly In the
eSllmates of risk due to inpul parameter uncenainties. The U.S. EPA (I999bl human
heahh risk assessment (l-GIRAI approach for drilling w3Sle discharges is also presented.
A brief descriplion of probabilistic and fuzzy based approaches is given in the: conte:JU of

HHRA. In the end. the proposed methodology for mIRA is presented.

B.... lIulU. risk anen.e.' (BBa,,) .deb .. 4
Q)
I.,.t ,an_den

Figure 5.1. Chapter organization for human health risk. assessment

S.2. TOXICITY PROFILE OF RISK AGENTS
Human health risk assessment can be performed for those conwninants for which oral
reference dose RfD (for non-carcinogenic effects) and slope faclor SF (for carcinogenic

'61

effects) have been established. Drilling waslC contains heavy metals. pnonty pollutanlS
and base Ouid. as discussed in pn:vious chapters. The oral reference dose and slope factor
for any synthetic base Ouid has not been established for exposure through ingestion.
Therefore. trnditional human health risk assessment methodology can not be applied to
esters (U.S. EPA. 1999b).

The toxicity of various contaminants is established through laboratory studies on animals
or sometimes on human tissues. The epidemiological data are another imponant source
for estim.:lting tOXIcity effects on humans. To establish and collect the evuience of
tOXicity effects on humans for :a p:anicular contaminant IS very difficult because humans
arc: exposed to vanous contarrunants Simultaneously. uboratory studies are used when

anim01ls are exposed to one specific cont01mln01nt at higher dosage and then effects are
extrapolated through mathematical techniques for humans. Different modes of action In
various animals lead to questions of the variability of intra and inter species
extrapolations. Epidemiological studies are considered the most authentic source to
estimate adverse human health effects because extr.lpolations and uncenainty facton are
not involved in the analysis. The collection of epidemiological data is very expensive and

scarce. The U.S. EPA r2O(1) has developed a database. InugrQud Risk InfoTmmion
Sysl~m

(IRIS). for various conuminants and has reponed their hUln3n health effects

mrough ingestion. inhalation and dennal contact. which are collected through peerreviewed sources. The contaminants are categorized based on the loxicity infonnation
available through animal or human studies as given in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Categorization of contaminants for human health risk assessment
AniltUlevidence
Humanevidcnce
Sufficient

Limited

Inadequate

Nocbta

Evidence of
no effect

6'

6'

Suffident

A

A

Limited

6'

6'

6'

tnadequate

6'

C

0

No data

6'

C

Evidence of no effect

6'

0

The contaminants under ~ A ~ category are those for which there is sufficIent eVIdence of
adverse health effects including human cancer and non.cancer ailments. The Infonnation
collected from human epidemiological iludies has more weight. If a contammant has
sufficient evidence of adverse health effects through epidemiological studies and even If
there is no evidence from animal studies. the contaminant will still be categonzed as ·'A".
The group

~B~

IB 1 and 81) is for limited and inadequate evidences (through human and

animal studies) of adverse effects. The categories

~C~

and

~D~

are for those contaminants

that lack sufficient evidence from human and/or animal studies. If there an: no data and
no evidence through animal and human studies the contamlnant is categorized as

~E~.

Based on the infonnation from IRIS the data for reference doses (RID) and slope factor
(Sf) were collected for heavy metals and naphthalene (U.S. EPA. 2(01). The arsenic
(As) is the only risk agent that has sufficient evidence of cancerous effects in the list of
drilling waste contaminants. It is categorized as ~ A ~ type of contaminant. The slope
factor of arsenic is 1.5 Irnglkg-dayr l . The human health cancer risk was studied for
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aJ'ienic only. Similarly. the oral reference doses for copper (eu) and lead (Pbl

aJ"C

nOl

established yet. The non-cancer effects were sludied only for those cont.lIrunanlS for
which

RID IS available. The

non-cancer risk will be enimated for As. Cd. Cr. Hg.

~i.

Zn

and naphthalene. Table 5.:! summarizes Ihe reference doses and slope factor of
contaminants of concern.

5.3. HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT
The HHRA SlartS with hazard identificalion and ends at risk. communication. LaGrega et
al.

(I~)

have classified quantitative human health risk. assessmenl into the follOWIng five

componenlS:

I. Haz.ard idenlification:
_. Exposure asscssmenl:
3. ToxicilYllSsessmenl:
4. Risk characterization: and
5. Risk. communication

5.3.1. HAZARD IOE"""7IFlCATlON

Human health risk assessment generally deals simultaneously with a number of risk
agenlS. which

aJ"C

emined from a contaminated source. The hazard idenlification examines

the data of all conlaminanls delected from the source and emphasizes the chemicals that
arc of concern. Risk assessment requires knowledge of the source of contamination.
concentration of contaminants and transpon mechanisms. i.e.. how they will reach the
receptor.

Naphthalene and heavy met3ls Including As. Cd. Cr. Hg. Ni and Zn are
risk agents lIlat may cause adverse human health

eff~cts

idenrifi~d

as the

through an oral roule.

5.3.2. EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT
The exposure assessment is
It

~slimat~s th~

th~

Sttond stage in quantitative human health risk assessment.

cOl'lIaminant exposure to the population al risk. To understand the source

of contamination. exposure assessment begins with delineation of the
conlaminated sedimenl pore water and/or water column

n~:lf'

sourc~s

<e.g..

the drilling waste disposal

site) and InetT spallal dislriburion (impact area. AJ. When Ihe chemicals are released It is
necessary to understand how they migrate to a polential receptor. The exposure assessment
encompasses various sleps. which include identifying exposure pathway. process
mechanisms. exposed populations and scenarios of exposure point and receptor dosage.

Environmental Pathway
To identify exposure palhways. the following elements are studied:

Source (e.g.. disposal site):
2.

Chemical release mechanism <e.g.. offshore disposal of drilling waste):

3.

Transpon mechanism (e.g.. advecllon. deposition. resuspension at the disposal site):

4.

Transf~r

5.

Transfonnation mechanism (e.g.. biodegradation);

6.

Exposure point

7.

Receptor (e.g.•

mechanism (e.g.. iildsorpliOfi to sediments. leaching Into pore water):

(~.g .• contarninal~d
gen~n1I

public): and

fish):
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Exposure route ( e.g., ingestion of contaminated fish)

The above steps are integrated to determine the environmental exposure pathway of
drilling waste contaminants to reach the general public. A conceptual model for human
exposure through contaminated fish is given in Figure 5.2.

Populallon at risk

,.--

Drilling waste disposal

_

". --

Aquatic life

I;

-..-

;

#"

/

~

/ ....-c
Sediments

Figure 5.2. Exposure pathway through ingestion of contaminated fish· a conceptual model

Process Mechanisms
The release of drilling waste from a drilling rig is through a disposal oUllet. Different
processes are involved in transport, transfer and transformation of contaminants in the
marine environment. The transport mechanisms may include advection. deposition, and
resuspension of drilling waste. The transfer mechanisms include adsorption of chemicals
to sediments and biota, and leaching of chemicals back into the water column and pore
water.

Potentially Exposed Population
The polentia!ly exposed population could be a community living close 10 the affecled site
(fishermen). fUlure populatiOfi. special population (e.g.. infants) or general public. In this
study the general public was assumed to be the pmenually exposed population.

Exposure Sc;cnarlos
When the exposed population and ellposure pathways arc identified through a conceptual
model. the exposure estimales are made through various discharge scenanos, These
discharge scenanos may include

,oq,.

8.5%. 7'1-. 5.5% and

~'K

anached base nuid

discharge condilions of drilling waste.

EXDOSlirt Point COlKentrallonll

The concentratlons of contanunants arc estimated at the exposure poInt or location
(through exposure pathway). The monitoring values. e.g.. bioassays of fish found at Ihe
contaminated site may be the best estimates. In this study. the modeling results will
detennine the exposure point concent..ltions. The predicted enVironmental concentration
(PEC) adjusted for bioavailable fraction (SF) and exposure probability (P) can be used as

the exposure point concentr.l.tion in the water column and poce water. which is assumed
uniformly distributed over the whole arca under study.

Re«ptor

Doses

The final step in the exposure 3$sessmenl is 10 estimate the dose of chemicals to which the
receplors arc actually exposed. The Guidelines for Exposure Assessment (U.S. EPA.
1992b) has defined the Ofal route for ingestion of contaminated food in Figure 5.3.

Exposure

~t

--t=-I r :t

POltntiaf

Appfitd

I"tott

I"ttrnof

Biologicafly
Efftcti~t

DOSt~

mw

(frgan

Uptakt

Figure 5.3. A schematic of dose and exposure (modified after U.S. EPA, 1992b)

In the current study the potential dose to the receptor was used for risk and potential effect
estimates. The calculation for receptor dose was based on the following relationship.

CDl

=- (IRxCxEFxED)
(BWxAT)

(5.1)

where
CD! = Chronic dally intake (mgfkg-day);
IR = Intake rate (mgfday);

C

= Pollutant concentration (mgfkg of fish);

BW = Body weight (kg);

AT = Averaging time (days);
EF = Exposure frequency (dayfyr); and
ED

= Exposure duration (yr)
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The above equation delennines the averag.e daily dose of

:I

chemical or a risk agent. per

unit body weight. mal a potenlial receplor may be exposed to over

Its

life time (Sadiq et

aL2000le).

5.3.3. TOXICITY ASSESSMENT
The toxicity assessment uses dose responsc relationships to estimate the adverse health
crfects. The output of the assessment is uscd in risk calculations. The chemicals are
generally categorized as poIential carcinogens and non<arcinogens. The carcmogens
receive

more

public

altention

gener.l1ly.

The

mamematicaJ

relationships

and

compUl3uonal methods of carcinogentc and non<arctnogenic effects are differenL The
dosc response relationships for carcinogens are reponed in the form of slope factors. It is
a

95~

upper confidence limIt of the cancer on the dose-response curve and is expressed

in (mglkg-day)"l. The non<an::inogens are expressed by meir threshold values. reference
dose (RID). It is a daily dose. which is believed not to cause any adverse effecl. It plays
the same role as PNEC criteria value in ecological risk assessment (Chapter ~).

5.3.4. RISK CHARACTERJZATlON
The foonh and the most importanl step in the human health risk assessment is the
charxterizalion of risk. The risk Char.lCleriUlion includes quantitative estimates of both
carcinogenic and non<arcinogenic risks. Risks are generally categorized for different
exposure roUleS including ingestion. inhalation and dermal contact. In this sludy. the oral
ingestion route is the only exposure pathway for which risks can be characterized.

i7.

Can«r Risk Model
Carcinogenic risk is a prodUCI of !he chronic daily intake (CD/) and the carcinogenic
slope factor (Sf). This risk is the excess lifetime cancer risk from e"lOposure 10 any
particular chemical. The uaditional melhodology for nsk assessment assumes addilivlty
of risks from individual to-.icants. Total carcinogenic risk is Ihe summation of all
ellposure routes and for all contaminants. The excess lifetime risk can be calculated as

(s.:!)

R, = Risk = COl xSF

where.
CDI = Chronic daily mtake (mglkg-day): and
SF = Slope faclor (mglkg-day)'l.

The conventional approach for eSlimaung risks usmg mput variables either usmg
I. mean values only;

.,

regulatory defaults. in combination with mean values for parameters that are
uncenilln and for inter-individual variabilily. upper bounds (9S do percenule) or with
511I percentile values when parameters arc

In

denominator: and

3. upper bounds exclusively for aU paramclers.

When Ihe mean values of input parameters are used il is called a ~besl estimate~

(R

£ ).

When the 9Sl1> (and/or Sib %) values arc used in risk assessment. it is called an estimate of

~reasonably rrnuimum exposcd~ penon (Ruc I. and the third case corresponds 10 an

upper conservative bound.

f R"... I.

The

reason:lbly

maximum e:\posed

person

estimate. RlIMc is considered .:J conservative estimate of nsk li.e. above .:Jver::lge) but nO( a
worst·possible case (U.S. EPA. 1989. 199L: U.S. DOE. 19991.

Non-ca~r

Risk Modsl

Non-carcinogenic risk is geneT'3lLy characterized in lerms of:l ha:ard
the T'3tio of estimated chronic daily Intake (CD/)

10

ind~.t.

The

lode.., IS

safe reference dose IRfD) and

IS

estimated by the foLlowmg rel:ltionship.

HI= CDI
RfD

(5.3l

where.

CD! =Chronic daily lnt:lke Imglkg-daYJ;
RfD = Reference dose (mg!kg-day): and
HI= Haz.ard index

If the acceptable level of inlake

IS

equal to the reference dose. HI will be 1. An exposure

10 chemicals is typical for multiple non-carcinogens. The hazard index scores for all
contaminants are summed to provide the final measure of Ihe risk for non-carcinogenic
toxic effects. The larget is Ihallhe summation of all indices should be less than 1 for Ihe
safe dose. If the mechanisms of toxic aclion of different non-carcinogens are well known,
it is preferable to sum the hazard indices on an organ spedfic basis. c.g.. if one
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contaJrUnani IS affecting the brain and another is affecting the kidneys. then effects are
not generally summed up [0 get a lotal HI. However in this Sludy. to simplify the problem
the HI was grouped on the basiS of number of

~xposure

pathways and number of nsk

agents.

HI. =

t,

(SAl

,;HI

whe~

i to m = number of ~xposure pathways:
j 10 n = number of nsk agents: and
H/~

=Composite HI

Risk can be obtained from HI as a non-dimensional probability of the h:u:ard index
exceeding unity (Maxwell and Kastenberg, 1999). The risk to an Individual can be
expre~d

in tenns of probability of exccedence as

Risk-=p(HI,~/'

giv~n

below:

(5.5)

BKkground Risk
When the risks an: chamclcrized from exposure involving contaminants, an imponant
consideration could be whether 10 include or exclude Ihe background levels of the
contaminants. Th~ background level risks are imponant in deciding what maximum level
of contamination is acceptable to PfO(cct the aquatic life. For drilling wasle the

,,,

background level concentr::uion in the seawater of the heavy metals is

~

than the

concenlration in the water column due to the waste. But in comparison to pore water
concentration the background levels are too low to cause a significant change in nsk
estimates.

Iltntive Process in R.i5k Estimation
Risk assessment is an iterative process. The steps involved in the risk assessment process
need ilSSumptions due to unavailability of data and missing. mformation. Therefore the
sensitivities in the magnitude of the calculated nsk should be quantified with other
possible assumptions as well.

Un«rtaintie5 in Risk Esymalion
For quantitative risk assessment. the unceruinty is an integral pan of the calculauons. but
generally when risk estimates are reponed. associated uncenamty is nOi reponed. The
quantitative methods used in different steps of human health nsk assessment Inlroduce a
high degree of uncenainty and

mig.~t

raise questions as to the validity of the results.

bposure assessment on future conditions is !used on fate and tr.lflspon modeling tools.
The model structure and input van abies may mtroduce uncenamty mto the predictions.
The toxicity assessment Stage is a source of the highest uncenainty in the quantitative
human health risk assessment. which is associated with slope facton and reference doses.
For most of the contamin:lnts. these values are nor available. but even where data exist.
eXlrapolation from animalteslS is perfonned from values as high as 1()..90% to 0.0001%

t82

risk. through models. These: extrapolations impalr the: accuracy of values. The
computalion of risk is the final slage. which is Ihe measure of prnb.:ability of

~

events.

II is not possible 10 calculate every conceivable outcome. To entertain various t)'pCs of
uncertainties. most of the time won.t·case e:\posure Kenarios are used for human health
risk assessment. This brings inherent conservatism into calculations and could possibly
include events that will never be experienced U...aGrega et al .. 1994).

5.3.5. RISK COMMUNICATION
After characteriZing the nsk of e,;posure to contaminants and theIr asSOCiated
uncertainties. this infonnation is used in decision-making. This generally involves the
public or at least public concerns and their response. Risk communications de:!l With
idenlifYlng the -It!w!l of acct!plabiliry of risk- and -risk
defined acceplable nsk as one in a million (10"') to I

HI less than I for non<ancer risk.

In

/'f!rct!plion~.

The U.s. EPA has

ten thousand (10"') for cancer and

Risk perception means the acceptability and

undcn.tanding of risk to the generol public. For the drilling waste case. the contaminatIOn
of fish may not be very high. but it is the involuntary risk to which people are e"posed
that is important. Therefore its quantification becomes an important issue.

5.4. U.s. EPA STUDY - HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT
The U.S. EPA (l999b) has estimated human health risk associated with consumption of
finfish and shrimps for various scenarios of discharge. The analysis was perfonned for
those comaminants for which bioconcentrnIion facton. (BeFs), oro] reference dose (RfD)
andllX' oral slope faclors (SF) for carcinogenic risk have been cstablished. This analysis

considered barite and formalion oil as lhe source of coruaminalion but did not consider
syruheuc base fluid ilSelf due to unavailability of RfDs and SFs data (U.S. EPA. 199%).

The V.S. EPA (l999b) used the results of a study by Brandsma {l996l 10 predici the

effective concentralion to which finfish are exposed in the water column. Instead of
predicting concentration at 100 m (regulatory boundary for mixing). the environmental
concentration was predicted at various distances within the mixing zone. The arithmetic
mean of the environmental concentration was used funher in the human health risk
assessment. The mean predicted environmental concentration was divided by the number
of dilutions (OF) available within

100 m. 10 caJculale the effective exposure

concentration for finfish. The effective environmental pollutant concenlrolUon (mgfLl was
mulliphed by the bioconcenlration factor (BCF) of contaminants to eSllmate the
concentratlon In finfish tissues. The eSllmaled lissue concentration was then used as Ihe
human e:o:posure concentratIon for calculating HI and risk. The following equations were
ust:d to estimate the contaminant concentration in fish ti"ucs;

Mean environmenlal concentration = C_ _ C" +C':n+' .+C...

(5.6)

Effective finfish exposure concentration = C 60 = C_ x OF

(5.7)

Human exposure concentrations

=C'UJ" =C 6_ x BCF

(5.8)

The following values for inpul parameters

~'ere

used

In

the human health risk

FIR = Fish intake rate (99 111 percentile in California) = 177 (g1day):

C....- (mgl'kg of fish): Human exposure concentr.J,uon:
BW = Body weight

= 70 kg:

AT (days) = Averaging lifetime exposure = 70 x 365:
£F {daysJyrl = Exposure

f~uency

£D (yrl = Exposure duration

= 365: and

= 30 and 70 (for tWO different exposure scenarios)

To calculate the pore water exposure concenlration. Ihe U.S. EPA (1999b) relied on a
regression model based on a seabed survey. and developed a relatIonship of exposure
concentratIOn (mglkg of sediment) as a function of distance. The average exposure
concentration was Ihen convened inlo shrimp tissue concentration by mUltiplying the
average exposure concentration by the leaching factor (LF). BCF and lipid content (Lc)
of the shrimps and then adjusled for density. In this analysis the

de~nninistic

inpul

variables are used to estimale cancer and non-cancer risks.

In another sludy by the U.S. Department of Energy (U.S. DOE). Meinhold et 011. (1996)
estimated the human health risks in Louisiana Bay due to produced water discharges.
Uncertainly analyses using Monte Carlo (Me) simulations were perfonned. Exposure
and response

parame~rs

were defined with appropriate probability density funclions.

Radium (Ra) and lead (Pb) adverse effects were studied and concenlr'ations in

'IS

commercial fish were calculated based on meir bioaccumulation potential. The input
variables including dilution factor (Of), bioaccumulation coefficient (KO'I4')' and fish
ingestion T'3tes (FIR) were defined by uncenain Input parameters. The mcorporallon of
uncertamty in input parameters detennines me uncertainty in human cancer and noncancer risk estimation.

S.S.InJMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT PARAMETERS
The input parameters used in the human health risk asscssment Include exposure
concentration. bioconcentration factor. lipid content of fish. intake rate. exposure
frequency and duration. average body weight and average exposure time. The pore water
exposure concentration is calculated from fate modeling (Chapter 3) which is then
convened into fish tissue concentration by the follOWing relationship:

Fish tissuf' COIlCf'ntraliOll

(mglkgoffish)

= £qHJsurf' COtlcf'711rotiotl
(mgIL)

x BCF x Lipid c0711f'711ILt:J

f5.9)

(Ukg of fish fal) (kg of fish fatlkg of fish)

The fish tissue concentration is then used in equation 5.1 10 calculate the chronic daily

mtake (COl). The details of nsk assessment input par.unelers are gIven in the subsequent
seclions.

5.5.1. BIOCONCENTRATION FACfOR (BCF)
The bioconcentration factor is the ratio of concenU'3tion in organism tissue (mglkg) 10 the
concentralion in water (mgIL). Bioconcentralion factor (BCE) values are selected from

'86

empincal field :J.Ildlor laboratory data generated from peer revIewed studies that
published in the scientific literature. If twO or more BCF values
more setS of collocated data

3!'e

available. the geometnc mean

IS

3!'e

3!'e

available. or two or

used (U.S. EPA. 1999<1).

Generally BCF values estim:lted from field studies are given more ....'eight and considered
more indicative of the natural environment than the laboratory studies. These field studies
values are defined as 'recommended BCF values'. Sometimes laboratory-derived values
3!'e

recommended when confidence in reponed field values is less. When an appropriate

surrogate IS not identified. regression equation based on chemical LogK_, IS used to
calculate the 'recommended BCF values'.

The BCF values for various heavy metals are reponed in Table 5.3. The values

3!'e

collected from vanous key sources including Thompson et al. (1972). Sailu et al. (19951.
and U.S. EPA (1991c. 1999b). The BCF"alues are reponed for different species of finfish
and shellfish in seawater and freshwaler. The reponed values for different fish spet:les

3!'e

assumed to be valid for the manne environment under study.

5.5~

FISH INGESTION RATE (FIR)

Contaminated fish is a potential source of human exposure to tOXIC chemicals. Pollutants
enter into surface waters and accumulate in sediments and biOla due to their affinity
towards organic matter through complell physico-chemical processes. To estimate the
human ellposure of tOllic chemicals. fish ingestion rates (FIR) are dclennined for a
potential exposed population. Commercially caught fish are marketed widely and
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exposure to the general public is difficult to eslimate (U. S. EPA, 1997). The U.S. EPA
(l999b) used a conservative approach and assumed FIR as lhe highest 99111 percentile
value (i.e., 177 glday) from human consumption data In California.

Table 5.3. Water·lo-fish bioconcemration factor (BeF) values
BCF(Ukg)

Mer.al

Reference
Thompson el aI. (1972)

N

U.S. EPA (l992c); U.S. EPA (l999b)

Saiki el al. (1995)

Benoit et al. (1976)
Eislerel al. (1972)
Harrison and Klaverkamp (1989)
Cd

Kumada et al. (1980)
Kumada etal. (1973)
Soebat(l976)

Thompson et aI. (1972)
Williams and Giesy (1979)
U.S. EPA (l999b)
Williams and Giesy (1979)

C,
(Total)

Thompson el al. (1972)
U.S. EPA (l999b)
Boudou and Ribeyre (1984)

Hg

Snarski and Olson (1982)
U.S. EPA (l999b)

Values

Recommended

333
100

114

44
558
129'

n.

1286
716
480
161

"33
8
3333
4.4
3000
200
4100
64
1.27
1.34
200
400
16

907

I'

1800
4380
5580

mo

'SOO
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Table 5.3. Water-to-fish bioconcentration foctor (Bef) vaJues (Contd.)
BCF(Ul<g)

Reference

Metal

Val....

Ni

Thompson el aJ. (1972)

U.S. EPA (l992c): U.S. EPA (1mb)

Recommended

100
100

78

47

2299

Saiki et al. (1995)

2265
4290

804

50
Zn

Deutch et al. (1980)

no
130

200
PenU'ealh(l973)

2059

373

8853
1000

Thompson et aI. (1972)

2000
2000

U.S. EPA (1992c)
Howard (1989)
Naphlhalene
U.S. EPA (1mb)

47

40 - lOCO
426

426

Meinhold et al. (1996) have derived ingestion rates from reponed data on a meals per
week basis for recreational fishermen at Louisiana Bay. TIley have reported the ingestion
rates for two types of population including (i) recreational fishennen and their families and
(ii) children. Table 5.4 summarizes the values used in this study.

The U.S. EPA's exposure foctor handbook (1997) reports the fish ingestion rates for
various types of fish for various exposed populations. Survey data on fish consumption
were collected using different approaches. which included telephone and mail surveys.
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personal interilews and diary and creel surveys. Table 5.5 summarizes the results of FIR
values for

w

general public. The results of SOlll and 9Slll percentile FIR values with 90111

bootstrap lOte'rvals (BI) are listed. FOl'" the mean value instead of BI. the confidence interval

(ell is reponed.

Marine fish ingestion r:ues are reponed either as uncooked or aJ

conJumt!d. The ~uncooked" values are reponed in g1day and ~aJ COnJUmed" in mglkg-day.

The 95 th percenlile of "aJ conJumed" (3.888 mglkg·day) with a 90 th percenlile interval of
3.771 - 4.113 mglkg·day are used in this analysis. The advantage of using fish mass
ingested per unit body weight is that body weight (BW) and fish ingestion rale (FIR) may
be correlated. If these: parameters are used as independent variables in tM analysIS. thIS

might lex! to enoneous risk estimations. In the absence of a reliable correlation
coeffiCient.

11 IS

preferred to use: fish dosage per unit body weight as a single par.uneter

human health risk assessment.

Table 5.4. Fish inlake rate caught OIl open bay platform
(modified after Meinhold et al .. 19%)
Sw..ist)cs

Recreational fishermen and families
(glday)

Children
(&Iday)

Arittunelic mean

3U

16.6

Median

31..5

13.6

Standard deviation

16.4

11.6

Minimum

3.3

1.3

Maximum

118.6

115.7

89.5

38.5

9S"'percenlile

In

Table 5.5. Fish inlake rate caughl al open bay platform (mglkg·day)
uregorylCommencs

EstiJN.fe

Marine (Finfish md shellfish) 5O"'percentile
tglday - uncooked}

V~""

lnrerv~1

v~""

93

90"81

108·118

1n

90"81

161·280

Marine IFinfisll and shellfish> Srf'percenlile

1.927

90"81

1.830-2.02.4

(rnglkg'day - uncooked)

95"'percenlile

5.019

90"'81

.4.851-5.267

Marine (Finfisll and shellfish)

50"'pettentile

88

90'" 81

~-9:!

tgld:ay

95"'pettentile

209

90"81

198 -221

IA95

9O"C/

IA23- 1.568

95"'pettenlile

3.888

90"81

3.771 -.4.113

-:IS

95"pettentile

consumed)

Marine (Finfishaodshellfisll)
(mg1kg-day - as consumed)

The U.S. EPA (1997) has also provided a checkJist for eSlablishlng aulhenllclly and
validity of the results reponed in Table 5.5. The reponed values are dcnved from sample
sizes ranging from 10.000 to 37.000 people. The reported data are collected from mid and
sOUlh Atlanuc regions. Table 5.6 summarizes these considerations and r.lfeS the
confidence of reponed values. The overall ranking of confidence of the reponed value is
medium to high as shown in Table 5.6.

5.5.3. LIPID CONTENT

(LL)

The fat or lipid conlent presenl in fish may vary from one species to another. The toxic
chemicals attach themselves to the fal present in the biOla. The U.S. EPA (l999b) has used
1.1 % Lc for shrimps for calCUlating exposure concentration through drilling waste

discharges for human consumption. The U.S. EPA (1997) has reponed lipid or fat content

19'

values for various marine specIes of finfish and shellfish. Table 5.7 summarizes lipid
COnlcnf of some of lhc:se imponanl manne species.

T3ble 5.6. Confidence in fish mt3kes for gener31 plpul3tion (3fter V.S. EPA. 1997)
Considel'lltions

Raliooale

Lcvel o(peer review

Peer reviewed by U.S. DOE and U.S. EPA

High

Accessibility

In public domain

High

Reprodt.:;bility

Rating

Enough infonJ);l.tion is availiltHe to reproduce
resullS

I
in~stion

Focus on factOf of interest

The mMiy focuucd on fish

Datil pertinent to Newfoundland

Dala includes Atbntit relions

Study size

Si1mple size

~k

of bias in $Iudy design

Measurement error

well

from 10.000 to 37.000

Response: r.ues are fairly high
Estimates of measurementS are imprecise

OveT'allT'anlting

5.5.4.

~0lI'}

:lS

High
High
Medium

High
High
~edium

IMedium to High

EXPOSURE DURATION (ED)

The exposure duration (ED) denotes household residence lime in th3t cIty or place that
would be supplied with cOntamln3ted fish. The U.S. EPA (l999b) used fWO exposure
scenarios in the analysis: 30 and 70 yean.

According to U.S. DOE (1999). ED accounfS for households moving into and out of that
area. and is generally modeled through joint uncenain[)' and interindividual variability
(JUV). The U.S. DOE (1999) has reponed values of the ED for risk esumation for ~bc:st

eSlimate~

(Rc).

estimate of ~reasonabl,! maxImum

exposed~

person (Rotwr). and for upper

conservalive bound. (RH••• ). The values are defined in Table 5.8.

Table 5.7. Lipid conlenl (Le) of selected finfish/shellfish sp«les
(modified :after U.S. EPA. 1997)
Species

Lipid coruent (Lc)

Comments

'<OJ
Cod. Atlantic

CrOQUr. ..~tlantiC'

1 Flowtdu

0.46

Ra.....

0.58

Canned

1.61

Dri<d

~70

Ral.'

11.71

Cook'"

0.81

R,w

l.08

Cooked

Haddock

0.49

R,.

Mullf!l. Stnpt!d

:!.91

R,w

Duan Pt!rch. AlImui£"

l.JO

R,w

SDI-. Pink

2.85

IU.·

SDlmon. Rf!d

·Ui6

Ra.....

SDrdint!. Atlan/ic

10.55

Canned in oil

Shrimps. Mut!d S~dt!s

1.25

R,.

MIlUf!I.Blut!

l.,..

R,w

Squid

0.99

ROIl'"

5.5.5.

AVERAGINGTlME<An

The averaging time is generally taken as 70 years (U.S. EPA. 1999b: U.S. DOE. 1999).
According to Slalistics Canada (200I) the

ex~tcd average

life in various provinces of
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Canada is reponed in Table 5.9. These statistics represent the age census data for years
1990 101992. 1l\e overall average expectancy of life ("\n for both sexes is 77 years for
Ihe Newfoundland populalion. The U.S. DOE (l999) has also recommended ,.\T as a
POint estimate in human heallh nsk calculations.

Table 5.8. Exposure duralion (ED) in years for various Iypes of risk estimates

IU.s. DOE. 1999)

u.s.

Rc

R,uoc

RH...

7.6

30

55.3

Regul;:uory values reponed by
U.S. EPA (1999b) and U.S. DOE
(19991.

Approximation
for
95·
perCEntile lor upper bound of
exposure
distribution.
The
procedure used to obt.1in £D
disuibulions ad:lpls the bneli
and Nelson (1991) model of
vitriOibilily in thc: lime of
residence for households.

DOE (19991- The

number of years itn
individual residin, at
lhe imp.;icled site in lhe
span of 70 years
lifelime.

5.5.6.

EXPOSURE FREQUENCY (EF)

The: U.S. EPA has reponed an exposure frequency (EF) of 365 dayslyr for human heahh

risk assessment. whereas the U.S. DOE (1999) has recommended an EF of 350daysiyr for
regulatory purposes in human heallh risk assessment. BOth sludies used EF as a poinl
estimate in the risk assessment calculations

..

,

Table 5.9. Averaging time (An in years for vmOlls proVInces In Canada
(Statistics Canada. 2001)
Province Of Sute

BOthsc-'e5

,.,.

Newfoundland (NFl

Male

Female

74

'0

'I

Prince Edward Island (PEl)

77

7J

Nova ScOtia (NS)

77

7.

80

New Brunswick (NBJ

78

74

'I
'I
'I
'I

Quebec (QBl

77

74

OnuriotON)

78

"
"

Manitoba(MBl

78

Saskatchewan/SKi

78

AlbenatABI

78

British Columbia (BC)

78

-::u Q5do:n

5.5.7.

"
"

"

"'I
'I

SUMMARY OF INPUT PARAMETERS

Table 5.10 summanzes the proposed deSIgn values of vanous HHRA Input

paramcte~

and

also compares them with regulatory values. The minimum. most likely and maximum are
reponed in proposed design values. The most likely value (MLV) is defined based on
either

~ommended

values or most quote<! values. The point estimates of averaging time

(An and exposure frequency (EF):are reponed. The maximum value of lipid content (Lei

for some species ate more than 10% but most reponed values have Le less than 5% and
Ihis is taXen as the maximum value.

I"

Table 5 10 Proposed parameters for human heahh risk assessment (HHRAI
RegulalOl'yvalues

Parameter

-Proposed values

(Iype)

""

U.S. DOE

U.S. EPA

U.S. EPA

(999)

(l999b)

(1999d)

...

907

(44.114.333l

Cd:
(4A. 907. ·1100)

'"

Cc

"',

BCF(Ukgl

(v;lri3bililyl

(1.27.19.400)

16

I'

11800.3530.5580)

5.500

3530

(47.78.100)

"
"

78

Ni:

Zn,
(47.2059.8853)
N:lphlh3Jene:
(40.426. 1000)
FIR (mgfkg-cb.yl

I :nconsumedl
(\'ui3biliryl

(3771.3888.4113)
9S·percentilc::It9()<l, BI

1059

426

U......
9s.percenUIe!

percenlile.
i.e.. 177pcby

10.4.1.1.5)

Lc(%)

II

Generally 5% u muimum
value.isfq)Ofted.

(variabilityl
EDlyf)

(7.6.30.55.3)

9S<l>percentile
55.3

3SO

3SO

,.,

2S.5SO

2S.5SO

95'" percentile

M,~

INot ilpplicabJel
EFlday/yr)

(nocilpplicabk)
AT(days)
INot3pplic3blel
C(mgILl
(unc:cnainty)
cooccntrauon 10
media

.....

30 and 70

18.101
00

Ioal

~I ....

Based on 95· percentile.
exposure
concentration
regression
model
in
Chapter 3. The 9O'l> CI is
..... u lower aDd 'PI'"
boomd.

_1YdJ.-. ....

_f

9O"'percentilcis
rttomrncndcd by
Lcnwood CI aI.
(1998)

5.6. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Because of simplifying assumptions and the imprecise nature of available Information.
human heallh risk assessments are prone (0 urK;cnainty. The uncert3..lnty 15 mherent (0 risk

and an

tn~gral

part of risk as5essmenl. In human health. the risk is often defined

35 lhe

probability that damage or adverse effects may occur. Human hcallh risk assessment
models consider uncertainties associated with the exposure of the receptor to the
contaminants emitted from the source. The other type of uncertainty is related to input
parameters. The uncenainlies are generally estimated with the help of Monle Carlo (MC\

Simulations or a fuzzy based 3ppt'OOCh (Guyonnci cl aL

The

Me method assumes thai

20(0).

model parameters are r.1JIdom var13blcs and are represented

by probability denslly functions (PDFs). The basis for Me simulation is quite simple:

In

that point estimates are replaced by PDFs and samples are taken r:lndomly from each
distribution. The output of Ihe model is also in the fonn of a PDF or CDF (cumul:itive
distribulion function). The Me simulations have been explained in detail in ChOlpler 3.

Fuzzy arithmetic is a gener.a.lized form of interval analysis. which also addr"esscs
uncertatnlY. Inslead of

repre~nling

a number with a single inleT'V:l1 or range. II

USC:S

a

fuzzy number. a group of intervals Slacked on lOp of each other to represent an estimate
of the uncena.inty. Fuzzy arithmetic is a very useful way to propagate uncena.inlY because
it covers both wOrsl case results and best estimates al the same time. Fuzzy arithmetic is
appropriate for handling non-statistical uncena.inlY including thaI due to the inability to
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make accurate measurements. The' methodology

IS

computauonally fast and does not

need extensive sampling (Ferson. 1996).

The framework for ueating vague or impredse information was introduced by Zadeh

(1965). In the fuzzy :lpproach. instead of representing uncenainty with PDFs. fuzzy
numbef'j :Ire allotted to vari:lbles. A fuzzy number describes the rel:ltionship between an
uncenain quantity X and a membership function J1... This function is comprised of :I range
between 0 and I. Any shape of fuzzy number is possible. but the selected shape should be
justified by available information. The basic

differen~

between PDFs and fuzzy numbers

is that the are:l under PDFs is equal to I. which is not v31id for 3 fuzzy number. In recent
years fuzzy anthmetic :lpplicauons in envuonmen131 problems h3Ve Increased. Dou et 31(1995). Bardossy et :II. (1995) :lnd Guyonnet et :II. (2000) are :I few examples of fuzzy
c:llculus in environmental en@:lfIeenng.

To maintain consistency with the methodologies developed in preceding ch3pters. MC
simul:ltions were used for performing human health risk ::assessment. The following steps
were followed for conducting human health risk assessment:

• The MC simulations using utln Hypercube Sampling was proposed for human heahh

risk uscssment. The

p~lers

of the cancer and non-cancer nsk models were

defined by simple triangular probability density functions (PDF).

,.8

• The equation for CDI was modified as given below. The minimum. most likely (MLV

or model and maximum values were defined for each input parameter <Table 5.11).

CDI "'( ,-FI",'",·'-"CcC·,-,lOcC·_·",~c",:_.::,U,-,I",.£",F_..=£Oo:]

(5.10)

where
CDI '" Chronic daily intake (mg ofconr.aminantlkg of human body weight/day);
FIR = Fish IngestIon rate (mg of fishl\;g of human body welght-day):
C

= Pollm.::r.nt concentration (mg of contaminantIL of water):

AT = Averaging time (d3yS):
EF = E.,posure frequency (day/yr):

ED = Exposure duration (yr):
10" = Unit conye~ion (kg/rna):
i.e = lipid COnlent (fat fraction); and
BCF", Bioconcentration factO{" (lIkg)

The estimated CDI was used to determine the cancer and non<ancer risk. 35 given in

equalions 5.2 10 5.5. The

RfDJ

and SFJ for risk agents are point estimates and

uncertainlies in tlteir estimates are not reported. The ompul of cancer risk and noncancer risk models were in the fonn of EDFs. The HI was summed up for all risk.
agents to obtain

H/~

as a risk estimate for non<ancer hazard.
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Table 5.11. Triangular distributions for human health risk assessment input parameters
Triangular distribution
Parameters

FIR (mg/kg·day)

BCF(Ukg)

I

MLV

I

Maximum

3,771

I

3.888

I

4.113

Based on Table 5.10. Minimum and
maximum values are taken from available
data. The most likely value is defined based
on the regulatory recommended value.

Lc(%)

0.4

I

1.1

ED (yr)

7.6

I

30

EF(dayslyr)
AT (days)

Shape

Minimum

I
I

5.0
55.3

350
28.105

C(mgIL)

95'" percentile exposure concentration. The adjusted value of
predicted environmental concentration for bioavailable fraction
(8F) and probability of exposure.

The framework of human health risk assessment methodology for cancer and non-cancer
risk agents is shown in Figure 5.4. This framework summarizes the steps that are
discussed in the proJXIsed methodology for human health risk assessment. The JXIJ1utant
concentrations estimated from regression models were used as the exposure concentration
for the commercial fish. This exposure concentration was used to estimate pollutant
concentrations in fish tissues. The fish tissue concentration was used in estimating the
chronic daily intake for cancer and non-cancer risk estimates.
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Figure 5.4. A proposed framework for conducting human health risk assessmenl

The human health cancer and no-cancer risk estimates can be combined with the
ocological risk (Chapter 4) to determine the total environmental risk for any given drilling
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waste dischar!e scenario. The

melhodology for combining risk

environmental risk management is discussed in the ne:\t chapter.

eslimatcs for

Cbapter6

RISK MANAGEMENT

Risk management is an integral pan of ecological and human health nsk assessments as
discussed in Chapters 4 and S.

res~ctively.

Risk management explores and evaluates

various alternatives and options which can optimise the risk posed by natural and
anthropological activities::u minimum cost and resources.

6.1. INTRODUCTION
The major objective of nsk rn:ulagemcnt is 10 help In deciSIon-making and selection of

the best alternative available. which can

~uce

the risk at minimal cost. The application

of risk management tools aid in the selection of prulknt. technically feasible and
SCientifically justifiable actions that will protect me environment and human hea.llh in a
cost-effective way. Risk management is a process of weighling alternatives and selecting
the most appropriate action. integrating the results of risk assessment with engineering
data and with social. economic. and political concerns to reach a decision.

Risk management integrates political. legal and engineering approaches to manage risks.
Risk management is the action proposed based on the beSt alternative from the decision-

2<lJ

maker's point of view and Individual/group priorities. Generally risk assessment is carned
out objectively. whereas risk management involves preferences and altitudes. which have
objective and subjective elements (Duah. 1993).

This chapter first describes various multiple criteria or multiple attribute decision-mmng
(MCDM or MADM) approaches. which are commonly used in environmental nsk
management. These approaches

aJl:

di5Cussed with the help of fuzzy logic concepts. In

addition to MCDM. various alternative ranking techniques :md weighting schemes are
discussed. The proposed MCDM approach - fuzzy composite programming involvmg the
analytical hierarchy process (AHP) and weighting schemes are discussed 10 detail.
Secondly the cost eSllmatlOn for environmental damage and treatment technologies. :lOd
the status of vanous treatment optionS are described. Only those treatment tel,;hnology
options that

aJl:

relevanl to offshore disposal of drilling waste are discussed In thiS

chapter. In the end. the research methodology developed in Chaplers

~

10 6 IS

summarised. This overall research summary will help in applying the developed.
methodology for a case study in Chapter 7. Figure 6.1 iIlustr.nes and e.-;pl3lns the
organisation of this chapter.

6.2. MULTIPLE CRITERIA DECISION-MAKING (MCDM)
Decision-making is an integral part of all management issues and is part of our daily
lives. The main concern in decision-making is that decision problems are multiple and
diverse in nature and usually have conflicting criteria. In the last ]0 years. research
related to multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM) or multiple attribute decision·

making (MADM) has produced enormous literature in the fields of engineering. business
and social sciences. Decision-making is broadly classified into MCDM and MODM
(multiple objective decision making). The MCDM is associated with problems whose
alternatives are predefined and the decision-maker is to select or rank various
alternatives. The MODM designs the most promising alternative with respect to limited
resources. Hwang and Yoon (1981) have critically reviewed methods and applications of
MCDMlMGDM for a single decision-maker. For more than one decision-maker, the
problem becomes complex and the best solution is the one that will be accepted by all
decision-makers. Hwang and Lin (1987) have also discussed group decision-making
under multiple criteria.

Multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM) methods
for risk management

cD

(1\

&

Offshore trutment technology options

Cost estimation

r:;\ Propostd risk management metbodology

6

Figure 6.1. Organization of chapter for developing a methodology for risk management
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Fuzzy set applications in decision-making are the extension of many methods used in
crisp sets of multiple roteria IC:Chnlques. Chen and Hwang (1992) have summarised
various MCDM methods and categonsed them. Research atlempts to incorporate
uncenatnty into decislon-mak.tng of various attributes Involve probability theory and/or
fuzzy set theory. Fuzzy set theory is an imponant tool for modeling uncenainty or
Imprecision arising from human perception. Human judgement is involved in decision
making in different disciplines. therefore a rational approach toward decision making has
to take mto account human subjectivity.

A MCDM problem can be expressed in a matrix form

x,

X,

A, [

X;,

X,;
X.

A.

X.,

X~

Xu

X.
X"]
X_
X;.

(6.1)

A, = 1.1... m are possible courses of acuon Of alternatives:

x, = I. 2... ,. are attributes WIth reference to measured alternative performanccs: and
X. = Performance or rating of alternative A. with respect to attribute or cnteria X,.

[n practical problems, It is common that X. are not assessed precisely due to
unquantifiable. incomplete and non-obtainable information and partiaJ ignorance. The

unquantifiable infonnation leads to subjective attributes. for example good. poor. hIgh.
low. elc. Examples of incomplete mformation are ·about one million-.• less than 10
miles per l'Iour· etc. Sometimes cnsp dala are obl3inable but need a lot of resources. but
"approximalion" is possible with less effort and lime. Sometimes linguistic descnpuons
are used because of non-availability of infonn:nion. Fuzziness is also attributed due to
ignorance of factual conditions. These limilations in MCDM methcxls lead 10 fuzzy based
approaches.

6.2.1. CLASSIFICATION OF FUZZY MCDl\1 METHODS
A basic introduction to fuzzy numbcn is given in Chapter 5. The applicallons of fuzzy set
theory in various engineering disciplines. especially in decision-making. have g;uned a 101
of popularity. To perfonn MCDM uSIng fuzzy based methods. lhe following two steps
are followed:

The aggregation of the perfonnance scores with respect to all the anributes for each
allemative;and

•

The rank ordering of the alternative according to the aggregated scores

These IWO steps are referred to as ·final rating· and ranking order-. respectively. In crisp
MCDM lhe final rating is expressed in real numbcn. therefore r.l.ting order can easily be
explained. Therefore. in traditional crisp MCDM only the fint slep is relevant. In a fuzzy
MCDM problem. lhe performance scores of the alternatives are compared and lhe rank

order of fuzzy numben

i~

determmed. which IS not a tnvial task. Therefore:. both phases

are integral pans of fuzzy MCDM. The taxonomy of fuzzy MCDM methods is shown in
Figure 6.1. Chen and Hwang (1991) have classified MCDM models based on the
following four stages:

I. Problem size;
2. Dat3lype:
3. MCDM methods: and
..l.

Techniques.

The sIze of lhe MCDM problem depends on the size of aJtem:nives and aunbutes.
Generally. fuzzy methods are suitable for 31lema!lves and auributes less than 10. The dala
could be

In

lhe fonn of II) all fuzzy. (2) all fuzzy singlelon (sIngle value :and its

cOlTesponding membership function). (3) all crisp. and miJuure of fuzzy and cnsp. In
slage 3. the concepls of fuzzy methods are denved from classical methods of MCDM:
simple additive weighting (SAW). analytical hierarchy process (AHP). multiple attribute
utility function (MAUF). ele. This final st:l.ge provides the techniques required for
applying fuzzy MCDM methods that include the u-cut method. fuzzy :arithmetic
operatiOns. possibility and necesslly measures. elgen-vector method. eiC. The details of
references and sources of these approaches can be: seen in Chen and Hwang (1992).

I

l~

H

6.2.1. fUZZy COMPOSITE

PROCRA~"',,"NG (CP)

FOR DECISION·MAKJNG

Fuuy composite 3nd compromise programming techniques are nOi given in the
taxonomy provided by Chen and Hwang (199::!). Fuzzy composite programming IS an
extension of compromise programming (Bogardi and Bardossy. 1983). In this approach.
the analytical hierarchy process and fuzzy arithmetic are used. Recently. this approach
has gained popularity 3nd many researchers have used it in environmental declsionmakmg problems (e.g.. James and L..et:. 1992: L..et:. 1992: Lee et aL 1991 and Stansbury
et;al.. 1989 etc.). A dctaileddcscnpuon of this technique: is given m this section.

It is difficult to select an appropriate risk management strategy when the values of input

vanables. such as ecological 3nd human health risks. cost. and qualitative terms like
technical feasibility. are uncenam. Some multiple criteria decision.makmg opumlZ3110n
10015. Including lineaT mulu-obJecllve programmmg. goal programmmg. comprormse
programming. composite programming. multI-attribute utility theory 3nd ELECTRE
programming are very popular for thIS type: of problem. Stansbury (1991) has compared
some of the decision-making models including MAUE ELECTRE and composite
programming (CP) and suggested that the choice of an appropnate MCOM method
depends on the followmg facton;:

I. Type of anribute \'a1ues - qualitative or quantiuti\·e.
.,

Types of alternatives· continuous or discrete options.

3. Robustness of R:sults with respect
4. Ease of computation. and

[0

changes in attribute values.

5. Decision-maker - an individual or a group.

Compromise prognmming. composite programming. and multi auribme utility theory
can effecuvely deal wuh

disc~te

and continuous options. The:se: MCDM tools arc used 10

assist decision·makers in solving problems involving multiple attributes and multiple
criteria. The uncertaimies inherem in these: problems are often treated separately from the
decision process itself. The decision analysis is often carried out using point or crisp
estimates. meaning no uncertainty within input variables. Fuzzy composite programming
(CP)

IS

used to assist deciSion-makers in solVing problems of multiple auribl.ues and

conflicting objectives. Lee (1992) and Lee et al. (1991) incorpor.lted such uncertainties In
MCDM processes for the management of dredged material disposal and for developing
management strategies for nitrate control in dnnking water.

Stansbury et al. (1989) have developed a methodology that uses compoSite programming
for studying the risk-cost tradeoffs of dredged materials in tenos of ecological. human
health and. socioeconomic impacts. The environmental risk and COSt due to eJl:cavatioo.
uansportation. and disposal of dredged material

we~

evaluated for different available

alternatives. The: objective was to consider both the economics of dredging and humanhealth and ecological risks that an: associated with

~dging

pnxesses. Basic indicators

such as carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic human health risk.. ecological risks and costs
were defined. Composite programming (CPj organizes the problem into the following
format:
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l.

Idenlificatlon of management a1lCmauves:

_. Definition of basic indicators:
]

Grouping them into more fi;eneralized indicators:

..l.

Defining weights. balancing fxtors. the best and worst values of lhe mdic:uors: and

S. Estimation and ranking of lhe altemalives.

CP is a step by step procedure of regrouping a set of various basic indicators 10 fonn a
single indicatOl'" (Bogardi and Bardossy. 1983). CP uses a composilC slructure of the basiC
indicators selecled for risk management of drilling W3SlC. In addition 10 COSI and
lechmcal feasibililY. risks to both human and non-human populations can also be taken as
basiC indicatOR. Cart:inogenic and non-cartinogenic human health and ecologIcal risks
can also be considered.

The firsl step in CP is the normalization of the basic indicators. This is necessary because
all basic Indicators have different units and are difficult to compare in lheir respective
units. AI lhe first level. human cancer and non-C:IDCer risks are determined for different
contaminants. which are grouped inlo cancer and non-cancer human risk indices.
Similarly. ecological risks for aU species of commercial

significan~

are deteonined f()l'"

differenl conlam..inants to get ecological nsk indices. AI level 2. the human hcallh cancer
and non-cancer risks are grouped as a human health risk index. The same procedure is
repealed for individuaJ ecological risk indices 10 get a final ecological risk index. The
Lcvel-2 human and ecological risk indices are grouped to form lhe final environmenlal
risk. al Level 3. The same procedure is repeated for cost and technical feasibility of
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treatment operations. The grouping for different attributes is perfonned in steps, until we
get the total risk index, total cost and total technical feasibility of operations to make a
trade-off analysis among conflicting objectives. This trade-off analysis for different
alternatives can be done at all hierarchy levels. The system index value at Level 4
represents the contribution of the final risk index, total cost and final technical feasibility
of operations. Figure 6.3 shows a framework of composite programming in a step by step
procedure for risk management of drilling waste discharges.

Figure 6.3. The framework for fuzzy composite programming for drilling waste risk
management
A fuzzy set U is defined as a set of objects or elements x as U = {x}. Therefore a fuzzy
set A in U is characterised by a set of ordered pairs A = {(x),

j1,o, (x)},

'r:I U 3 x, where j..t",

(x) is grade or degree of membership of x in A (Zadeh, 1965). The membership function
IJ,o, (x)

assumes its value [0, I]. When IJ

= 0, it does not belong to A and if j..t = I, it
213

indicates x is definitely an element in A. Values between 0 and I show Ihe degree of
belief.

The values of the basic indicators can be designated by fuzzy numbers to characterise
Iheir unceltainties. By defining Z; (x) as a fuzzy number of the

th

basic indicator with a

trapezoidal membership function of JJ{Zi (x»). various management alternatives under
uncertainty can be evalualed. The confidence level for an unceltain value can be
delennined using observed or measured variability. Since units of basic indicators are
different, the actual value of each basic indicator should be transformed into an index,
Su,(x), using the best or the worst value of the indicator as shown in Figure 6.4 (Lee,

1992).

T.. . .

~
.. ~
...""" .......

Z;Jt(AI

IZ,.. (x)-WORZi ]
Su( x)= OBE:SZi-WORZi
[

..

'~

'

"""'"

< Z,.. ( x) < BESZi

Z,,A( x) ~ WORZi

z...foJ

S (x)= Z,,A(x)-WORZi

.. ~
.......

~ BESZi

WORZi

,..

BESZi - WORZi

[o

]

Z.~" < BES7i

BESZi

< Zi.. (x)<WORZi

Z,,A( x)~WORZi

••.• 10)

Figure 6.4. Transforming actual value Z i.h (x) into normalized index value S i,h (x)

Using the index values of basic indiC3lOrs, the Level 2 index values,

Lj.h

(x), of composite

indicators can be defined by
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L,.(xI'"

[,.,11oO·,,{s.... ,(xJr f'"''

(6.2)

whc~.

"I::

Number of ~lemen(s in second-level group j:

Sr./l.,J (x) '"

Basic value for /~ basic indicator in Ihc second level group j of basIc indicators
with membership of h;

\l."J

=

PI =

Weight rcnecting Ihc importance of each basic indicator (l

wlJ:=:

1); and

The balancing factor for group j.

Funher. Ihc mdu values

4".1:/. of the third level composite indic:JIOB can be calculated

by using the mdelt values fOf the second level composite indicators. This procedure IS
repeated until the final step. which c:omparcs three inde:\ values of Ihc ~'" level indicators:
environmental risk.

COSI

and technical feasibility.

Selecting weights (100') and balancing factors (pI depends on a single or group of decisionmakers. The weights represent the relative imponance of each indic:llor

iIS

viewed by

it

decision-maker. whereas the balancing factors acCOUni for maximum deviation of the
indicalOf1 and limil the abilit)' of one indicalor to subslitule for another. A .....eighting
technique is used 10 group basic indicators inlO more general groups. The weighlS are
allotted in each group based on Iheir relative importance:. The process. called an
analytical hierarchy process (AHP). is used to determine the weigh! of each indicator in a
group by a paired comparison of each of the indicators (SUI)'. 1988: l...ee. 1992).
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To determine Ihe ranktng for various managemenl alternalives. assume U.(J as a fuzzy
number. which is represented by a final composite IndicatOf of alternallve
help of two Index v3lues. Lh l (:rl and 4.0(.1"1. the

~mbenhip

.f.

With the

function. JJIL (.1"J/. of the

fuzzy number can be calculaled approximately. For m management ahernallves there are
m fuzzy numben. [U.r)..1" = L 2.....

mI.

to which any ranking melhod can be applied.

The Chen ranking melhod (198.5) deteonines the ranking of m fuzzy numbers by using
maximising and minimising sets. This method has been extensively used in ranking
alternalive studies (Lee. 1991: Stansbury. 1989). The melhodology of fuzzy composlle
programming allows the incorporation of complex social. ecological and economic
informalion into the fuzzy decIsion mwng process. The details of weIghting schemes
and fuzzy ranking methods arc: gIVen in later seclions.

6.2.3. CONVERTING LINGUISTIC TERr.-1S TO FUZZY NUMBERS
In MCDM we generally deal with linguislic IConS good. very poor. excellent etc. A
numerical approximation is proposed to convert linguistic teons into corresponding fuzzy
numben. Chen and Hwang (1992) have defined eight scales 10 convert linguislit: terms
into fuzzy numbers. Two Imponant scales

~

reponed in Figure 6.5. The finl scale has 3

levels. whereas the second scale contouns five levels. The linguisllc lerms for !he finl
scale are -low·, medium- and
low~

:lnd

~very

-high~.

In the second scale. two additional degrees· -\'ery

high- • are introduced.

Zl6

~ 0.6

',L__

~

'-__...L_ _"":"'

l-...-J

,,

'-~--'--'-----~-'---'--'--'-----'

Figure 6.5. Conversion of linguistic terms into numerical scores

The same linguistic terms contain different meaning at different scales. The "high" in first
scale means [(0.6,0), (0.8,1.0), (1.0,1.0), (1.0,0)], i.e. the most likely interval (when the
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membership funcllon. JJ. is I) IS in between 0.8 and I and the bargest likely interval is in
between 0.6 and I {when the membership funclion. JJ is Ot But in the second scale the
~high-

means ((0.6.0). (0.7.5.1.0). (0.9.0)1. This reflects the fact that the same hngulstlc

tenns may posses different meaning for different occasIons.

The principle of this syslem is

10

pick a scale that contains all verbal terms given by the

decision-maker and use the fuzzy numbers in that scale to represent the meaning of the
verbal terms. Chen and Hwang (1992) have recommended that scales be used m the
Simplest form available. The determination of the number of conversIon scales IS
intuitive. Miller (l96Sl has pointed OUt that

~

7

~: ~

represents the greatest amount of

mformatlon that an observer c:an give about the objects based on absolute Judgement.
Therefore. the scales between .5 and 9 may contain maximum mfonn:l.lion about relative
imponance of options/alternatives. which are to be compared. In risk management of
drilling waste some basic indicators are defined qualitatively. The scale shown in Figure
6.5 will help in defining the numerical scores for those basic indicators used in fuzzy
composite programmmg.

6~4.

ruZZY RANKING METHODS

In traditional MCDM methods. all X•• :and lv, (relative importance of allnbules) values
are taken

3$

crisp values. A utility function U (.(/.

.'£1, ••• _"...)

is defined by a decision-

maker. For alternatives A" the utility function aggregates its performance ratings X. into a
final rating. U,. This final rating determines how well one alternative satisfies Ihe
decision-maker's utility. The alternatives with higher final ratings are prefem:d by a

'"

decision-maker, If the final ratlngs are real numbers. then il is suaightforward to decide
on the best alternative.

The alternative performance raung

X~

can be crisp. fuzzy. and/or linguIstic. When fuzzy

dala are incorporated into MCDM problems the final ratings are no longer crisp numbers.
rather they are fuzzy numbers. The fuzzy numbers are not straightforward (0 compare. In
MCDM applications when the final ratings are fuzzy. different ranking methods can be
used to compare these fuzzy utility values. Chen and Hwang (1992) have classified
ranking melhods mto four major groups as shown In Figure 6.6.

These groups are preference relallon. fuzzy mean and spread. fuzzy sconng and linguisllc
expressIon. f;lch class is funher categorised based on the technique mvolved. Fuzzy
sconng techniques are the most popular. In defining lefllrigtu scores. Chen's ranking
method (1985) is extensively used for risk-cost trade-off analysis (e.g.. Stansbury et al.
(1989). Lee (1992) etc.). Another simple and popular melhod proposed by Y3ger (19803.
bl is based on centroid value. Details of Chen (1985) and Yager (19803. bl methods are
given in the next section.

Chen Rankin. Method n985>
The first step in Chen's ranking method (1985) is to estimate the final composite UtI of
alternative A,. The final index value of the composite system is in Ihe form of fuzzy
numbers. With the help of index values. L" _/

(x}

and

L~ .0 (x},

the membership.1Jlx} can

be estimated.

"9

nli
.J

•
!

I

~

o

u

o

,

~

~

>N
~

-,

Uthe~

of these

~m~

arc

~m~

alternatives.

the~

arc m fuzzy numbers [U.tI.:1" =/. 1••. ml, The r.1I1k.ing

fuzzy numbers is done by maximising and minimising:J. sct. The m:uimising

sct M is a fuzzy subset with membership fUnC1ion JJJLJ given 3S

(6.3)

whe~. '-~

=min[min4-tJ IxJl and l.-.. = max[ma.'4-tJ (xII for., = I, ... , nr. Then the

right utility value. U,jxJ. fOf ahemauve A.. is defined as

U.( X J '" ma:etminf JJ"I LI.JJ[lJ x Jill

16A)

The minimIsing set G is a fuzzy subset with membership function IJdLI gIven as

IL-L_'
J.I.,,(LI- fL_-L_"

[

o

.

L

HH
-

]

.....

(6.5)

OTHERWISE

The left utility value. Udx). for alternative A., is defined as

U l ( X J=maxf,min[ }JG( L),}J[ U .'JI/)

(6.6)

The total utility or ordering value for alternative A, is
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(6.7)

The alternative, which has (he highest ordering value, is selected as the best altemalive.
Chen (1985) has generalised the results for trapezoidal fuzzy numbers as shown in Figure
6.7.

U,(X)=l-[

(d,-L•• )

+)

2 (L-..-L... {~)-(bi-dl)

(L_-C,!]

(6.8)

(L-.-L....,.)+(a;-c/)

Figure 6.7. Chen (1985) ranking method for trapezoidal fuzzy numbers

Yager's Centroid Index Ranking Method <l980bl
In this category of ranking methodology, the centroid of the fuzzy number is detennined.
Each geometric centre corresponds to an x value on the horizontal axis. Yager (1980b)
has proposed a ranking index as follows:
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Ig(x)J1.(x)dx

x =
o

0

I

(6.9)

IJ1J x)dx

where g(x) is treated as a weight function measuring lhe importance of the value x. The
denominator serves as a normalising factor whose value is equal to the area under the
membership function J.l;. When g(x)

=x

(linear weight), equation 6.9 gives the Xo

(geometric cenlre). The value of Xo is the weighted mean value of fuzzy number L(x) and
higher X o values are considered bener. Figure 6.8 shows a comparison of two fuzzy
numbers and their cenlroids. The software Risk Calc (1995) estimates the centroid of a
fuzzy number. The cenlroid is generally not the same as the mean except for scalars.

A1>A]
A1 is betler than Al

A,

Figure 6.8. Yager's (1980b) cenlroid index method for ranklng fuzzy numbers
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Yagefs estimate for ranking fuzzy numbers is nO( considered to be a \'ery reliable method
and Murakami et al. (1983) have modified thiS method. In this resC3rch. both Chen's
(1985) and Yager's (198Ob) methods were used to rank the altematives.

6.1.5. WEIGHTING METHODS
MCDM methods require information about the relative importance of each 3ltribute or
Cntcna.. The preference weights .uc csumated with the help of an Imponance matnx.

They arc nomuliscd to sum to I. Incase of

~"~

cntena.. a set of weights is

(6,10)

and

I~'"'' =1

(6.11)

The MCDM problem becomes

A,

A.

A..

[::,

X;,

X..,

:,:][ :.~
X;,.

M.;

X_

1\'.

(6.12)

'"

Hwang and Yoon (1981) described four different techniques for MCDM weighting
schemes, which include: eigen.vector method. weighted least square method. entropy
method and UNMAP. Saaty (1977) has introduced a method of scaling ratios using the
principal eigen-vector of a positive comparison matrix. WelghtlOg coefficients are
assessed to reneet the relative imponance of each attribute. SaalY (1988) suggested an
analytical hierarchy procedure (AMP) to estimate the relative weight of each attribute in a
group based on a paired comparison. To compare criterion

~i"

with

~r

the decision·maker

can assign value alj from Table 6.1.

Table 6.1. Linguistic measures of imponance (Saaty. 1988)
lntensityof
imponan<e

Definition
Equal importance
Weak irnponance
SlJong importance

Demonstr.ued importance
AbsolUie importance

2.4.6.8

Intermediate values

He proposed the following steps to assign the weights:

a. If alj=

T,

then

aJi

= (IIi). where T:fc 0 and i:fc j;

b. Ifi=j. then a,j= aji = I; and
c. ConstTUCt matrix A = (oj j =1,.. , n; j = 1,.., n).

Saaty (1988) has shown Ihat Ihe elgen-vector corresponding to Ihe maximum eigen value
of matrix A IS a cardinal r.lIio scale for the CriteriOi compared. The

e.i~n

value problem

can be solved by

(6.13)

A·W", rb""",'W

where. rb...... is a scalar corresponding to the maximum e:igen value .md the umt veclOr
"W' corresponding 10 rb-.. gives Ihe preference weighl5.

Lu and Hu (1999) have: suggested a simple technique for calculating the welghl5 in water

quality an3lYSls. They used a decision matrix for three different facton: chlorophyll-a
(C). phosphorous (P) and Secchi depth (5) for detem"nnmg eutrophication effects. The

relative Imponance of these faclors can be assigned usmg values given In Table 6.1.

C

I

J'" 2
[

//2

J
//2 1/3

'] ,

3

C

(6.14)

I

A normalised matrix {is dctennined by nonnalising the matrix J column .....ise. The final
weighted vector can be derived from summing the clements of each row of mauix I and
nonnalising again for this vector.

'"

I

0.333] [0.89' 1

0.186

0.273

= 0.57J

0.546

0.500

0./82

0.167

[ 0./43

Therefore after normalising 10

wT =[p

C

51

I.

~

(6.151

1.617

0.4914 ~

the above equation becomes

= [0.297

0.539 0.1641

16.161

A double weighting scheme is proposed in composite programming lcquallon 6.:'!). The
other

I~

of weighl used in CP is balancing faclor

(PI)'

The balancing factor

(PI)

is

assigned to groups of indicators to reneCt Ihc imponancc of the ma"lffium deviations.

which represent maximum difference. an indicator value. and Ihc beSt value for that
indicator. The larger the value. the greater the concern with respect to Ihc maximum

deviation. When PI =1. all deviauons are equally weighted. for PI =::!. exh dc:vlallon
receives lIS importance

In

proponton to ilS magnitude (Tomoel a!.. 19881.

6.1.6. CONVERTING 5TATlSTlCAL DATA

."'TO FUZZY NmtBERS

The concept of probability is usuaJly related 10 the frequency of occurrence of events.
obtained by repeated expenments. In contr.lSt. fuzzy sct theory could provide the
appropriate framework to asscss the posSibility of events rather than their probability
(Dubois and Prade. 1986). The most crucial step in the design of a problem that is to be
solved by fuzzy set methods is Ihe dctennination of membership functions (,ul. There are
many guidelines on developing membership functions for fuzzy sets. The fuzzy sets

based on statistics an: perhaps the most naturally fuzzy sets that can be used (Civanlar
and Trussel. 1986).

The statistical data can be represented by histograms. which can be used for
appro1l.imation of a probability density function (PDF). Consequently. the fuzzy setS
using this histogram can follow the rule that.

m3lI

lu (x)) = I. A similar approach IS used

by Guyonnet et al. (2000) for companng Me simulations and fuzzy sets as twO methods
of measuring uncert:unlles. Figure 6.9 shows that the highest frequency value (mode or
MLV) IS allotted a membership value of 1. Similarly the other values arc also normalised
proportionally.

Civanlar and Trussel (1986) have pointed OUI that from a heunsuc point of vIew the
elements that are most likely should have high membership values. however the set
should be as selective as possible. These reqr.nrements are given below:

1. E l,u (x) I x should be distributed according to underling probability density funcllOn

(PDF);
.,

0 S,u S I. Because an infinite scale is not necessary 10 assign grade of membership
funclion: and

3.

I'; should be minimised Le.

the fuzzy number should be as small as possibly.

'"

Values

Values

Figure 6.9 Conversion of statistical data into a fuzzy number

Jooste (2001) developed a simple methodology for risk estimation of co-occurring
stressors in an aquatic ecosystem based on fuzzy sets. He used the lowest 5th , median and
the highest 95 th percentiles defining a triangular fuzzy number. A similar approach was
adopted in this research. The confidence intervals of lowest 1% and highest 99% were
used to define the largest likely interval of the fuzzy number. The mode or most frequent
value was used to define the most likely value of the fuzzy number with a membership
function value of 1. Figure 6.10 shows this methodology for developing a triangular
fuzzy number from statistical data. The models developed in this research (Chapters 3-5)
are statistical in nature. The values were converted into triangular fuzzy numbers using
this technique.
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PDF

Triangular
fuzzy number

Values

99%

Figure 6.10. Methodology for developing a lriangular fuzzy number

The next section focuses on the status of various types of treatment technology options
available for offshore drilling operations. It helps in understanding the technical
feasibility parameters of the treatment devices used for drilling waste risk management.

6.3. STATUS OF OFFSHORE TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY
The clean water act (CWA) requires the U.S. EPA to identify effluent reductions
attainable through the application of a Best Practicable Control Technology (BIT). The
U.S. EPA has estimated effluent levels based on the long-term average of the best
existing treatment plants of various sizes and ages. The BIT is applied to conventional
(BOD" 55. pH and fecal coliform etc.), toxic. and non-conventional pollutants. The
CWA has recommended the Best Conventional Pollutant Control Technology (BCf) as
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an additional level of control for discharges of conventional polluwlts from e:tisling
indllSlrial point sources. The CWA has also established the Bur Availablr TrchnQ{og....
£conQmicall~'

Achi,..,.ablr (BAT) as Iheir main fe:lIure 10 conlrOl the discharge of tOXIC

and non-eonvenllonal poliUlants. The BAT effluent Iimltallon guidelines represent the
best e:tisling economically achievable performance of din:ct discharging plants. The
imponant factors an: the cost of achieving BAT effluent reductions. the age of equipment
and facilities involved. processes used and engineering aspects of control technology. and
non-water quality impaclS etc. The BAT economic achlevability is detennined on !he
basis of the lotal cost to the Industnal subcategory and the overall effect of the rule on lhe
indusU'Y'sfinanciaJ health.

The U.S. EPA (2000t:l) suppon:s pollutiOn prevention lechnology (P2) by encouraging the
appropriate use of SBFs. The U.S. EPA intends to comrol the discharge of SBFs. etthc:r
by using stale of the an technology and/or by encouraging the replacemenl of OBFs. The
OBFs are subject to zero discharge requin:ments and land based disposals are
recommended. The U.S. EPA has estim.l.Ied drilling fluid retention values for solid
conlrOl equipment used in the U.S. offshore (baseline solids control system) and for add
on solids control sYSlerns (used in the Nonh Sea). which are capable of reducing retention
values lower than the baseline solids conlrOl system.

6.3.1. SOLID CONTROL SYSTEMS
The function of the solid control system is to separate drill cunings from drilling fluid and
althe same time maintain rheological properties of drilling fluids. The quality of drilling

:no

fluids deteriorates as the quantity of fine particles in the drilling fluid increases (Anon,
1999). The solid control system contributes to the fine particle fraction due to breakdown
of larger particles. Therefore, the design and operation of the solid control system is
important to limit the mechanical destruction of cuttings.

Separation of base drilling fluid is more difficult for WBFs than SBPS/OBFs. The solids
have a tendency to disperse in the water phase. Therefore, different treatment techniques
are used for WBFs and SBPS/OBFs. Additional treatments such as hydrocyclones and
chemical flocculation units are used for WBFs. Typical solid control systems for SBPs
drilling waste consist of primary and secondary shale shakers, a "drying" shale shaker or
centrifuge which further removes the drilling fluid from the cuttings, a "high-GOO shale
shaker or centrifuge to remove fine solids, and a sand trap. Table 6.2 categorises various
solid control devices. A brief description of various types of commonly used solid control
devices is given in the following section.

Table 6.2. Drilling fluid recovery devices category
Unit Type
Linear motion shale shaker
Mud Cleaner

Category

G-Force

Secondary shale shaker

6.25

'FRU

Decanting centrifuge

FRU

Linear motion shale shaker

Dry"

8.0

Vibrating centrifuge

Dryer

130

Vertical centrifuge

Dry"

800

Squeezing press

Dry"
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Shale shakers are vibrating screens used 011 primary and secondary levels of ue:ument.
The primary or scalp shale shaker removes the larger size drill cutlings and protecls
downstream equipment from wear and tear. The primary shale shaker (PSS) recovers the
drilling fluid from coarser size cuttings and sends the drilling fluid stream to a secondary
shale shaker (SSS. mud cleaner). The cUllings from Ihe pnmary shale shaker are
somelimes sent 10 a new Iype of shale shaker. called a

-drying~

shaker or

~cuttlng

dryer-.

which treats cuttings. unlike the secondary shale shaker. which IrealS drilling fluid (Anon.
1999).

In shale shaker design. screen clOIh charactensllcs. mOlion type. posHion and size of
screen and a.rrangement of multiple screens are imponanl par.llT'lClers. The factor Ihal
differentlales primary and secondary shale shakers is the size of solids removed. The
pnmary shale shakers have coarser screens Ihan lhe secondary and Ihe drying shale
shakers. longer retenuon times on shale shakers increase Ihe degradatIon of solids on the
screens. ROll screens provide the least retention time and surface area in comparison to
OIher designs. Recently. corrugaled screens are in vogue. which provide more surf3ce
area and more retention time. but 3t the same time more capacily as well. Downward
slope orienl.ation provides faster convey:mce and less retentlon tlme compared to upward
slope.

The U.S. EPA

(2O'JOb)

has evaluated Ihe operation of primaI"Y and secondary shale

shakers for flal and corrugated screen deigns. Two lier shale shakers are very popular in
!he GOM (Gulf of Mexico). The U.S. EPA (:!OOOb. 199901) has observed Ihal

[~

downward sloping flat screens on the lOp lier minimise mechanical degr",datlOn of
cuttings. The bonom tier is generally corrugated and slopes upward toward the discharge
end. The cuttings from lower screens consist of smaller cuttings and mud type solids.
These types of shale shakers require a force of:! 10 4G.

High-G Slwk Shaker
The applied G force in [his Iype of shale shakers ranges from 6 to 80. The hlgh-G
shakers are used to remove fine

P3J"llCIeS

from drilling fluid 10 mainlaln the

lhe drilling fluid stream. These shakers can also be used as

~dryingR

ViSCOSity

of

shakers. The U.S.

EPA 1:!000b. 199901) has observed Ihat high-G shale shakers are eqUIpped with upward
sloping corrugated screens. The solids discarded from high-G shale shakers are in the
fonn of mud. bUI carry finer panIcles lhan the secondary shale shakers.

Cenrrtrum

Centrifuges are either a substilute for shale shakers or used as an add-on technology in
addition to shale shakers. When centrifuges are used with shale shakers the efficiency of
the solid conlrol system increases by up to 30 or 40%. 1llese units are installed in place
of drying shale shakers. Recently. cenlrifuges have been used 10 recover SBFs from large
cuttings: such cenuifuges are very large in size and process all coane :md small drill
cumngs.

Mud 10 is

tI

combination of shal~

thai vibrtates and

achi~v~s

shak~r

and

c~ntrifug~.

It has an

int~mal

rotating

con~

very low retention of SBFs on cunings (U.S. EPA. 2000b). A

schematic of 3n arrangement of solid control system

In

in Figure 6.11. This solid control :ur.mgement is 3ble

the Nonh SCtI and GOM is shown
10

reduce SBFs retention v31uc to

3.85%. The centrifuge dryer is different from Mud 10 3nd has 3 vertic311y oriented screen
centrifuge and has a v~ry high·G v3lue. The U,S. EPA (2000b) has reported th3t retention
values3J'e as low as 3.72% in thatcasc.

SquHUPn:s.~

Squeeze presses

~

used to separate tlttached drilling nuid from the bulk cUlllngs

stream prior to discharge. The squeeze press crc3tCS
entrtappcd drilling nuid. This

IS

:I

wa.st~

brick like solid chunk WIth

not widely used for recovering of drilling nuid. It can

reduce the retention level to 6.71 % SBFs on cuttings. which is

10

between the efficiencll

of primtlry shale shakers (9.32%) 3nd centrifuges (3.7 to 3.85%). The efficiency of a
squeeze press is also better than a secondary shale shaker 03.8%) and mud cleaner
(11.9%).

Fines Removal Units fFRUl or Mud Cleaner
An acceptable level of fines « 5 j.UD) is less than 5% in drilling much. Higher levels lead
to drilling problems due to changes in rheological properties of the drilling nuid. The
U.S. EPA (2000b. 1999a) has suggested that where there are unfavourable formation
characteristics. operators must be limited to diluting the fines in the tlctive mud system

through addition of fresh SBF and/or capturing a portion of fines in a container and
sending the fines for disposal.

SBF

FintslO
duchargf!

Wetcv.ttInp
SBF
ntllrnf!dla
wf!llban

Clltlings10 dischargf!

Fnsh SBF

Finf!slrom sandtrop duchargf!

Figure 6.1 L Configuration of Mud 10 solid control system (U.S. EPA, 2000b)
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Thermal Trealnwnl Unil5

The U.S. EPA (2000b) has

invesu~aled

fOUf thennaJ distillations and oxidation processes

for removing 011 from drill cUllmgs as a part of their fin:ll rulemaklng. These technologies
:1ppeared to be promising in achievIng their goal in oil based types of waste. But the L'.S.
EPA (2000b) has rejected them for further investigation becaU$C of asscx:iated difficulties
with these technologies. which include installation offshore. operalion of equipment.
handling of processes waste and their by products. etc. The U.S. EPA (200Gb) has also
mentioned thai using thennal distillation technologies offshore is geuing popular for SBF
waste treatment and recovery. The U.S. EPA C!OOOb) did not reeommend these
technologies for defining BAT limitations. although they

i1re

more popular in land based

lrc:atmentprocesses.

6.3.2. PERFOR.fvlANCE Of SOLID CONTROL SYSTEMS
A primary shale shaker is genef3l1y a first treatment device m a solid control system. The
secondary shale shaku receives drilling fluidfdrill cutlings from primary shale shakers.
The U.S. EPA (2OOOb) has eSlimaled and reported long lenn average retention values of
10.6'% by ..".eight of synthetic base fluid on wei cunings fOt'" a primary shale shaker and

15.0% for a secondary shale shaker. The U.S. EPA (2000b) has also proVided fCtenlion
data for a vibrating centrifuge. the add-on solid control technology that is currently in use
in the North Sea. Based on available data... a long-tenn average of 5.14% by Wet weighl of
synthetic base fluid can be achieved wilh a vibrating centrifuge.

The U.S. EPA (200001. bl have proposed effluent limitation guidelines for the control of
pollutant dischaJEes associated with the retention on cuttings (ROC) of SBFs. The U.S.
EPA used the statistics of performance of various solid conuol devices for the following

I. Estimaling the quantities of current baseline pollUiant disc:harges:

.,

Calculating the potential effluent limns: and

3. Evaluating regulatory options.

The U.S. EPA (2000b) has selected two final numeric limits for the retention of $BFs on
cuttings. For base fluid (e.g.. ester) environmental propenies - toxicity. biodegradation.
and bioaccumulation • the average ROC should not exceed 9.4% by wet weight. A
technology including horizontal and venical centrifuges. squeeze presses. and hIgh G
dryers can be used. For other types of base nuids. the average ROC should

not

exceed

6.9fl, by wet weight. The U.S. EPA (2000b) has summarised percent retention of SBFs
on cunings based on three different teChnology types. These technologies include simple
shaJe shaker systems (e.&.. primary and secondary shaJe shakers etc.). cunings dryers
(e.g.. horizontal centrifuge and Mud 10). vertical centrifuge. squeeze press. high G dryer
and fines removaJ units (FRlJ) (e.g.. decanting centrifuges :md mud cleaners). The
reponed data are expressed by weight of SBF/weight of wet cuttings. The summary of
data is given in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3. SBFs solid control system perfonnance (modified after. U.S. EPA. 2000b)

Technology category/subcategory

No. of
wells

Moan

Std.dev.

(JA)

(a)

95·
percentile
14.3

Primary shale shaker

32

9.32

3.05

Secondary shale shaker

22

13.8

3.48

19.5

Other shale shakers

22

8.96

1.78

IJ.9

Horizontal centrifuge (Mud 10)

2.

3.85

2.01

7.16

Venical centrifuge

3.72

1.54

6.26

Squeeze press

6.71

1.39

8.99

High-Gdryer

9.40

2.17

13.0

45

4.89

2.72

9.37

39

4.19

2.06

7.59

Horizontal centrifuge + Venical centrifuge +
Squeeze press

34

3.82

1.89

6.93

Decanting centrifuge

22

9.97

2.27

13.7

Mud cleaner (FRlJ)

21

11.9

2.64

16.2

39

10.8

2.51

14.9

Cuttings dryer 1
Horizontal centrifuge + Venical centrifuge +
Squeeze press + High-G dryer
Cuttings dryer U
Horizontal centrifuge + Venical centrifuge +
Squeeze~S5

Cutlingsdryerlll

Fines removal
Decanting centrifuge + Mud cleaner

The U.S. EPA (2fXX)a, b) have compared the perfonnance of different treatment
technologies. For ester. the numeric limit is based on combining data from high·G dryer,
squeeze press, horizontal centrifuge. and venical centrifuge.

The high-G dryer is

imponant because it takes less space than other technologies. The U.S. EPA (2fXX)b) has
reponed that in the development of a final numeric limit. 3 out of 6 high-G dryers, all 5
squeeze presses and 8 venical centrifuges. and 25 horizontal centrifuges out of 26

complied with the numeric limit of 9.4%. The U.S. EPA (2000b) has also reported that all
eight vertical centrifuges and 24 out of 26 horizontal centrifuges complied with a numeric
limit of 6.9%.

The U.S. EPA (2000a, b) have suggested a baseline treatment train which includes
primary shale shaker (PSS), secondary shale shaker (SSS), and fines removal units
(FRU). The estimated volume contributions in a waste stream for the baseline control
system are 78.5% (PSS), 18.5% (SSS) and 3% (FRU), respectively. Therefore. the
synthetic base fluid percent attachment can be estimated as

Baseline treatment

=(9.32 x 0.785 + 13.8 x 0.185 + 10.8 x 0.03) =10.20 %

The final cuttings waste stream retention values for BAT options I and 2 are given in
Table 6.4. The U.S. EPA (2000b) has estimated the ROC values based on the cutting
dryer I and the fine removal unit (FRU) given in Table 6.3.

Table 6.4. BAT weighted average compliance level solids retention
Performance of system
Options

Cuttings
dryer

FRU

BAT I

-

BAT II

3.82

10.8

Percentconrributed (%)
Cuttings dryer

FRU

Compliance level
(%retention)

97

4.03

100

3.82

In the next section, the cost estimations are made for drilling fluid economic loss,
treatment costs, human health and ecological damage costs etc.
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6.4. COST ESTIMAnON
In risk management. the optimisatioo of cost out of various feasible aJtcmalh'cs is one of

lile major objectives. Technically. various allemalives thai can reduce the nsk arc
possible 10 Implement. but the deciSIve factoc could be the COSI to control that nsk. The
cost for vanous alternatives include the treatment COSI. cost of loss of drilling fluid.
economic loss due 10 lower production of commercially valuable ecological entities.
human health damage cost. and possible non-water quality environmental damages. All
cost esum:ucs arc reponed in CAD S in the following sections.

6..U. DRILLING FLUID COST
The U.S. EPA (2000b) has summarised the cost of SBFs. OBFs and WBFs dnlling fluids.

The U.S. EPA used S70.7/bb1 for WBFs for thciT compliance C051 eSllmates. The OBFs
and SBFs per barrel coslestimates are S117.8 and

S31~.

respectively. The OBFs cost data

estimates are in the range of $ 109.9 to 141.3/bbl. The U.S. EPA (2000bl has suggested a
mean value of $124!barrel for OBFs. The U.S. EPA (2000b) has estimated that within
next few years the SBFs COSt would be within range of $251.2 to 4711bb1. The U.S. EPA
(2OOOb) has also suggested iI mean value of S347/bb1 for SBFs. Table 6.5 summarises

me

range and mean values for COSt estimales of various drilling nuids on a per barrel basis.

The COSIS of drilling nuid loss are based on the amount anached 10 the cunings. which
can be determined for various discharge options.
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Table 6.5. Drilling fluid per barrel cost (S) estimates

lUnge

Drilling Auid
347

251.2 -471

OBFs

124

109.9-141.3

WBF,

70.7

SBFs

6.4.2. SOLIDS CONTROL TREATMENT COST
The U.S. EPA (2000b) has reponed three best available technology options for control
and treatmenl of $BF drill cuttings. which include:

I. COnlrolled discharge BAT option I:

(a) Limitations on stock synthetic base fluid (PAH content, biodegradation rate and
sediment toxicity);
(b) Limitations on discharged SBF-cuttings (no free oil, fonnation oil contamination,
sediment and aqueous toxicity, retention on SBFs cuttings) discharged:
(c) Limitations on Hg and Cd stock barite; and
(d) Prohibition of diesel oil discharge

2. BAT discharge option 2: This is the same as the controlled discharge option except
that retention of SBF on cuttings is based solely on the discharge from the cuttings
dryer units, and does not include an allowance for the discharge of the fines removal
units.
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3. BAT option 3: Zero discharge option (Not considered in this research)

The U.S. EPA (2000a. b) have developed a methodology for calculating compliance cost
for vanous options. 1llC:y have summarised annual technology costs and pollutant
loadings for drill cutting BAT options. 1llC: total treatment cost for year 1999 for various
options is given in Table 6.6.

Table 6.6. Annual total technology cost for various BAT options in 1999
Options

BAT option 1: Discharge with 4.03% Tetention of drilling fluid on cutlings

Technology Cost

(Slyr)
70.<XXJ.<XXJ

BAT option 2: Discharge with 3.82% retention of drilling fluid on cuttings

70.300,<XXJ

BAT OpLion 3: Zero discharge

112.900.<XXJ

The U,S, EPA (2OOOa. b) have estimated per well waste volume using the number of
drilling days required for different model wells from data provided by the American
Petroleum Institute (API). Table 6.7 summarises the estimated drilling days for various
model wells. Active drilling days comprise approximately 40% of the total time to drill,
during which equipment is onsite. The actual days to drill can be calculated by
multiplying by a factor of 2.5 to get active drilling days. For simplicity, one-month
average time (30 days) was assumed to estimate the cost of solid control equipment
rentals and for other expenditures,
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Table 6.7. Drilling days for various model wells
Model well

Active drilling days

Actual drilling days

Shallow water development well

5.2

13.0

Shallow water exploratory well

10.9

27.3

Deep water development well

7.•

19.8

Deep water exploratory well

17.5

43.8

The U.S. EPA (2000b) has also reported the cost associated with onsite treatment of drill
cuttings for the baseline and BAT options. For calculating the incrememal compliance
costs, the baseline solids comrol consisting of primary shale shaker followed by a
secondary shale shaker is considered. The secondary shale shaker receives drilling fluid
from the primary shale shaker and discharges smaller particle sized drill solids than the
primary shaker (Anon, 1999). The purpose of the primary shale shaker is to receive the
drilling fluid and drill cuttings coming from the bore hole and make the first separation of
cuttings from the drilling fluid, whereas the secondary shale shaker is used to separate the
smaller solid particles from the drilling fluid. The long-tenn average of 10.2% base fluid
retained on wet cuttings is reported (U.S. EPA, 2000b).

Both BAT control options I and 2 can reduce the solids retention below the baseline
retention value. The difference between two BAT options is not based on the use of
different treatment technologies, rather it is identical for both options. In BAT option n,
the FRUs are excluded. The technologies considered under the category of "cuttings
dryers" includes vibrating centrifuges (horizontal and vertical), squeeze press units and
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high-G linear shakers. The cost of add-on technology is estimated as $ 3.768/day (US
EPA, 2000b). The rental costs for various treatment devices are reported in Table 6.8.

Table 6.8. Cost estimates for various treatment units (U.S. EPA, 2000b)
Device type

Cost ($Iday)

Shale shaker

350

(Operation and Mainlenance)

80

Mud 10 (vibrating horizontal centrifuge)

3768

Vertical centrifuge

1884

Mud cleaner (FRU)

300

The cost estimales for various treatmem options are summarised in Table 6.9. The
treatment costs are estimaled based on daily rentals cost for a 30 day drilling period,
installation and downtime cost, and monitoring analysis, which includes crude oil
contamination testing, retention of base fluid testing (retort analysis) and sediment
toxicity testing. The total costs of tests are normalised to one-month time to estimate the
daily cost.

Four treatment options are considered to develop a relationship between % base fluid
attached and treatment cost/day. These options include a baseline solid control system
option, BAT options I and 2, and an extra option assumed in which the treatmem units
are primary and secondary shale shakers and a vertical centrifuge as a teltiary treatment
device. In this option it is assumed that 60%, 20% and 20% waste is coming from
primary, secondary and vertical centrifuges, respectively. The % base fluid attached is
calculated by the following relationship:
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Table 6.9. A single well cost estimates for various options
(modified after, US EPA,2000b)
Treatment option

Item

Cost ($)

Treatment units
Shale shakers (2)

FRU
Baseline solid
control system
option (10.2%)

Extra option
(9.1%)

Installation and downtime cost
Monitoring analysis
Crude oil contamination test (@801test)
Retention of base fluid (@801test)
SedTox monitoring lest
Total cost
Treatment units
Shale shakers (2)
Vertical centrifuge
Installation and downtime cost
Monitoring analysis
Crude oil contamination test (@8OItest)
Retention of base fluid (@8OItest)
SedTox monitoring test
Total cost
Treatment units
Shale shaker

88.705

BAT option I
(4.03%)

BAT option II
(3.82%)

860
300
2.957
100

80
2,040
900
4217

88,705

860
1.884
2.957
100

80
2040
900
5,801

FRU
BAT solid control system
Installation and downtime cost
Monitoring analysis
Crude oil contamination test (@801Iest)
Retention of base fluid (@801test)
SedTox monitoring test
Total cost
Treatment units
Shale shaker
BAT solid concrol system
Installation and downtime cost
Monitoring analysis
Crude oil contamination test (@801test)
RetentiOll of base fluid (@8OJtest)
SedTox monitoring test
Total cost

Cost (Slday)

88,705

430
300
3,768
2,957
100

80
2040
900
7,555

88,705

430
3,768
2,957
67

80
1020
900
7,222
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Extra option = (9.32 x 0.60 + 13.8 x 0.20 + 3.72 x 0.20)= 9.10 %

The costs given in Table 6.9 do not include the cost or drilling fluid lost during ocean
disposal in each treatment optIon. Based on synthetic base fluid % retention and daily
estimated treatment cost data, a simple exponential relationship is fitted which is given
below:

Cost ($Iday)

=A· e. f"Io -~I

(6.17)

Table 6.10 provides the details or the statistics or the above equation. The R 2 estimate is
approximately 0.86. which shows a reasonably good fit. To find out the confidence
interval (Cf) at upper and lower bounds or the cost estimates. mean (p) and standard
deviation (or standard error,

(1)

can be used by perfonning Monte Carlo (Me)

simulations. Figure 6.12 shows the fit or the regression equation.

Table 6.10. Regression statistics or treatment cost equation

Predictor

J.l

Ln (A.)

9.20

0.158

0.000

Ln (b)

-0.074

0.022

0.075

R'

R'

85.6

78.5
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CosI(Slday) .. 9900(~""'U"--J)

RJ =O.856

_+
, -----_----_----_------1
Figure 6.12. Filled model for treatment cost and base fluid % retention

6.4.3. HUMAN HEALTH DAMAGE COST
Human health risk costs in a comparative risk project are costs associated with the
incidence of environmentally induced illness in addition to regular illnesses in the
absence of that particular environmental problem. Heatthcare cost assessments in
comparative risk projects have typically concentrated on medical costs and the cost of
lost work time. Indirect costs stand for reduced productivity due to the lost work time and
are estimated based on expected earnings during that lost time (U.S. EPA, 1993).

Table 6.11 summarises the daily health care costs associated with a variety of cancer and
non-cancer illnesses. This cost includes direct and indirect costs. The values shown in
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Table 6.11 are derived from the U.S. EPA (1993) and are projected to the year 2000 using
a Consumer Price Index. (CPO. According to the data given in Statistics Canada (2001)
$100 in 1986 is valued at $139 in 1997 in the health and personal care sector. The
discount rate is calculated as 3.05% by using compound interest fonnulae. The discount
rate (i) is assumed constant over the time period and is used to project the cost estimates
for the year 2000.

Table 6.11. Healthcare cost of cancer and non-cancer illnesses
Health Effect

Cancer

Non-eancer

F=P·( 1+i)"

Unit cost

Unit cost

(SId in 1990)

(SId in 2000)

Non specific

279

377

Respiratory

276

313

Digestive

182

246

Urinary

170

230

Nervous system

599

809

Leukaemia

328

443

Others

196

265

Asthma

0.21

0.28

Digestive problems

11.1

15

0.033

0.052

Headache·
Non fatal hean attack·

258

405

Hypertension·

0.95

1.49

Non fatal stroke·

189.3

297

(6.18)

where

F = Future cost;
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P

= Present cost; and

" = Number of years

The human health COStS are provided as daily treatment estimates. The population cancer
risk estimates can be multiplied with any panicular cancer cost value to calcul:ne the
cancer risk.. The non-cancer risk. is estimaled in terms of HI and it does not

provi~

any

information regarding probabilily of illness (a major deficiency of the use of this measure
for risk assessment!). For non-cancer rislc cost estimallon.

Hf~

can be related to

qualitallve eSllmates like low. medium and high as explained in seellon 6.2.1. These
qualitative terms can be ellpressed by fuzzy numbers and can be added into Olher
normalised cost estImates.

No"-Ca"Clfr risk cost = Qualitativl! l!stimall!S from Figurl! 6.5

(6.19)

6.·U. ECOLOGICAL DAMAGE COST
Ecological damage due to disposal of tOllic chemicals can arfecl commercial finfish and
shellfish. The risic eSlimated to the whole ecosyslem is assumed 10 be equal to the risk
posed 10 the cornmm:ial fish.

The ecologlcal damage COSI can be: estimaled by the

following reJ3lionship;

Ecological damagl! cost ($Iday) = Risk x Tota/fish (kg/day, x Cost offish ($/kg) (6.20)

where risk is the probability of adverse effects. Incorporating health care costs and
ccological damage costs into economic damage assessment may be pert:elved to be
double counting. The reasoning might be that if economic

dama~

is due to prohibitIon in

commercial fishing. people are not eJ.posed to contaminated fish. However. it IS
imponant to recognize the distinction between physically enduring an illness and paYing
for health care. The r3tionille behind consicicring health care costs with ecological
damage is that the economic burden is one that is borne LO addition to Ihe pam and
suffering of illness (U.S. EPA. 1993). For any particular discharge scenario all these
environmental COSIS are accumulated to make a trade off between cost and nsk.

6•.a.5. NON WATER QUALITY ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE COST

The elimination or reduction of water pollution may aggravate other envIronmental
problems. which inducic aIr pollution (e.g.. greenhouse gases. ozone depletion.
acidification ctc.). and solid waste disposal. The U.S. EPA (2000b) has evaluated the
effects. which include air pollutlon. energy consumption. solid waste generation and
management and affccting consumptive water usc. The costs of these environmental
effects are noc included in thiS resc:m::h.

6.5. RISK MANAGEMENT· A PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
[n the prevIous and current chapters. a step by step methodology is developed for
estimating the fate of drilling waste discharges in Ihe marine environment and its related
ecological and human health risks. The estimated risks can be linked to various treatment
technology options as well as economical damages ;md treatment costs. A framework. for

'$I

applying the various models is illustrated in Figure 6.15. This framework can be followed
to make a risk-cost tradeoff analysis for various available altematives.

Figure 6.15. Proposed research framework for risk management of drilling waste
discharges
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Vanous dischargc scenarios bast'd on synthetic base fluid altachc:d 10 the drill cUUlngs
can be defined 10 dc:lcnninc the pollul3J1t loading rates for conlamin3J1lS present in
drilling wastc. The contaminant fale models were used

(0

esum:l.Ie Ihe predicled

environmental concentr.llions of pollulanls in waler column and sc:dimc:nl pore water. The
CC"ological and human health risk assc:ssmenlS were perfonned based on the exposure
concentration. The: CC"ological and hum3J1 heahh risks were combined 10 dc:tcrrrllne Ihe
trnal environmental risk posed by Ihe drilling waste discharges. The: risk managcment
methodology using fuzzy composile progr.unming was used 10 delenninc lhe beSI drilhng
wastcdischarge scenario.

The research fr.unc:work shown in Figure 6.15 is applied to a hypothetical case: study on
Ihe Easl Coasl of Canada in the: next chapter. Vanous discharge scenarios based on base
fluid percenl altachc:d to Ihe drill cultings were selcclc:d to investigate: the best discharge
opuon from minimum environmental nsk. maximum cost sa...ing and Icchnical feaslbtlity
points of v;ew.

Cbapter 7

RISK MANAGEMENT OF DRILLING WASTE
DISCHARGES IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT·
A HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY

This chapler deals with a hYPOlhctical case study of an oilfield on the East Coast of
Canada. The models developed in the previous chapters are integrated 10 show the

significance of adopting a holislic risk management melhodology for the selectIon of the
beSt management ahernativc: or a discharge seenano for drilling waste disposal

In

the

manne environmenl.

A risk·bascd methodology framework developed was used for a hypothcucal case slUdy
in this chapler. Fir.;tly. some basic infonnation about the oilfield developments in the

Gr:rnd Banks is presenlcd. Various discharge scenarios representing managemenl
alternatives are selected based on regulatory discharge requirements and efficiency of the

st:llc.()f·lhe-aJ't solid control devices. Based on lhese selected

disch~e

scenarios. the

loading roues for conlaminants present in the drilling waste stream are estimated. The fate
models developed in Chapter 3 were employed in estimating the PEe in the water
column and pore water. In the nexi step, the ecological and human health risk 35SCSSment
models weTe used for risk characterization, which are based on estimated exposure
concentrations (£C). In the end. a tradeoff analysis W35 performed to decide the best

management alternative for the discharge of drilling wasle from risk reduclion.
saving and technical feasibility viewpoints.

7.1. INTRODUCTION
The Grand Banks is one of the biggest offshore oil exploration and development Sites in
Canada. These fields contain huge quantities of natural gas reserves. More. than liS wells
have been drilled in the Grand Banks up [0 year 2000 and they include crude oil reserves
of more than 2-billion bbl capacity. The Canada-Newfoundland Offshore Petroleum
Board eCNOPB) has estimated reserves of2.1 billion bbl of crude oil. 1.640 billion bbl of

natural gas. and

.a 13

million bbl of natura.! gas liquid eNGl) on the Gr.md Banks

(CNOPB.20011.

The Grand Banks are situated to the southeast of Newfoundland covenng 93.200 km=.
The Grand Banks are the pan of the Nonh American continental shelf in the Atlantic
Ocean (5U Figure 1.1). It is an international fishing ground. which extends 560 km nonhto-soulh and 675 km cast-to-wesl. The Grand Banks avel1lge water depth is 55 m. but at
many places reaches to 180 m. The cold Labrador CUrTCDt and

w

relatively warm Gulf

Stream meet In the vicinity of the Grand Banks which often causes heavy fog. The
mixing of the cold and warm waters produces favorable conditions for the growth of
plankton. which is an essential clement in Ihe fOO<iweb of commercial fish eCNOPB.
2001).

Hibernia was the firsl oilfield on the Grand Banks. It staned production with a capacity of
approximately 115.000 bbllday in 1991. The Hibemia oilfield has estimated reserves of

884 million bbl crude oil. 247 billion bbl of nalUral gas and 145 million bbl of NGL. A
gravity·based production system (GBS) is used althe Hibemia oilfield (CNOPB. 2001).
1l1e second importanl offshore oil projcci on the Grand Banks

IS

Terra Nova. The Terra

Nova oilfield has an estimated 406 million bbl of oil reserves. It will start oil production
in 2002. The Terra Nova developmem projcct is using a floaling production and
offloading system (FPSO).

•
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Figure 7.1. Grand Banks and the oilfields on the East Coast of Canada
(not drawn to scale)

A new development on the Grand Banks is the White Rose field. which has estimated
reserves of 250 million bbl. This projeCt is in the beginning of the pennining pnxes5 for
development. with a production stan-up Iarget in year 2()()..J. Other structures in the basin
include Hebron-Ben Nevis and Riverhead. which are under ex.ploration or appraisal as
potential projects for future developments (CNOPB. 200 I).

Other than oil ex.plot:ltionfproduction. the eXlensive use of the area by trawler fleets has
led to ovc:rfishing which caused depleuon in fish production. The Grand Banks fish
resource Includes cod. haddock. rosefish. various types of flatfish. herring. and mackerel
etc. In 1917. Canada extended its fishing areas within 370 km of ils shores. which
includes mOSI of the Grand Banks (Britannica. 2(01).

7.2. A HYPOTHETICAL OILFIELD ON THE EAST COAST OF CANADA
A hypothetical oilfield is considered on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland. It

IS

approx.imately 35 km southeast of the Hibernia project and cove~ an area of 67 kIn". The
field is localed in water approximately 95 m deep.

Drilling of approximately

31

wells

IS

asscx::iated with this oilfield. which results in

substantial discharges of drilling wastes. Drilling wastes consist primarily of the spent
muds. rock and a variety of additives. which are generated dunng drilling. The elements
of greatest concern in these wastes are base fluid. heavy metals and fonnation oil.
although the cunings themselves are also a concern because of their smothering effect on
the benthic community.
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The environmental Impact SL:ltemc:nt indic:ues mat drilling wastes will be discharged over
approxim:uely 67 km~ of the Project area. Even after the tteatmc:nt of drilling wastes. over
L~OO m3 of base oil will be released inlO the marine environment during the life of the

projecl. The operators are committed to a minimum-release: policy by using stalc·of-theart technology to control potentially harmful discharges. They have proposed the use of

technology mat reduces the: oil discharged in dry cuttings to a 7 - 8% ROC as against the
curnntly regulated IS% on me East CoasL

Major finfish and invertebrates stocks have changed drastically in the last 15 lIears In
Newfoundland waters. Traditionally cod used to dominate catches, but in the last few
years cod stocks have declined and other commercial species became lmport;tnt. By

1m

the: catch SL:lUS[Jcs pert31ntng to mese species have changed apprecIably. The five most
Important species in lhc: hypothetical study area.. based on tOlallandings at Newfoundland
ports are: Slimpson Su.rf clam. sno",,' crab. Icdand scallops. s/wu: and rl!djish. The Terra.
Nova environmental impact assessment report (1996) has also summarized the names of
various commercial species found in different pans of the Grand Banks. The
Newfoundland port landings of these species from the: study area were capelin. squ.id.
huring and macbrd. The tOlaI quantity of commercial !andings to Newfoundland pons

was estnnated to be 2110 tons (Table 7.1).

1.3. CONTAMINANT FATE MODELING
The risk-based decision memodology developed in mis research was applied

10

the

hypothetical case study of this oilfield. Some: necessary assumptions and simplifications

'"

were made to fill in the missing information and streamline the complexity of a real
world problem. Based on the available information. following necessary assumptions
were made:

Table 7.1. Total landings of each species in Newfoundland (Terra Nova, 1996)
Species

Quantity

Species

Quantity

(Grand Bank)

(tons)

(Study area)

(tons)

Clam

11,092

Squid

95

Redjish

1.495

Herring

973

Mackerel

S~le

1,940

Snow crab

4.742

Iceland scallop

4,033

All other species
Total

1,100

24,402

Copelin

Total commercial
fish landed at
Newfoundland

l.037

2,110

porn

I. The hypothetical oilfield consists of approximately 32 wells, which encompass an

affected area of 67 km 2 • The wells were assumed to be uniformly distributed over that
area. The affected impact area (A w) for a single well was 2.09 km 2 . The radius of
impact area (R) for a single well was approximately 816 m. The depth of water
column was 95 m.

2. The disposed drilling waste was assumed to be completely mixed in the impact area
under steady state conditions.
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3. The wells were :nsumed to be drilled only by SBFs. The esters are the most
commonly used and envlronmenL3lly benign synthelic based drilling fluids (U.S.
EPA.. 100(3). The physlco-chemical charactenstics of esters are more extensively
reponed in the literature than the other synthetic drilling fluids. and these were used
in this case sludy (Chapters :2 and 3).

4. Pollutant loading rates of heavy metals. base fluid (ester) and organIc pnonty
pollutants were cakulaled based on deep developmenl model well dala as

~ug;gesled

by U.S. EPA (2000a. b).

5. For human heahh risk assessment. it was assumed that only St. John·s and

liS

suburban populatIon (165.000) are exposed 10 all contaminaled fish mal IS caught
from me affected area.

7.3.1. ESTIMATION Of POLLlITANT LOADING RATES
To determine the pellumnt concentration in the water column and pore water. the toml
pollulanl loading rates for each discharge oplion were eSlimated. For Ihis putpOsc. the
U.S. EPA (2OOOa. b) assumed thai the suspended solids ISS) concentrauon is :u:tribuu::d 10
drill cUltings

In

me: waste strearn. The densily of dry cuttings is reponed to be 2.57 kgfL

in the lilerature (U.S. EPA.

200(3).

The total volume of dry cullinp for

3

Qcvelopment

well is approximately 140 mJ (U.S. EPA. 1999a]. This volume includes borehole volume
and an additional 7.5% wash out from the walls of the wells.

Five discharge scenarios were selecled as potential management a1ternalives for drilling
waste disposal in a m:lrine environment. These alternatives include

I~

in Gulfof Mexico). 8.5% tobtainable with rne current technology).

1.0~.

(current practice
5.5lk and

~.O'K

(BAT proposed). These alternatIves represent the perttntage of base fluid attached to the
wet cuttings. Table 1.2 provides a detailed step-by-step approach for eSllmatlng the
amounts of 55 and base fluid expected

10

be released into the environmenl for the 109.

discharge option.

The SBF ConSiStS of

~1%

base fluid (ester). 33% barite and 20% water. The density of

drilling waste depends on the amount of base fluid attached to the drill cuttings. The
major components of drilling wastes are dry drill cuttmgs. base fluid. banle and water.
The weights and volumes of these components .....ere calculated based on ester percentage
attached to the cuttings. The volume and weight of dry drill cuttings were estimated using
borehole volume and density of dry cuttings.

TlIc quantities of each component were estimated to determine the .....eight and volume of

total drilling wasle for a gIven discharge option.

The tOla! volume of base fluid

discharged for the 10% discharge option was estimated to be 51 mJ • The amount of
focmalion oil was estimated based on an :LSSumption rnat it is 0.2% volume fr3Ctlon of the

SBF. which is 140 kg for the 10% discharge option. The weight of barite disposed under
the 10% discharge option is approximately 32.000 kg. The barite discharged in rne
marine environment contributes trace heavy metals. which pose a threat to ecological
entities.

2"

Table 7.2. A methodology for estimating of drilling waste different constituenlS
(10% attached base fluid)

",SBF

I
I

Density (kglm1

I

Items

20

I
I

J(XXJ

I

Water

47

I
I

792

I

Base fluid

IX:

33

N/A

4240

2575

=

137.2 (m1' 257.5 (kglm)

Items

353.150

Base fluid attached

After trealmentlhe % on weI cuttings

SBF fraclion 10 lhe TW

(Fraclion base fluid attached)· TWIO.47

TW(kg)

OC/( I • SBF fraction 10 the TW)

Wllter(kg)

0.2 . (SBF fraction to the TW) . TW

Water (m ' )

Waler(kg)lJOOO

Barite (kg)

0.33 . (SBF fraction to the TW) . TW
Barite (kg)l4240

Basc fluid (kg)

(Base fluid attached) . TW

1O.lJlJ,

0.213
452.935
19.100
19.1
31.835
7.51
45.294

Basc fluid (kg)1792
SBF(m1
SBF (kg)

57.2

r (Water. Barite. Base fluid) ..',
r (Water. Barite. Base fluid)

84.0

96.230

(ql

SBF (kg)'SBF (m1

1.146

0.002 . SBF (m1

0.168

r (Form. oil. Base fluid)c.))

57.4

Form. oil (kg)
Total oil (m1

832

Scenario 1

Fonnulation

Barite (m ' )

I
137.2

DC (includes 7.5% washout. m1 '" Length· (Area of cross section)· 1.075
DC (kg)

I Form. oil
I NlA

Barite

140

Total oil (kg)

r (Form. oil. Basc fluid)(4I

Total drilling waste (m ' )

r (DC. Waler. Barite. Base fluid. Form. oil)

Total drilling waste (kg)

r (DC. Waler, Barile, Base fluid, Form. oil) Cl.Il

45.433
4"")

221.3
453.075

Drilling waste density (kglm' ) Total drilling waste (kg)ITOIIl drilling waSle (m )
'

2047

Volume fraclion of SBF

0.380

SBF (m'YTotal drilling waste (m')

Weight fraction of barite

Barite (kgYTotal drilling waste (kg)

0.0703

Total suspended solids (kg)

r (Barite, DC) CkIl

384.830
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The density of drilling .....aste for the 10% discharge OJMion was estimated to be 2..05 kgfL.
The volume fraction of SBF and me weight fracuon of barite in the tota! drilling waste
.....ere calculated for estimating pollutanl loading rates (E). A Similar procedure was
repeated for other discharge options. The weiglll5 and volumes estimated for differenl
components of drilling waste are summarized in Table 1.3.

The drilling .....aste density increases with a decrease in me percentage base fluid a1l3ched
to the drill cuttings. The drilling wastc densities estimated are 2.05. 2.12. 2.11. 2.25. and
2.33 kgfL for the 10%. 8.5%. 1tk. 5.5% and 4% discharge opuons. respectively. The
volumes of base fluid discharged with cuttings vary from 51 to 20 m) for the 10% lo-llk
discharge options. respectively. The amounts of bante dischargcd ranged from 32.000 \0
11.000 kg. approximately. The tota! wcight of drilling wilSte vanes from -l53.000 to
386.000 kg for 10% to 4% discharge options. respectivcly. There is not an apprecIable
difference in lotal quanllly of drilling w:lSte bttause the total ',.,elght of dry cumngs

IS

the

same for all discharge options.

The amounts of heavy metals depend on the quanuty of barite discharged for each option.
The effluent concentrations of heavy metals in drilling waste ""'ere estimated based on the
weight fractions of metals in the barite. whereas organic polluUtlt conccntrallons depend
on the volume fraction of formation oil prescnt in mc SBF. The volume fr-..ction of SBF
was calculated by diViding me volume of SBF with the lotal volume of drilling wastc for
a givcn discharge option. The estimated volume fractions of SBFs are 0.318. 0.33L
0.282. 0.229 and 0.113 for the 10%. 8.5%. 1%. 5.5% and 4.0% discharge options.

respectively. Similarly. the bari.e weight fractions were estimated by dividing the weight
of the barite by the tolal weight of drilling waste for 3 given discharge option. The
estimated barite weight fractions are 0.070:2. 0.0597. 0.0491. 0.0360 and 0.0:281 for the
l/¥.t-. 8.5'.1:. 7~. 5.5% and 4.0% discharge options. respectively.

The SBF volume and barite weight fractions in the drilling waste stream were used in
estimating the organic pollutant and heavy metals concentrations (Cl ) in the drilling
waste. respectively. Table 7A describes the mass balance equations used for estimating
t~

Cr. A summary of SBF volume fraction and barite wei(ht fractions In drilling waste

for different discharge options IS given in Table 7.4.

The typIcal amounts of tl'3ce heavy metals (As. Cd. Cu. Cr. Hg. Ph. Ni 3M Zn) in mg per
kg of bante are reponed in Chapter:! (U.S. EPA. 1999a). These values were used to
estimate the concentrations of different heavy metals in drilling waste. Similarly. the
naphthalene concentration in fonnation oil is required to estimate its effluent
concentration (el ) in drilling waste. The effluent concentrations for different discharge
options were estimated based on the fomulation given in Table 7..l. The heavy metals in
mglkg of barite and naphthalene in mglml of fonnation oil were used in this formulation
(Table 2.5). The pollutant effluent concentrations in the drilling waste stream

WCfC

estimated for various discharge options (Table 7.5). The ester (base nuidl concentration
in the drilling waste was dctennincd by dividing the total weight of ester discharged with
the total volume of drilling waste estimated for that discharge option (sec Table 7.3).

Table 7.3. Estimation of drilling waste constituents for different discharge scenarios.
10.0

8.5

7.0

5.5

4.0

0.213

0.181

0.149

0.117

0.085

Weight (kg)

353.150

353,150

353.150

353.150

353.150

Volume (m3 )

137.2

137.2

137.2

137.2

137.2

Density (kglm')

2.575

2,575

2.575

2.575

2.575

Weight (kg)

452.935

430.956

414.795

399,803

385,856

Volume (mJ )

221.1

205.2

179.5

178.0

165.8

DensilY (kglm 3)

2.048

2,100

2.310

2.246

2.327

Weight (kg)

45.294

36.63]

29.036

21,989

15.434

Vo]ume(mJ )

57.2

46.2

36.7

27.8

19.5

792

792

792

792

792

31.835

25.720

20.387

15.439

10,837

Base fluid attached with cuttings (% ofTW)
SBFs fraction in total weight (TW)

Dry cuttings (DC)
(including 7.5% washout)

TOfa] weighl (TW)

Esler

3

DensilY (kglm

)

Weight (kg)
Barite

Water

Fonn. Oil (0.2%)

Vo]ume(m)

7.51

6.06

4.81

3.64

2.55

Density (kglm3 )

4.240

4.240

4,240

4.240

4,240

Weight (kg)

19.100

15.588

12,356

9.357

6.568

Vo]ume(m)

19.1

15.8

12.5

9.4

6.6

Density (kglm3 )

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

Weight (kg)

139.7

113.2

89.7

68.0

47.7

0.17

0.14

O.ll

0.08

0.06

Vo]ume(m)
3

Density (kglm

)

Weight (kg)

832

832

832

832

832

96,230

77,939

61,778

46.785

32.839

SBFs
(Ester + barite + water)

Vo]ume(m)

84.0

68.1

53.9

40.9

28.7

DensilY (kglm3 )

1.146

1.146

1.146

1,146

1.146
15.482

TOfaloil

Weight (kg)

45.433

36,745

29,125

22.057

(Ester + form. oil)

Vo]ume(m)

57.4

46.4

36.8

27.8

19.6

Density (kglm3 )

792

792

792

792

792

Weight (kg)

453.075

431,069

414,885

399.871

385,904

Volume (m3)

221.4

205.3

191.2

178.0

165.9

Density (kglm3 )

2.047

2.100

2,170

2,246

2.327

Density (kgIL)

2.05

2.10

2.17

2.25

2.33

TOfa] drilling waste
(including form. oil)
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Table 7.4. Estimation of pollutants effluent concentrations in drilling waste stream.

Organic pollutants:
Vol. fraction offonn. oil'" Vol. offonn. oilNol. of SBFs = 0.002; and
Vol. fraction of SBFs = Vol. of SBFslVol. oftmal drilling waste.
CE• Effluent conc. (mgIL) = (mg ofpollutantlml of fonn. oil)· (Vol. fraction offonn. oil ).

(Vol. fraclion of SBFs) . (1000 mIlL)
Heavymelals:
Wt. fraction of barite =(Wt. ofbariteifOlal drilling wasle)
CE• Effluent conc. (mgIL) =(mglkg of barite) . (WI. fraClion of barite) (Drilling waste density. kgIL)
10.0

8.5

7.0

5.5

4.0

Vol. fraction ofSBFs

0.378

0.331

0.282

0.229

0.173

Wt. fraction of barile

0.0702

0.0597

0.0491

0.0386

0.0281

2.05

2.10

2.17

2.25

2.33

Anached base fluid (%)

Densily of drilling waste (kgIL)

7.3.2. PREDICTED ENVIRONMENTAL CONCENTRATION (PECJ
The effluent concentrations (C£) of pollutants in drilling waste were now used for
estimating the loading rate (E) for each discharge scenario. The regression models
developed in Chapter 3 were used to determine the predicted environmental
concentrations (PEC) in the water column and sediment pore water. The PEe represents
the highest 95 th percentile of water column and pore water concentration cumulative
distributions.

First, the total quantities of pollutants were estimated by multiplying the total volume of
the drilling waste with the CE of each pollutant present in the drilling waste stream for a
given option. The actual time of drilling may vary from 13 to 44 days for different types
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of wells (U.S. EPA, 2000a). An average time of one-month is assumed 10 estimate the
loading rates for each pollutant. The loading rales for all pollutants are provided in mglhr,
excepl for ester. which is given in kg/hr. Table 7.6 provides a summary of pollutant
loading rates estimated for different discharge scenarios.

Table 7.5. Concentrations of pollutants in drilling waste for different discharge scenarios.

Pollutants

A'

BF

1.000

Ce• Concentration of pollutants in drilling waste (mgIL) before
disposal for various discharge scenarios

10.0%

8.5%

7.0%

5.5%

4.0%

1.0133

0.8893

0.7571

0.6156

0.4639

Cd

0.994

0.1570

0.1378

0.1173

0.0954

0.0719

C,

0.993

34.2510

30.0620

25.5908

20.8079

15.6796

C,

0.830

2.6687

2.3423

1.9940

1.6213

1.2217

Hg

0.850

0.0143

0.0125

0.0107

0.0087

0.0065
0.8820

N;

0.990

1.9266

1.6910

1.4395

1.1704

Pb

0.951

5.0092

4.3966

3.7427

3.0432

2.2931

Zn

0.946

28.6139

25.1143

21.3790

17.3833

13.0990

Naphthalene

1.000

1.0800

0.9479

0.8069

0.6561

0.4944

·Ester

1.000

0.2027

0.1785

0.1519

0.1236

0.0931

·V.Jues&re;nkglL

The impact radius (R) of 816 m was used to estimate the PEC from regression models
developed in Chapter 3. These regression models were used to estimate the PEC in the
water column and pore water. Table 7.7 provides a summary of mean PEC values (of95 1h
percentile) in the water column. The background mean sea level concentrations are also
provided for a comparison.
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Table 7.6. Pollutant loading rales. E (mglhr) for differenl discharge scenarios.
10'1>

8.5%

7.0'1>

5.5'1>

4.0'1>

A'

310.5

253.6

201.0

152.3

106.9

Cd

48.1

39.3

31.2

23.6

16.6

Cc

10495.1

8573.3

6795.6

5146.4

3612.3

C,

817.7

668.0

529.5

401.0

281.5

Hg

4.4

3.6

2.g

2.1

1.5

N;

590.4

482.3

382.3

289.5

203.2

Pollutants

Pb

1534.9

1253.8

993.9

752.7

528.3

Zn

8767.8

7162..3

56TI.1

4299.4

3017.8

Naphlhalene

330.9

270.3

214.3

162.3

113.9

·Esler

62.3

50.'

40.3

30.5

21.4

°Estcr(valuc:s.,.""kp)

The estimated concenlralions of polJutants in the water column are too low 10 cause any
damage to Ihe ecological community. The concentration of esler in the water column
varies from 2.56 x 10'] to 8.79 x 10'" j.1g!L for lhe 10% to 4% discharge options.
respectively. Similarly, for other pollUlants, the PEes are lower than the corresponding
background concentrations with a difference of orders of magnitudes. By comparing
waler column PEe with background level concentralions it can be concluded Ihat waler
column exposure is not a real threat to the ecological entities. This conclusion is in
harmony with the U.S. EPA findings (2000a, b).
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Table 7.7. Mean values of PEe (}lglL) in the water column for different discharge
scenanos.
Pollutants
A,

Mean sea
concentration

10%

8.5%

7.0%

5.5%

4.0%

3.70E-2

1.62E-07

1.32E-07

1.04E-07

7.91E-08

5.54E-08
5.75E-09

Cd

4.4OE-2

I.68E-08

1.37E-08

1.08E-08

8.20E-09

C,

7.90E 2

6.13E-07

5.ooE-07

3.96E-07

3.ooE-07

2.IOE-07

Cu

7.20E-I

1.I0E-07

8.94E-08

7.08E-08

5.36E-08

3.76E-08

4

Hg

5.40E-2

1.23&12

I.01E-12

7.98E-13

6.03E-13

4.25E-13

Ni

4.ooE-1

2.15E-07

1.76E-07

1.4OE-07

I.06E-07

7.43E-08

Pb

4.80E-1

8.24E-08

Zn
Naphthalene
Ester

7.ooE-l

2.40E-07

I.%E-07

1.55E-07

1.17E-07

6.51E-07

5.32E-07

4.216-07

3.19E-07

2.24E-07

1.02E-14

8.31E-I5

6.60E-15

5.ooE-15

3.52E-15

2.56E-03

2.09E-03

1.65E-03

1.25E-03

8.79E.()4

The other exposure to marine organisms is the pore water concentration. The higher
density of drilling waste and the affinity of pollutants to attach themselves to sediments
are the major causes of higher concentrations in pore water. The mean values of PEC in
pore water for ester are 24.6, 20.1,16.0, 12.1 and 8.5 mgfL for the 10%,8.5%,7%,5.5%
and 4.0% discharge options, respectively (fable 7.8). The pore water PECs for
naphthalene and Hg are the only two pollutants whose concentrations are below
background level concentrations. For all other pollutants considered. the pore water PEC
values are higher than background concentrations. The mean PEC values for As vary
from 0.32 to 0.11 mgfL for 10% to 4% discharge option. For Cd. the mean PEC varies
from 0.23 to 0.08 mgfL for the 10% to 4% discharge options. The mean PEe values for
other pollutants are summarized in Table 7.8.
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Table 7.8: Means and standard deviations of pore water PEe (J.lglL) for different
pollutants in discharge scenarios.

PoI.hunts

M

Cd

C,

Co

Hg

N;

Pb

Moon ...
concentration

'0%

8.5%

7.0%

5.5%

4.0%

3.20E+02

2.6IE+02

2.07E+02

1.57E+02

1.I0E+02

(2.03E.oo)

(1.64E+OO)

(I.25E+OO)

(9.49E-OI)

(6.53E-OI)

2.32E+02

1.9OE+02

1.5OE+02

1.I4E-t02

8.00E+01

(4.58E+OO)

(3.8IE+OO)

3.70E-2

4.4OE-2
2.87E+03

2.35E+03

I.86E+03

(4.03E+01)

(3.26E+01)

(2.58E+01) (I.88E+01) (I.3]E+01)

Est"

1.4IE+03

9.89E+02

7.90E-2
1.70E+O]

1.]9E+03

(3.39E+OI)

(2.7IE+OI)

1.IOE+03

8.32E+02

5.84E+01

7.20E-1
(2.09E+01) (1.55E+01) (I.02E+OI)

5.28E-05

4.32E-05

3.42E-05

2.59E-05

1.83E-05

(2.51E-07)

(2.04E-07)

(1.62E-07)

(1.I9E-07)

(S.52E-08)

1.39E+03

9.77E+02

5.4OE-2
2.83E+03

2.32E+03

I.84E+03

(7.00E+OI)

(5.49E+01)

(4.36E+OI) (].22E+OI) (2.24E+01)

4.00E-1
3.20E+03

2.61E+03

2.07E+03

(5.76E+01)

(4.5IE+OI)

(3.4]E+OI) (2.58E+OI) (1.75E+OI)

1.57E+03

1.IOE+03

4.80&1
3.46E+03

2.82E-Hl3

2.24E+03

(4.74E+oI)

(3.85E+OI)

(3.05E+OI) (2.23E+OI) (I.5SE+01)

Zn

Naphthalene

(2.99E.oo) (2.2OE+OO) (t.49E+OO)

1.10E+03

1.19E+03

5.16E-07

4.2IE.()7

3.34E-07

2.53E-07

1.78E-07

(2.74E-09)

(2.16£-09)

(t.70E-09)

(1.26E-09)

(S.ISE.IO)

1.60E+04

1.21E+04

8.48E+03

7.00E-1
2.46E+04

2.0IE+04

(4.19E+oI)

(3.39E+OI)

(2.4IE+OI) (I.89E+OI) (1.2IE+01)

'Tbe""Iucs,npumtlxs>ssbowsWtdarddovlI_

The standard deviations of PEe estimates for pore water are also reported in Table 7.8
for all contaminants. The values are reported in parenthesis. These values account for
uncertainty in the pore water PEe estimates. The uncertainties in the coefficients of the
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The estimated PEC values (Table 7.8) were multiplied wilh p and the corresponding BF
10 determine the actual exposure concentrations (EC). Table 7.9 summarizes the mean EC
of pollutants for various discharge scenarios. The exposure concentrations calculated
were used for ecological and human health risk assessments in the subsequent analyses.

Table 7.9. Mean exposure concentration in pore water (J.l.gIL) for different discharge
scenarios.
Pollutants

10%

8.5%

7.0%

5.5%

4.0%

A'

0.23

0.19

0.15

0.11

0.08

Cd

0.17

0.14

0.11

0.08

0.06

C,

2.05

1.68

1.33

1.01

0.71

C,

1.01

0.83

0.66

0.50

0.35

Hg

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Ni

2.01

1.65

1.31

0.99

0.70

Pb

2.19

1.78

1.42

1.07

0.75

Zo

2.35

1.92

1.52

1.16

0.81

Naphthalene

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Ester

17.68

14.45

11.50

8.70

6.10

7.4. ECOLOGICAL RISK ASSESSMENT
The risk characterization of ecological entities is based on dose response relationships.
The estimated dose or exposure is compared with the response for each contaminant,
which were established in Chapter 4. The following specific steps were performed in the
ecological risk assessment:
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The estimated PEC values (Table 7.8) were multiplied with p and the corresponding BF
to determine the actual exposure concentrations (EC). Table 7.9 summarizes the mean EC
of pollutants for various discharge scenarios. The exposure concentrations calculated
were used for ecological and human health risk assessments in the subsequent analyses.

Table 7.9. Mean exposure concentration in pore water (J.lgIL) for different discharge
scenarios.
Pollutants

10%

8.5%

7.0%

5.5%

4.0%

A,

0.23

0.19

0.15

0.11

0.08

Cd

0.17

0.14

0.11

0.08

0.06

CO<

2.05

1.68

1.33

1.01

0.71

C,

1.01

0.83

0.66

0.50

0.35

Hg

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

N;

2.01

1.65

1.31

0.99

0.70

Pb

2.19

1.78

1.42

1.07

0.75

Zn

2.35

1.92

1.52

1.16

0.81

Naphthalene

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Ester

17.68

14.45

11.50

8.70

6.10

7.4. ECOLOGICAL RISK ASSESSMENT
The risk characterization of ecological entities is based on dose response relationships.
The estimated dose or exposure is compared with the response for each contaminant,
which were established in Chapter 4. The following specific steps were performed in the
ecological risk assessment:
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I. The pore water exposure concentration (Ee) for each contarr\lnanl was used as a
representative dose for ecological entities (Table 7.9).

_. The response of !he ecological system was detennined from the lowest 10" percentile
value on the PNEC empirical distribution function. The mean l;l,.) and stand:ard
<jo:v;'lI!C''1

(al~)

of response for each pollutant are provided in Chapter 4. The response

values of each pollutant were used separately to detennine ecological risk estimates.

3. Hazard or risk quotient (HQIRQ) was calculated by dividing the exposure
concentration distribution wilh the representative response distribUlion. HQ values
greater than 1 represenl
least

95~

:adve~

effects. If the value is less than 1. it means that at

of ecological communilY

IS

safe for 90% of the lime (Sadiq et :d .. :!OOld:

lcnwood et al.. 1998).

4. To estimate the probability of

adve~

effects according to the above aitena. the

eslimated HQ for each cootaminant was cOfivened into a cOTTesponding risk value as
suggested by Kannan et aI. (19961 and Thatcher et al. (1999) by the following
relationship:

Risk:

~",,[
I
~1
I ~~
,s..
,~S ...2n

J

(7.1)

m

x.. = Average of the lognormally transformed dat3 = 2.85:
S~

=Standard deviation of the lognonnally uansfonned data =1.74: and

y = Variable to describe the normal probability curve = lJ1 (HQl

5. The risks estimated fOf" each pollutant wert grouped together as independent events
according to the methodology discussed in Chapter 4. i.e .•

Risk (A + B,

= Risk (A} + Risk (8,· Risk(AJ· Risk(S,

(7.~)

Similarly.

Risk (A + B +CJ = Risk (A} + Risk (8) .. Risk(C}· Risk (A} . Risk (BI· Risk(BI·
Risk (C}· Risk (AI . Risk (CI + Risk (A}. Risk (B}· RisktC)

(7.3)

And so on. Thatcher et aI. (1999) and Jooste (2000) have adopted similar methodologies
in the case of multiple suesson.

6. The risk estimated from equation 7.1 is in the form of an empirical distribution
function (EDF). Therefore composite ecological risks estimated from the series of
equations (e.g. equations 7.2 and 7.3) are also in the fonn of an empirical distribution
function.
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The composite ecological risk values are reponed in the fonn of minimum, maximum
likely (mode. MLV) and maximum values. These risk parameters. Le., minimum, MLV
and maximum values were used 10 develop a triangular fuzzy number. Table 7.10
summarizes the minimum, MLV and maximum values for each discharge scenario.
where these values represent the lowest I %. mode and the highest 99% of the EDF
(Jooste, 2001). The ecological risk varies over a wide range from 0.18 to 0.63 for the
10% discharge option. with an MLV of 0.26. It reduces to 0.04 to 0.33 for the 4%
discharge option with an MLV of 0.13. The ecological risks estimared for different
discharge scenarios are also compared in Figure 7.2.

Table 7.10: Composite ecological risks estimated for various discharge scenarios.
Discharge

Min.

MLV

Mu.

10.0%

0.1775

0.2602

0.6216

8.5'1>

0.1366

0.2750

0.5542

7.0'1>

0.1175

0.2324

0.5035

Scenario

'5%

0.0678

0.1778

0.4244

4.0'1>

0.0448

0.1323

0.3302

The base of the triangular fuzzy number represents the uncenainty in the estimates. The
apex of the triangle represents the most likely value. The highest uncertainty in the
ecological risk estimates can be observed for the 10% discharge option and the least
uncertainty is observed for the 4.0% discharge scenario.
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Figure 7.2. Ecological risk estimates for various discharge scenarios.

7.5. HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT
Human health is the other major components of environmental risk assessment. Human
heaJth risk assessment involves exposure through contaminated fish caught from the
impacted site. Human health risk consists of cancer and non-cancer risk estimates. 1lle
chronic daily intakes (CD/) were calculated for each contaminant individually. For cancer
risk. it was multiplied by the slope factor (SF) of arsenic (the only proven human
carcinogen in this study) to estimate the unit risk over the life span of a person. Similarly,
for estimation of non-cancer risks, reference doses (RfD) were divided by estimated CD!
for each contaminant to determine HI. In the end, the His for aJl contaminants were

1:7.

summed up to dctemune the composite hazard mdex (HI.. ). The following steps were
performed to estimate the cancer and non-cancer human health risks:

L The pore water exposure concentr.uions (ECI of each contaminant were employed to
estimate the fish tissue concentrations. which .....en: funher used as human exposure
concentrations through consumption of contaminated fish. The CDI was calculated
fcreach contaminant separately (Chapter 5).

2. The cancer unit risk was estimated for arsenic only. The slope: faclOr

(SF)

was

multiplied by CDI to estimate the unit risk.

3. The n:ference doses (RjD) were used to estimate the non-cancer risks. The CDI was
diVIded by corresponding RfD to estimate the HI for that contaminant.

4. The His for individual contaminants were: added to get the composite: hazard index
(HI.).

IHI=HI..

(7.4)

'The: cancer and non--cancer risk estimates an: reponed in Table 7.11. The minimum.
MLV and maximum values for various discharge scenarios an: reponed. The minimum

values correspond 10 the lowest I % and maximum values correspond 10 the highest 99'"

percentile value of the estimates, whereas the MLV is the highest frequency value, which
corresponds to the mode value (Jooste, 200 I).

Table 7.11. Human health risk assessment for various scenarios.
Items
Non-cancer

Parameter

10.0%

8.5%

7.0%

5.5%

4.0%

Min.

0.0065

0.0053

0.0043

0.0033

0.0024

MLV

0.0163

0.0144

0.0135

0.0090

0.0048

Mu.

0.0856

0.0730

0.0624

0.0435

0.0326

(Hlr )

Cancer

Min.

1.24 x 10. 16

9.15x

17

8.26 x

10.

17

6.39 x

10.

MLV

5.54 x

10'16

4.31 x 10. 16

5.18 x

10,16

1.73 x

10.

Mu.

3.49 x IO. L'

2.95 x IO. U

2.35x 1O. U

10.

17

4.53x 10. 17

16

1.87 x

10,16

(Unilrisk)

1.64 x 10. 1$

1.16 x 1O. U

The highest value of Hlr for the 10% discharge scenario is approximately estimated to be
0.09. This value is approximately 12 times lower than the safety level of 1. Similarly, the
unit risk values are very small, i.e., lower than J in a mjflion, which is conventionally
used as a regulatory measure for human health risk assessment. Although all conditions
represent safe situations from a human health risk viewpoint. the purpose of this study
was to make a comparative evaluation of various discharge scenarios based on risk
estimates. Therefore these values are used in the risk management section for comparing
the different alternatives.

7.6. COST ESTIMATION
The second important component of risk management is the cost required to implement
any given management alternative. The cost components considered in this study are
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treatment cost, cost of drilling fluid lost during discharge, ecological and human health
damage costs (Chapter 6). To compare management alternatives or discharge options, the
cost estimates are normalized over one year and values are reJXItled in $Iday. The
summary of cost estimates for various discharge scenarios is given in Table 7.12.

Table 7.12. Cost ($Iday) estimates for various discharge scenarios
Items ($Iday)

Treatment
cost

Ecological
damage cost

Economic
loss due to
drilling fluid
discharge

Parameter

10.0%

8.5%

7.0%

5.5%

4.0%

Min.

201.28

235.13

296.93

355.58

413.2

MLV

352.79

437.25

452.06

540.48

586.68

M"".

704.80

783.87

792.14

875.65

902.35

Min.

26.71

20.56

17.68

10.20

6.74

MLV

39.16

41.38

34.97

26.76

19.91
49.69

M"".

94.44

83.40

75.77

63.86

Min.

245.35

198.41

157.33

119.13

83.62

MLV

338.92

274.08

217.33

164.56

115.51

460.03

372.03

294.99

223.37

156.78

M"".

Human heallh damage cost

Negligible values of costs are estimated for cancer risk. The noncancer risks costs are also neglected because the composites (HI,)
are less than I for all cases.

The treatment cost was estimated from a regression model developed in Chapter 6. The
values used for developing the treatment cost regression model were based on a onemonth drilling time. The values estimated from regression models were divided by 12 to
normalize over a period of one-year. In this regression model, the treatment cost is a
function of percentage of base fluid attached. The uncertainties in the regression model
coefficients contribute to the uncertainty in the treatment cost estimates. The minimum,
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MLV and maximum values are reponed in Table 7.12. The minimum and maximum
values correspond to (" and 9911l percentile values. respectively. These values were
obtained after perfonning Me simulations on the treatment cost regression model.

The ecological damage cost was estimated based on the composite risk estimates. The

ecological risks estimated in the total impact area of the oilfield were used as the
probability of adverse effects on commercial fish. The following fonnulation was used to
estimate the ecological damage due to a single well.

Ecological damagt cost rSldav)_ ER· Fish' A:RI yr "Cosl(SlkR J
.
365(dayslyrJ·Wtfls

(7.5)

ER = Composite ecological risk or probability of adverse effects
Fish caught = 2.l1O.000 kglyr

Cost =0.83 Slkg (CEAA.2001)
Total number of wells on the oilfield under study =)2
Conversion unit = 365 daysJyr

The values estimated using the fonnulation above are summarized in Table 7.12. The
other imponant component of cost estimation is the drilling fluid cost. The quantity of
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drilling fluid lost in each discharge scenario was converted mlo an economic loss by Ihe
following relationship.

Drilling fluid loss (S/da\' 1_ Unit cosrrS/bbf)· Drilling fluid volumdbbll
.
36."i (days I

(7.6)

where Ihe unitcOSI of base Ouid{este:r) is reponed in Chapler6. ~ minimum. MLV and
maximum valucs of esler unit cost an: gIven in Table 6.5. The: unil cost was defined by a
triangular disuibution T- (2SI. 347. 471). The volumes of drilling flUId loss have already
been estImated for each discharge oplion in Table 7.3. The unil costs were muhiplied by
the volume of ester lost in the cOJTesponding discharge opllon and nonnalized over oneyear. The economic loss for c:ach discharge option was calcul:lIcd and summanzcd in
Table 7.11.

The: last component of cost C$tirnation is the: human health damaie cost. The human

health cancer and non-ca.ncer risks an: used for estimating the COSI of providing

~atme:nt

facilities. The Hh values are below l.lherefore non-cancer risks can nOI be related

10

any

treatment or hospitalization costs. Similarly the cancer risks values were tOO low to cause:

any significant eXpenWlUfes for human health

~aanent.

Therefore lhe:

val~

are nOt

reponed in Table 7.12.

The summary of toW cost estimates in tenns of minimum. MLV and maximum

val~s

are summarized in Table 7.13. The total COSt values are also planed in Figure 7.3 for the

'SI

various discharge options. The total cost estimates vary over a wide range for the 10%
discharge scenario. The daily cost estimated varies from 575 to 1230 $Iday for a 10%
discharge option over a year. The major contributor to the cost is the cost of drilling fluid
lost. Contrary to that, for the 4% discharge scenario the major contribulOr to the total cost
is the treatment cost. The total cost estimates show that for the 7.0%. 5.5% and 4.0%
discharge options the range of total cost is approximately the same but an MLV for the
7.0% discharge scenario is less than the other scenarios (Figure 7.3).

Table 7.13. Total cost (S/day) estimates for various discharge scenarios
Parameter

10.0%

8.5%

7.0%

5.5%

4.0%

Min.

573.8

56L5

560.8

546.0

537.0

MLV

828.6

740.2

668.1

802.9

732.2

Mu.

1230.6

1131.4

1075.5

1065.3

1079.0

7.7. TECHNICAL FEASmILITY
The third attribute for the risk management study under consideration is the technical

feasibility of the treatment options or management alternatives. The technical feasibility
of various alternatives was defined based on three basic indicators: ease of operation
(EO), status of the technology (ST), and control measures required (CM). These are not
necessarily the only indicators to compare various treatment alternatives, rather they
cover the basic infonnation about each treatment option. For example. the ease of
operation may include the total number of hours of operation. capacity of the treatment
unit. and exposure of workers to drilling fluid. Similarly, the status of technology can
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encompass the efficiency of the treatmenl device, availability of skilled labor. and space
requirements. The control measures include maintainability of the treatment units. and
safety of workers. All of these sub-indicators need a detailed study to incorporate
information from vendors. regulators and literature.
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Figure 7.3. Total cost estimates for various discharge scenarios.

The technical feasibility basic indicators were defined qualitatively. Miller's scale (1965),
in which five comparative scales are defined from 1 10 5 was used for this purpose. The
highest number refers to the best level and the lowest one refers to the poorest. The levels
2, 3 and 4 refer to satisfactory, good, and very good, respectively. The numerical scores
are assigned from 0 to I. 1be scales are assumed as fuzzy numbers to incorporate
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vagueness and fuzziness in human judgement. The MLV of each scale represenlS the
membership function of 1. The base of the funy number ttpresenls uncertainty in hunun
judgement. Figure 7.4 illustrates these five qualitalive levels

(0

compare technical

feasibility basic indicators.

Based on Figure 7.4. the ST. EO and eM were rated for various discharge: scenarios. As
described before. this qualitative scaling needs significant information before assigning
any scale. The present study does not focus elttensively on this aspe1:t of risk
management. The scales were assigned based on a simple comparative evalualion. The
scales I and S were not assigned for any indicator because the scale 1 represenlS a poor
level. which is not the case for any ahemative. Even in the case of ST. the scale 1 could
not be assigned to the 10% discharge option. because it ttpresents a current discharge
practice In the U.S. offshore. Similarly. the scale 5 represents an excellent level. which
could be assigned to EO in the case of the 10% discharge Option or for the 4% discharge
option for ST. It is avoided because there an: some other technolOgIes like thenna!
~aunent.

which were not evaluated in this study but might have a better scale rating.

Based on these considerations. the scales were assigned

(0

for various discharge options as given below (Table 7.14).

technical feasibility attributes

"".1

I:
)

:i,
\

I
0.0
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---j'---'~_I__-L..__1

0.'

Figure 7.4. The qualitative scale used to rank technical feasibility indicators.

Table 714 The qualitative scales assigned to rank technical feasibility indicators.
Items

10.0%

8.5%

7.0%

5.5%

4.0%

Status of Technology (ST)
Ease of Operation (EO)

Control Measures Requirements (eM)

7.8. RISK MANAGEMENT. FUZZY COMPOSITE PROGRAMMING
7.8.1 NORMALIZATION OF BASIC INDICATORS
Fuzzy composite programming is used for a tradeoff analysis among conflicting
objectives for different alternatives. Chapter 6 has provided a detailed step-by-step
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methodology for conducting fuzzy composite programming. Figure 7.5 provides a
framework for determining a system improvement index to compare different discharge
scenarios.

Levell

Levl"lil

Levl"llll

Level IV

Figure 7.5. Framework for fuzzy composite programming for conducting tradeoff
analysis among various discharge scenarios/management alternatives

The above figure shows that at the first level, the human health cancer and non-cancer
risks were grouped together to make a human health risk index. Similarly the three basic
indicaton - ease of operation, status of tcchnology, and control measures - were grouped
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to get the technical feasibilily index. At the second level. the human ncallh nsk and
ecological risk were grouped together to make a general group of the environmental risk
reduction index. At the final stage. environmental risk reduction. technical feasibility and
toul COSt saving indices were

grou~

to oblain a system improvement Index. The \'alues

of the basic indicator.> used in fuzzy composite programming are given in Table 7.15.

The higher the risk value the less desirable that altemative will be. Similarly if the total
COSt is more. that option will

f1O{

be desirable. But conuary to th:l.I if some basIC Indicator

has:l. higher value le.g., ease of operanon). il may be considered a better option. To avoid
this confusion. all basic indic:ltors were normalited based on

IWO

criteria. either WORST

> BEST <e.g.. risk. cost etc.) or BEST > WORST (e.g.. lechnlcal feasibility). These
crileria
to i.

WCTe

IWO

used to nonnalize the basic indicatOfS into unitlcss numbers scaling from 0

The method is discussed in detaIl In Chapter 6. The BEST and WORST values are

selected among the estimated values for different discharge options. Table 7.16 lists the
BEST and WORST values for all basic indicator.>.

After defining the BEST and WORST criteria values for each basic indicator, the values
reported in Table 7.15 were normalized. All normalized basic indicator values

~

unilless and an: scaled from 0 to I. in which a higher value means a better option. Now
the risk estimates are risk redUCtion index and total cost is converted into a cost saving

index. Table 7.17 summarizes the normalized values of risk reduction and CO$( saving
indices. The technical feasibilily indiCators have already been scaled from 0 to 1 so they
will remain lhe same. The estimated nonnalized values of all basic indicators an: reported
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in unitJess terms so that lhcycan

'" grouped according

10

composite progr.uTlIYllng

methodology.

Table 7.15. Values of the basic indicators used in ruuycomposilc programming.
lndic;;a!on

IiHR.

HHR..

ER

C~,

EO

ST

eM

.~

.

.

,~

'-I'"

Values

1O.0'il

Min.

1.24 x 10'··

9.15.IO· 1t 8.Z6Ex 10"11 6.39)( 10. 17

MLV

5..54.IIT lt

4.31

Max.

3.49 x IO'\)

2.95 x 1O'll

Min.

OJJ065

0.005]

0.000

0.00J3

0.0024

MLV

0.0163

0.0144

0.013.5

0.0090

O.QO..I8

Mu.

0.0856

0.0730

0.0624

0.043:5

0.0326

Min.

0.1775

0.1366

0.1175

0.0678

O.00l-l8

MLV

0.2602

0.275

0.2]24

0.1778

0.1323

Mall.

0.6276

0.5542

0.50]5

OA244

0.3302

Min.

573.8

561.5

560.8

546.0

537.0

MLV

828.6

740.2

668.'

802.9

732.2

Mu.

1!30.6

1131.4

1075.'

106:5.3

1079.0

X

10. 16

7.0%

~.53x

10'1'

5.18x 10. 16

1.73.

IO'~

1.87 x 10,1,

2.35

1.64 X 10·1l

Ll6 X to· ll

X

10'"

Min.

0.60

0.60

0.60

0.30

0.30

MLV

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.50

0.50

Mu.

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.70

0.70

Min.

0.30

0.30

0.60

0.60

0.60

MLV

050

0.50

0.75

0.75

0.75

Mu.

0.70

0.70

0.90

0.90

0.90

Min.

0.60

0.60

0.60

0.30

0.10

MLV

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.50

0.25

Max.

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.70

0.40

21.

Table 7.16. The criteria values used for normalizmg basiC indicalors.
p~",

Worsr:(W)

8eSt(B)

Crileria

Human Canccr Risk

3.49)(10-"

...53)(10. 11

W>B

Human Non<anccr Risk (HI,)

2.40)( 10·)

8.561( 10':

W>B

Ecological Risk JERI

6.28)( 10·'

...,J8)(IO·;

W>B

SUM ofTcchnology

0.00

1.00

B>W

Ease of Operation

0.00

1.00

qu.;alicllivc ICnns from
scales 1 t05 and converted
into numcrical scores

Control Measures Requirements
Total COSI CSidayl

Values;u~selcetedin

0.00

1.00

1.2311( 10'

5.37x llf

W>B

1.8.2. WEIGIITING SCHEMES OF BASIC INDICATORS
Afler nonnalizmg the basic indicators. the neu step in fuzzy composite programming IS
to define the: weights for different altnbutes. Double weighting schemes as described in
Chapler 6 are used here. The firsl lype: of welghung (wI is based on one-ICHJOC
comparison of anribtJIes. The AHP process is used 10 define the relative Importance of
each amibute and 10 group them into a generalized group. For example. human cancer
risk and non<ancer risks were proponioned 35 2: 1 by imponance. :11 the firsl level.
Similarly. human health risk was given more priority than ecological risk. by giving
double weighl to human health risk. Allhc: highest level. the environmenlal risk redl.lCtion
and cOS!: saving were given three limes

~

weighl in comparison to the: Ic::Chnical

feasibility. The corresponding weights were ta[culated as
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£

(7.7)

C

Table 7.17. Normalized values of the basic indicators
Indicators

HHR.
(Reduction)

HHR.
(Reduction)

ER

(Reduction)

C"'.

(Saving)

EO

ST

CM

V.~

IO.O'l>

8.5"

7.0'0

5.5%

'.0'0

Min.

0.0000

0.1568

0.3309

0.5311

O.676-a

MLV

0.8:523

0.8880

0.8628

0.9629

0.9589

Mv..

0.9772

0.9866

O.9s<P-

0.9946

1.0000

Min,

0.0000

0.1514

0.2788

0."""

0.6370

0.97 I:!

MLV

0.8329

0.8558

0.8666

0.9207

M~.

0.9507

0.9651

0.9772

0.9892

1.0000

Min.

0.0000

0,1259

0.2129

0.3-187

0.5103

MLV

0.6304

0.60S0

0.6781

0.1718

0.8499

M~.

0.7723

0.8415

0.87S3

0.9605

1.0000

Min.

0.0000

0.1.&30

0.2236

0.2383

0.2186

MLV

0.5796

0.7070

0.8110

0.6166

0.7186

M~.

0.9469

0.9647

0.9657

0.9870

1.0000

Min.

0.6000

0.6000

0.6000

O.JOOO

O.JOOO

MLV

0.7500

a.'soo

0.7500

O.SOOO

O.sooo

~.

0.9000

0.9000

0.9000

0.7000

0.7000

Min.

0._

0.3000

0.6000

0.6000

0.6000

MLV

0.5000

O.SOOO

0.7500

0.7500

a.7SOO

M~.

0.7000

0.7(0)

0.9000

0.9000

0.9000

Min.

0.6000

0.6000

0.6000

O.JOOO

0.1000

MLV

0.7500

0.7500

0.7500

O.SOOO

0.2S00

M~.

0.9000

0.9000

0.9000

0.7000

0.4000
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A normalised m.:nrix 1 was detemuned by normalising the matrix

j

column wise. The

final weighted veclor can be derived from summing Ute elemenls of each row of malrix 1
and normalising again for this vector.

0.429
1:: 0.429
[0.142

0.429
0.429

0.429]
[1.288]
0.429
1.288

0.141

0.142

(7.8)

~

0.429

After normalising to I. the above equation becomes

IV'IE

c

n:; 10.43

0.43

0.14]

(7.9)

E:: Environmental risk (reduction):
C'" COSI (saving): and
r::Technical feasibility

Table 7.18 summarises the calculated weights for all attributes at various levels. The
second type of weight is the balancing factor (P). The balancing factor (P) was assigned
to groups of indic.:non: to show the importance of the maximal deviations. It represents
the muimum difference of an indic:ltor value from the best value for that indicator. The
larger the value, lhe greater lhe concern with respect to the maximal deviation. When p:;
I. all deviations are: equally weighted. for p '" 2. each deviation receives its importance in
propon.ion to its magnitude (Torno et aI.• (988).
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7.8.3. TRADEOFF ANALYSIS
After assigning weights to basic indicaton and more generalized groups at higher levels.
:l

tradeoff analysis is perfonncd. The analysis is performed for each management

:lhemative or discharge option. The advantage of using fuzzy composite programming is
th3t any twO altribmes can be compared while grouping. e.g.. the environment:11 risk
reduction index can be compared 10 the cost saving index or technical feasibility IndeX.

Table 7.18. Weights estimated for basic indicators and more generalized groups

Human (;mar Risk

0.67

Human Non-eancer Risk

0.33

HUlNn Health Risk

0.67

Ecological Risk

0.33

SUluS ol Technology

0.33

Ease of Oper.u:ioo

0.33

Control Measures Requirements

0.33

Technial Feasibility

0.14

Environmental Risk Reduction

0.43

CoslSaving

0.43

Figure 7.6 shows a comparison of lite environmental risk reduction and the COSt savmg
indices for different discharge optionS. This plOt shows me largest likely interval or mnge
of the: fuzzy number (base of the triangle. when membenhip function. 1J(h}

= 0) in two

dimensions. The .t-axis shows the largest likely interval or range of the environmental
risk reduction index and the y-axis shows the: largest likely intc:rvalll1lf\gc: of the: cost
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saving index. For the 10% discharge option, the largest likely intervals are joined with the
MLV. This can form a pyramid if it is shown in 3-D. The MLVs of two indices are also
provided for each option given by the x and y components. The larger base of the
pyramid shows higher uncertainty in the indices. The 10% discharge option has the
largest base for the cost saving index. The 4% discharge option shows more uncertainty
in cost saving index than the environmental risk reduction index. The MLV of cost
saving and environmental risk reduction indices are at (0.93, 0.72). The ideal point in this
type of comparison would be (1.0, 1.0) which is practically very difficult to achieve.
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Figure 7.6. Comparison of environmental risk reduction and cost saving indices

The environmental risk reduction index can also be compared with the technical
feasibility index. Figure 7.7 shows that the base (or largest likely interval) of the 5.5%

'.3

discharge option is larger than the other options, but the environmental risk reduction
index uncertainty is maximum for the 10% discharge option. The 7.0% discharge option
shows the best results from a technical feasibility viewpoint. If the system improvement
index is based on only technical feasibility and environmental risk reduction viewpoints,
then the 7.0% discharge option may be the best option. This can be observed. as its MLV
is closest to the ideal point (1.0, 1.0). But this option shows higher uncertainty in the
environmental risk reduction index than the 4.0% and 5.5% discharge options. The
environmental risk reduction index was assigned three times more weight than the
technical feasibility index, which reduces the chance of the 7.0% option to be selected as
the best discharge option.
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Figure 7.7. Comparison of environmental risk reduction and technical feasibility indices

Similarly. the cost saving mdelii. is also compared with the technical feasibility indelii.,
Figure 7,8 shows that the 7.0% option is the best option if the cost saving and the
technical feasibility indIces are the main criteria. The MLV of the 7.0% discharge option
IS

closest to the ideal point (1.0,1.0),
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Figure 7.8. Comparison of cost saving and technical feasibility indices

After estimating the technical feasibility, cost saving and environmental risk reduction
indices. they are grouped as a system improvement indelii., This final indelii. is in the form
of a fuzzy number. For all discharge options, the system improvement indices are
compared in Figure 7.9. The ideal point of (1.0, 1.0) is also shown for comparison. The
7.0%,5.5% and 4.0% discharge options look very close to each other. The MLV of the

7.0% and 4.0% discharge options are approximalely the same. but the largest likely
interval of the 7.0% discharge option is bigger than the 4.0% discharge option. The
MLVs of the 7.0% and 4.0% discharge options are approAlmately 0.80. but the largest
likely intervals of the 7.0% and 4.0% discharge options are in the range of 0.62 and 0.51.
respectively. The larger base represents higher uncertainty in the estimates.
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Figure 7.9. The system improvement index for comparison of various discharge options

7.8.4. RANKING ALTERNATIVES
Figure 7.9 shows that selection of the best alternative is not an easy task. because some
alternatives are very close to each other. The Chen (1985) and Yager (198Ob) centroidal
index ranking methods were used

10

rank these discharge scenarios. In Chen's ranking
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method (1985) the utility value V,(x) was determined for each fuzzy number as described
in Chapter 6. The highest utility value represents the best management altemative. Table
7.19 summarizes the system improvement index values for these discharge scenarios. The
utility values and centroid were calculated for the system Improvement index for each
scenario. Similar conclusions can be drawn from both ranking methods that the 4.0% is
the best managemenl a1temative and 7.0% is the next one and then followed by 5.5%
discharge option.

Table 7.19. Ranking of various discharge scenarios

AJternatives

Min.

MLV

M"".

Yager (1980b)
Centroid

Chen (1985)

10.0%

0.1935

0.6859

0.9154

0.6025

0.3634

8.5%

0.2354

0.7431

0.9353

0.6583

0.4698

7."'"

0.3259

0.8010

0.9496

0.7160

0.6437

5.5%

0.3829

0.7460

0.9573

0.7062

0.6280

4."'"

0.4534

0.7951

0.9630

0.7487

0.7208

Vb)

Rank

7.8.5. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The ranking of various discharge options was the last step in deciding which option is the
best management alternative. The process of ranking altematives involves assumptions
and human judgments for assigning weights to various attributes. To confirm the ranking
order achieved in the previous section. sensitivity analysis was perfonned in which
various weighting schemes were employed and the entire fuzzy composite programming
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procedure was repeated. Table 7.20 summarizes the trials in which new weights and
importance values were assigned to the last three groups. The first trial results have
already been discussed in which risk reduction and cost saving indices were given three
times more weight than the technical feasibility index. The second trial represents the
case, in which technical feasibility is not considered, rather risk reduction and cost saving
indices were assumed to be the selection criteria for the best management altemative.
Similarly in the third trial, the environmental risk reduction index was given I.S times
more weight than the cost saving index. This trial represents the pro-environment
scenario. In the last trial, the weights of environmental risk reduction and cost saving
indices are reversed. which is a pro..cost saving scenario.

Table 7.20. Different weighting schemes for sensitivity analysis.
Trials

Weighting
schemes

Trial I
Risk and cost
having same
weights

lmportancevalue

Trial 2
Risk and cost
having same
weights

Importance value

Trial 3
Risk is having
more weight
than cost

Importance value

Trial 4
Cost is having
more weight
than risk

Importance value

Environmental risk
reduction index

Cost saving
index

Technical
feasibility index

0.43

0.43

0.14

0.50

0.50

0.00

0.50

0.33

0.17

0.55

0.17

I
0.33
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The second trial results are plotted in Figure 7.10. The 5.5% option improves its ranking
from third to second position. The 7.0% option was at second position in the trial due to
its better technical feasibility index value. The 4.0% discharge option is again shown to
be the best discharge option among all altematives. Both ranking methods have provided

the robust ranking rating order.
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Figure 7.10. The system improvement index for comparison of various discharge options
for trial 2

The third trial represents the situation in which environmental reduction index is given
more weight than cost saving index and represents a pro-environment scenario. The
environmental risk reduction index is maximum for the 4.0% discharge option. Therefore
a utility index of the 4.0% discharge option is improved from 0.72 to 0.74,
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approximately. The ranking orders show thal the 4.0% discharge option is the best option
and 5.5% is second, followed by the 7.0% discharge option, although the second and
third ranks have no appreciable differences in their utility and centroidal values. The
10.0% discharge option is the least desirable option among all management altematives.
Figure 7.11 shows the system improvement indices for all management altematives.
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Figure 7.11. The system improvement index for comparison of various discharge options
for trial 3

The final trial is a pro-cost saving scenario in which the cost saving index is given 1.5
times more weight than the risk reduction scenario. The results show that the 4.0%
discharge option is still the best management altemative but the 7.0% has improved its
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ranking again from 3 to 2 in comparison to the 5.5% discharge scenario. The utility value
of 7.0% discharge scenario is appreciably higher than the 5.5% discharge altemative. The
10.0% discharge option is still the least desirable option. then followed by the 8.5%
discharge option. Figure 7.12 compares the system improvement indices for all
management altematives.
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Figure 7.12. The system improvement index for comparison of various discharge options
for trial 4

A summary of the ranking for various weighting schemes is provided in Table 7.21.
Overall. the 4.0% discharge option is the best management alternative. The second best
option lies somewhere between the 5.5% and 7.0% discharge options. The least desirable
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option is Ihe current practice followed in the U.S. jurisdiclions (Gulf of Mexico.
California, and Alaska). The better management alternatives are Ihose oplions in which
treatment technology is sophisticated enough to substantially reduce the ecological
damages without compromising Ihe cost of treatment.

Table 7.21. Summary of sensitivity analysis results for ranking management alternatives.
Trials

Melhod

to.O%

8.5%

7.0%

5.5%

4.0%

Trial I
Risk and cost
having same
weighls

V,(x)

0.3634

0.4698

0.6437

0.6280

0.7208

Centroid

0.6025

0.6583

0.7160

0.7062

0.7487

Trial 2
Risk and cost
having same
weighls

V,(x)

0.3789

0.5948

0.7192

0.7273

0.8074

Centroid

0.5751

0.6503

0.7078

0.7225

0.7774

Trial 3
Risk is having
more weight
Ihan cost

V,(x)

0.3684

0.4680

0.6437

0.6515

0.7426

Cenlroid

0.6137

0.6628

0.7183

0.7190

0.75%

Trial 4
Cost is having
more weight
than risk

V,(x)

0.3563

0.4562

0.6362

0.5755

0.6655

Centroid

0.5992

0.6564

0.7169

0.6856

0.7246

Rank

Rank

Ronk

Ronk

On the East Coast of Canada, the regulations concerning drilling cutting discharges are
currently being reviewed. A reduction from 15% attached base fluid to the neighborhood
of say 7.0 to 8.0% of dry weight of cuttings corresponds to approximately 12.0% to 5 6% of wet cuttings. The results of this study shows that a discharge scenario of 5 • 6 %
(wet cuttings) is one of the better management alternative, if not the best.
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Cbapter8

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter first presents some conclusions based on methodologies developed for
contaminant fate modeling. ecological and human health risk assessments and risk
management. II also summarises some specific conclUSions based on a hypothetical case

study of an oilfield on the East Coast of C:m:lda. This chapter also provides
recommendations :md eSI.:Iblishes the directions for future research. AI the end. a
statement of onginality oflhis theSIS 1$

~nted.

8.1. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The study

~'as

carried out by adopting a holistic approach for risk management of

offmore petroleum drilling waste discharges in the miUinc environment. The research
focused on the following objectives: (I) development of probabilistic contaminant (ale
models using fugacity :lnd aquivaJence based approaches (Of" org:mic compounds and

heavy metals. respectively: (2) development of an ecological risk asscssment
methodology using probabilistic concepts; (3) development of human health cancer and
non-cancer risk. asscssment methodologies using probabilistic concepts; (4) development
of a fuzzy composite framework for risk management by integrating environmental risk
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assessment with cost estim:ltJon 3.00

u~c:hnic3.1

feasibility of varioos tre3.tmel1l options:

and (5) application of a risk management framework for a hypothetic3.1 case Sludy of
drilling waste discharges on the East Coast ofCanooa.

Keeping these objectives in perspective. !he following are the conclusions of this
research:

I. A new methodology for contaminant fate modeling using a chemical specific
approach

was

proposed

in

Chapter

3.

Steady

st3.te

non-equilibnum

fugacityfaquivalence based equations were used to estimate the distribuuons of
concenlration in the water column (C.·) and sediment pore water

(C,..-).

The

uncertainty and variability in the model inputs were eltpressed by their statIstical
distributions. The C., and C"., were estimated using utin Hypercube Sampling (LHSI
based Monle Carlo (Mel simulations. The fate model OUtputs. C., 3nd C_ followed
the lognonnal distribution due

[0

the multiplicative n:llure of the model. The

parnmeters of the lognormal distributions LN - (p-. cr) were estimated for different
discharge conditions. based on pollutant loading r:l.tes (£) and impact radii (R). The
estimated parameters of the lognonnal distribution (p-. cr) for known discharge
conditions were used for performing muhiple regression analyses. The highest 95111
percentile was used as the predicted environmental concentration (PEe). The
uncertainties in the 95111 percentile vaJues (PEC) were estim3ted by the coefficients of
mean (}.l) and standard devi::.tion (al regression models. The methodology developed
for estimating PEe through regression models is flexible and can be easily modified

to any OIher desired safety level depending on the management goals and objectives.
The strength of this methodology is that it incOfPQr:ues n:J.lural variabilities and/or
uncenainlies in the model input paramelers. which help in predicting the OUlput
concentrations and thei.. associated uncenainties. This approach did nOt consider the
model uncertainty. which is generally nOi high in well-tested models (CCME. 1997).
The developed methodoiogy is

rKl(

only llpplicable to drilling waste discharges. rather

it Clln be used for other industrial wastes hllving Itnown physico-chemical
characteristics.

_. A compn:hensive methodology for probabilistic ecological nslt assessment was
developed in Chapter ~. The whole ecologic:d community was defined as assessment
endpoints. The to",icity data {LCoo- EC'<I and NOECJ wen: convened into predicled no
effect concentrations (PNECl. The lognormal was found 10 be the representative
distribution for PNEC data. The lowest 10'" percentile of the PNEC distribution was
defined as the safety level or PNEC criteria value. Bootstrapping was performed on
original PNEC data to detennine uncenainty in the PNEC criteria values. The
exposure assessment was based on contaminant fate modeling results. The estimated
PEC values were convened into e"'posun: COTK:entratlOns (ECJ by adjusting: for

bioavailability (SF) and probability of e"'posure (P). The hazard or risk quotients
(HQIRQ)

Wel'e

calculated by tak.ing the ratio of EC and PNEC criteria values. The

CHARM model's approach (Thatcher et a1 .• 1999) was used to conven HQIRQ into
risk estimales for each contaminant. The composite ecological risk for drilling waste
was determined by integrating the individual risk estimates assuming statistically

independent events. The ecological risk 3MeS5ment methodology developed is unique
and allows for the incorporation of more toxicity data (as it becomes available) to
improve PN£C criteria values. This technique can be very useful in developing risk
based water and/or sediment quality criteria. By fixing an acceptable risk posed by a
particular pollutant in waler and/or sediments. the pollutant load can be estimated 10
determine its allowable level in the industrial discharges. This risk based approach
can help in developing pollutant efnuenl and emiSSIOn standards.

3. A. nsk assessment melhodology for human health was developed

In

Chapter S. The

human heallh risk methodology was based on the consumption of contaminated
seafood. The chronic daily intake rate (eDt) was established based on fish ingestion
rates. lipid content of contaminated fish. bioconcatlr.uion facton. exposure duration.
Cllposure frequency. and averaging time. Thc input pilTamClen were defined by
triangular distributions based on the ranges and maximum likely v3lucs (MLV)
reponed in the Iitcrature. The human health risk 3Messment methodology for drilling
waste discharges adopts a probabilistic :approach based on an extensive literature
search for input parameters. A comparison of the U.S. EPA. (2000a) and the present
study methodologies for human health risk asscssment of drilling waste dischargcs
was also presented in

this chaptcr. The developed

methodology IS more

comprehensive and extensive than the traditional U.S. EPA's (2000::1) detcrministic
approach for drilling waste discharges.
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..I.

A risk

mana~ement

methodology using

fUZ2~

composile progr.unming (CPj was

developed in Chapter 6. The fuzz:-, composile progrnmming involved idenlification of
basic indic3lOn. a methodology for grouping basic indicators. weighung schemes.
converting linguislic tenns and StatiStical diltil into fuzzy numbers. and rank.mg
methodologies for management alternatives. To perform tradeoff analysis for the
selection of the besl management altem:uive or discharge scenario. cost eSllmates and
technical feasibility parameters were sludied in this chapter. A linear rep-ession
model was developed for the eSlimalion of [f"eatment cost as a function of percent
base fluid l1unched to the wet drill cuttings. The basic indicalon - risk. estimales.
technical feasibility. and COSI estimates - were defined by triangular fuzzy numben 10
incorpora(e (heir uncertainties. The final ulility and cenlro,dal values of the system
improvement mdices

w~

calculated through Chen (1985) and Yager (I98Ob)

ranlung methods. respectively to detennine the mnk..ing order of the management
alternatives. The CP methodology h:1S successfully been used

In

other environmental

engineering problems (e.g.. Stansbury et al.. 1989). In the present research. CP
methodology is modified for probabilistic quanli(ative and funy qualilative data.
This approach has never been applied for management of drilling waste discharges.
This modified CP methodology is also applicable to other environmental decisionmaking problems.

5. The framework of risk managemenl developed in the fint six chapters was applied to
a hypothetical case study on the E:1st Coast of Canada in Chapter 7. Five discharge
scenarios wen: defined based on the perc:nt base fluid attached to the wet drill

cuttings. These discharge

sc~narios

or management

altemativ~s

were 1O.O'k. 8.5'K.

7.0%. 5.5% and 4.0% anached base fluids. The regression models developed in
Chapter 3

w~re

used 10 estimale the PEe. which were converted inlo ell.p05ure

coocenlTations using BF and p. The exposure concentrations were used

In

Ihe human

:md ecological probabilistic risk assessment models to quantify lhe risk v3Jues.
Similarly. COSt estimale5 for treatment, drilling fluid lost. and ecological and human
health damages for different discharge scenarios ....·ere made. The lechnical feasibility
parameters· status of the technology. ease of ClpCl':Iouon and conuol measures requIred
• were defined in qualitalive terms. The qualitauve lenns were convened inlO
numerical scores using Miller's scale (965). The imponance m3trill. of basic
indicators was developed using

;rn

analytical hierarchy process (AHP). A double

weighting scheme was employed in CPo All basic indicators were grouped Into
envlTonmental nsk reduction. cost saving and lechnic:1! feasibilily indices 10 perform
a tl':lodeoff analysis. The 4% attached base fluid option was the best management
option for the firsl trial when risk and COSt were given equal weight and technical
feasibility was allotted one-third of the weight. The 7.0% discharge option was the
second best managemcnl altemative and thai

W:lS

followed by 5.5%. 8.5% and 10.0%.

respectively. The sensitivity analysis was performed using different weighling
schemes 10 account for human subjectiVity. In the second trial. the lechnical
feasibility was n<X included in determining the system improvement index. The 4.0%
discharge option remained the best managemenl alternative, but the 5.5% discharge
option improved its ranking from 3 to 2. and 7.0% discharge option moved to 311l
place. The Jill trial was designed as a pro environment scenario in which risk

reduction was given 1.5 times more weighl Ihan the COSt saving index. The lechnical
feasibility was given one-third imponance in comparison to environmenlal risk. The
overall ranking remained the same as that of the second trial. The lasl trial was a pro
cost-saving scenario in which the relative imponance of the

)nl

lrial was reve~ for

the COSt and the risk indices. Now again. the 4.0'ii> discharge option remained Ihe besl
managemenl alternative, but the 7.0% discharge oplion improved its ranking from)
102, and the 5.5% discharge option ranking dropped from 2 04 to)'" place. The 10.0%

option rem:uned the least desirable discharge option. II was concluded thai Ihe 4.Qll,
was the beSI management a1ternalive for the discharge of drilling waste in the marine
environment. The olher better management ahernatives or discharge options were Ihe
7.0% and/or 5.5% attached base fluid to the wei cuttings. This case study illustraled

the utility of the methodologies developed in first six chapters of this thesIs. This case
study provided a framewOf1r> for a decision suppon system for the selection of the beSI
drilling waste marine discharge option under any known regulatory and te"hnical
constr.lints.

8.2. RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations are useful for setting the directions of fUlure research. The following
recommendations are presented based on the limitations and problems faced dUring this
study:

J09

I. The

~nt

study used MC simulations for the probabilistic analyses to !T'Icorporate

uncenainty in the input parameters. To avoid the: assumption of independent input
variables. interval analysis and probability bound analysis may be used. Risk Calc
(1999) at present is only capable of handling simple mathematical fonnul:nions. In
the present research. effon was made to apply these methods in the begmning. but

they did

not work

properly doe to complexities in the contaminant f;:lle modeling Olnd

ecological risk assessment models. In the: future research. it may be very useful to
develop a methodology for cont:lminant fOlte modeling and ecological risk assessment
using fuzzy numbers to incorporate the uncenainty in the: input variables and compare
with the: results of MC simulations.

,

The fugacity/aquivalence based model inputs are defined by statistical distributions.
A probOlbilistic p:lr.l.metric approach was employed to perfonn the analysis. The
inputs were assumed to be independent of each other due to the Ixk of reliable d:l.la
to develop

it

correlation among input variables. For future studies. more data need to

be collected to define the relationships among input variables to perfonn

Me

simulations.

J. The methodology of ecological risk assessment was based on defining the whole

ecological community as the assessment endpoints. The criteria PNEC values or
safety levels were developed based on available data and infonnation from various
SOUJ'Ce5. The criteria PNEC values will be changed if

~

comprehensive toxicity

response infonnation becomes available. There is an immediate need for developing a

JlO

database for toxicity response of organisms (e.g.• LC_ NO£C) for different
contaminants, .....hich should be made available to the public domain.

4. The bioavailability of contaminanlS is a sensitive issue in ecological and human
health risk assessment. The bioavailability (Sf) was defined by lexhing

Of

conversion factors in this sludy (U.S. EPA. 2000a). More research and laboratory
expcrimenlS are nceded in this direction 10 estimale the actual bioavailable fraction of
the conlaminants.

5. The fugacityfaquivalence models developed in this siudy were based on an
assumption of steady state condilions.

It

may

be

useful

to

modify

Ihe

fugxlty/aquivalence based models by inltoducing a lime faclor into !he formulalion
for unsteady stale solution.

6. A chemical specific approach was used in this study due 10 the lack of physicochemical and toxicity data of drilling waste as a whole (or a single entity). A whole
loxicity approach can be used in future if enough information and data becomes
available.

7. The exposure coocentt'3tions were a function of exposure probabiiity (p). which was
caJculated by the ratio of impact area (A ..) to the totaJ area under study. The migration
ratcs of fish may playa very important role in cstimating the actual cxposure 10 the

cOfllaminantS. When more infonnation is avajlable in specific studies. it can be
employed for more realistic estimates of exposure probability.

8. Human health risks were estimated based on the consumption of contamin.1ted fish
due to drilling waste discharges into the marine environment The other sOllrce of
human health e,,"posure is the drilling platfonn. where workers are e,,"posed to
chemicals through inhalation. ingestion and dcnnal contact. That aspect of drilling
wute was not considered in the present study and can be incorporated in fUlUre
rescarch for risk management of drilling waste.

9. The technical feasibility of vanous tte:ument options was defined by three
parameters: status of the technology. ease of operation and control measures. These
parameters were defined by five qualit::Uive fuzzy scales that ranged from the best to
the poorest. A more comprehensive study could be used for this aspeCt of :he
research.

10. The cost estimates were based on tteaunent. drilling fluid loss and human and
ecological damage COStS in the present study. The costs related to non-water quality
impacts. including global warming Impacts COWl). ozone depletion potential (GOP)
and rislcs associated with the safely issues at the platfonn can also be incorporated
into the anaJysis.

1I2

II. The environmenral Impacl comJXment of this research was fcx:ussed on the risks
associated wilh ecological and human health due to eltposure through discharges of
drilling waste into the marine environment This study did nOI estimate the GWI.

ODP and risks related 10 the heahh and safety (H&S) of the workers. A life cycle
analysis (LeA) type of approach could be an alternative solulion in which crndle-IDgnve or cradle-Io-gate type of methods can be used over the life span of drilling
waste. The leA could start from a factory where drilling nuids

~

manufactured 10

their final disposallcx:auoo ex a recyding facility.

8.3. STATEMENT OF ORIGINALITY
Originality in the present research can be viewed from following perspectives:

Fugacity/aquivaJence based models ;ue used elttensively in lake and nver systems in the
determinIstic mode. In this research. a probabtlistic frame:wort. for conducting
conwninant fate modeling was presented fex a marine environment. The output
concentrations (C... C,..) wen: lognormally distributed and the parameters of lhe
distributions wen: convened into empirical regression models. The regression models
were grouped logemer to eslimate PEe. which was defined by the highest 9S1t1 pe~enlile
value:. II can be defined at any level based on the management goals and objectives.
These PEe equations arc flexible and can easily be modified to any desired eltp05ure
level.

JIl

A new methodology for «alogical risk assessment was developed for drilling waste
discharges using the U.S. EPA (1998) and CCME (I99'J) frameworks. A new procedure
for streamlining the LC.'fI and NOEC data into PNEC values was introduced. The PNEC
data for different organisms were found to be lognonnally distributed. The selection

criteria of endpoints in the CHARM model (Thatcher et al.. 1999) are based on

onl~

three:

types of organisms: fish. algae and CNstaceans. whereas in the current study !he whole
ecologic31 community was defined as endpoints. The criteria PNEC values or safety
levels were estimmed using bootstrapping to incorporate the uncen3inties in the
estimates. The wety level (HQIRQ) of 1 or less was designated to correspond to the
protection of 90% of the species 9S% of the time.

Most of the studies related to drilling waste discharges in the marine environment (e.g..
U.S. EPA. 200001. 199901: Meinhold. 1998) define the acceptable pollutant levels

In

a

drilling waste stream based on water quality standards and guidelines proposed by
regulatory agencies. Recently. the author and coworkers (Sadiq et 'II.. 2OOld) have
proposed a methodology for evaluating various regulatory drilling waste discharge
options based on the tOXIcity response of the whole ecological community using the
approach developed in this thesis.

In this study. results of contaminant fate modeling were integrated with probabilistic
human health risk assessment using LHS based Me simulations. The probabilistic huml1J\
health risk assessment approach is

not

new but in the present study. l1J\ extensive

31'

literature search was conducted to estimate the parameten of the proposed uiangular
disuibutions of human health risk assessment through consumption of contaminated fish.

New simple techniques for estimating the COSts of treatment. ecological and human health
damages were introduced in this study. Probabilistic data were convened into uiangular
fuzzy numben using confidence intervals and modes of the risk and COSI disuibutlons.
The risk management methodology of fuzzy composite programming has been used
previously in environmental engineering related problems. but has never been applied to
drilling waste discharges. A risk management study encompassing risk minimization.
COSt saving and technical feasibility of discharge options. has never been studied for
drilling waste management.

This study introduced a new concept of integrating probabilistic fate modeling with
ecologlcal and human health risk assessment methodologies within a risk management
framework to determine the ranking order of management alternatives under these
conflicting objectives. This study has provided a framework for a decision support
system for the selection of the best drilling waste marine discharge option under any set
of regulatory and technical constraints.
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APPENDIX

Al
Bootstrapping Macro

GMACRO

rehan.mac

dokl:::I:IOOO
sample 32 c I c2:
replace.

let c3=loglc2)
let c4(kl)=meanfc3)
letc5(kl)=stdev(c3)
let c6(kl )=e,ll,p(c4(1d )·1.2815 .. c5(kl»)
enddo

let c7:::mean(c6)

let c8=stdev(c6)
endmacro
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